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PREFACE 


This report presents the results from a larger investigation on the 
cone penetration test combined with measurement of the generated pore 
pressure during penetration, i. e. the piezocone or CPTU test, in clay 
and gyttja. 

The 	report is intended for engineers dealing with performance and 
interpretation of soil investigations, for manufacturers of field 
testing equipments and for colleagues carrying out research on this 
topic. 

The purpose of the report is to create a better insight into the 
significance of the parameters measured in piezocone tests in 
clay, how the tests should be interpreted in mainly soft Swedish 
clays and what requirements should be applied to the equipments and 
the 	performance of the tests in such soils. 

The investigation has been performed by the Swedish Geotechnical 
Institute on Swedish mainly soft soils comprising inorganic clays, 
organic clays and gyttjas. The Swedish results have been supplemented 
by data from related investigations performed at the Norwegian 
Geotechnical Institute and also by results from stiffer and more 
overconsolidated soils obtained and reported at the Building Research 
Establishment in England and at the Norwegian Institute of Technology. 

Two different cone equipments and systems for data collection have 
been used. The equipments and test methods used in the investigation 
have been selected on the gr ounds that they should be suited to soft 
soils and that it should be possible to utilize the results from the 
investigation in normal commercial soil investigations on land. 

The investigation is part of a larger project concerning the use of 
new in-s itu methods for determination of stratigraphy and properties 
in fine-grained loose to medium stiff soils. 

Other parts of the project have been reported in the following 
publications: 

• 	 New in situ methods for investigation of stratigraphy and 
properties in soil profiles, Larsson and Sallfors (1987). Swedish 
Geotechnical Institute, Information No. 5. (In Swedish) 

• 	 Laboratory calibration of cones for combined cone penetration 
testing and pore pressure sounding, Larsson and Eskilsson (1988). 
Swedish Geotechnical Institute, Varia 223. (In Swedish) 
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• 	 Dilatometer tests in clay, Larsson and Eskilsson {1989a). Swedish 
Geotechnical Institute, Varia No. 243. {In Swedish) 

• 	 Dilatometer tests in organic soils, Larsson and Eskilsson (1989b). 
Swedish Geotechnical Institute, Varia No. 258. {In Swedish) 

• 	 The dilatometer test; an in situ method for determination of 
stratigraphy and properties in soils, Larsson (1989). Swedish 
Geotechnical Institute, Information No. 10. (In Swedish) 

Calibration of Piezocones for Investigation of Soft Soils and• 
Demands for Accuracy of the Equipments, Mulabdic et al {1990). 
Swedish Geotechnical Institute, Varia No. 270. 

• 	 Shear moduli in Scandinavian clays; Measurements of initial shear 
modulus with seismic cones and empirical correlations, Larsson 
and Mulabdic (1990). Swedish Geotechnical Institute, Report No. 
40. 

The project is supported by grants from the Swedish Council for 
Building Research, the Swedish Road Administration and the Civil 
Engineering Institute of Croatia in Zagreb, Yugoslavia and by internal 
funds at the Swedish Geotechnical Institute. 

The authors wish to express their appreciation for the efforts made by 
Geotech AB and Hogentogler & Co to satisfy a variety of special 
demands and also to thank all colleagues in Sweden and abroad who have 
let us share their experiences. In particular, we wish to thank Lars
Erik Johannessen at Lund University who kindly let us use a data 
collection system specially designed for a previous investigation. 

Linkoping, August 1991 

Rolf Larsson 	 Mensur Mulabdic 
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SUMMARY 


• The piezocone test is an unsurpassed method of determining the 
strati graphy of all types of soils into which it can be pushed down. 
Its use is limited to relatively soft and fine-grained soils up to 

dense sand. 

• The method is well established for investigations in sand where 
parameters for estimation of bearing capacity and settlements can 
be obtained and for which also special calculation methods exist. 

• In more fine - grained soils, increased use of the piezocone test would 
bring about a higher quality of the soil investigations in terms of 
determination of stratigraphy. Substantial information on the soil 
properties can also be obtained mainly concerning undrained shear 
strength, preconsolidation pressure and drainage conditions. For 
accurate estimation of the properties, supplementary sampling and 
determination of the consistency limits is usually required. 

• The piezocone test is a fast sounding. The necessary preparations and 
set-up procedures, on the other hand, are more time-consuming. With 
suitable preparation methods and test procedures and rational use of 
the test, it can be made competitive also in terms of costs and 
replace several older and coarser investigation methods. 

• The processes in the soil during penetration in terms of development 
of tip resistance, pore pressures and s l eeve friction are found to 
follow the general picture for soil behaviour that has been 
empirically establi shed by other types of tests and loadings. The 
results can be interpreted in this light and the only significant 
difference to other types of loading tests that has to be accounted 
for is the rate effect. In fine-grained soils, the results are mainly 
governed by the average undrained shear strength, which i s also the 
design shear strength in most practical applications. 

• The results, however, are highly dependent on the actual cone design 
and a much stricter standard has to be introduced before the 
possibilities of the piezocone test can be fully utilized in fine
grained soils. The piezocone test in many aspects will then bring 
about a considerable improvement in the soil investigations also for 
ordi nary design projects on land . It is, however, as little as any 
other equipment no universal method for measuring all properties 
or solving all problems in soils . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General 

Most tasks in geotechnical engineering demand knowledge of the 
stratification of the particular soil profile and the properties of 
the various soil layers. There are two main procedures for obtaining 
this information; either by taking samples of the soil at various 
depths and testing them in the laboratory or by using some kind of 
field test whereby the soil is tested in place. 

Both procedures have drawbacks. In many engineering tasks, it is 
essential to know the detailed stratification and even single thin 
layers of sand in a clay profile or clay in a sand deposit may have 
far-reaching consequences. To obtain this information by sampling 
would require continuous "undisturbed" sampling, which is possible but 
very expensive. Testing of strength and deformation properties in the 
laboratory requires "truly undisturbed" samples and often also that 
the samples are brought back to the in situ stress conditions before 
they are tested. The first requirement cannot be absolutely fulfilled 
and the second involves estimation of the in situ stress conditions. 
The procedure is thus relatively expensive and time-consuming and its 
accuracy varies depending on how sensitive the particular parameter is 
to minor disturbances and variations in boundary conditions . 

Field tests also have their drawbacks. It is very difficult to install 
any test device into truly undisturbed soil at some depth. The self
boring pressuremeter approaches this goal, but is so far to be 
considered as a complicated research tool rather than a device for 
routine investigations. "Undisturbed" in situ tests are also fairly 
expensive and time-consuming and for practical reasons, cannot usually 
be used to determine drained properties in fine-grained low-permeable 
soils. 

Soundings, especially continuous soundings performed with a constant 
rate of penetration, are fairly rapid and relatively inexpensive. The 
newer types of cone penetration tests , incorporating electrical and 
continuous measurement of tip resistance, side friction, pore pressure 
and possibly other parameters at the bottom part of the probe during 
penetration, have a very good potential for providing a detailed 
picture of the stratification in the ground. However, the 
interpretation of the combination of signals obtained from the cones 
is largely empirical and different local correlations and charts, 
which usually do not even cover all local types of soil, are used for 
particular cone designs. 
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The cone penetration test involves a continuous loading to failure of 
the soil below and some distance outside the cone at a fai r ly high 
rate of strai n, and the measured data are obtained from a soil mass at 
varying states of stresses and strains and with varying degrees 
of remoulding. The development of strains, stresses and pore pressures 
during this process is not understood in detail. It has been obvious, 
however, that the measured data are strongly related to the soil type , 
the stress conditions in the ground and the strength parameters of the 
soil, and various attempts have been made to empirically link the 
results not only to soil type but also to various soil properties. In 
coarse-grained soils, where the taking of undisturbed samples and 
evaluation of deformation properties in the laboratory is particularly 
difficult, empirical methods have been developed to estimate strength 
parameters and settlements and are widely used. In fine-grained soils, 
the uncertainty in the corresponding relations has been so great that 
they have normally only been used as a coarse supplement to other 
investigations, unless they have been thoroughly calibrated locally. 

The normal procedure in fine-grained soils is, up to now, to use a 
combination of piezocone tests for determination of stratigraphy, and 
comprehensive sampling, laboratory testing and possibly other field 
tests for soil classification and determination of soil properties. 

However, there is a great demand for rational and accurate methods of 
investigating soil profiles, concerning both their stratigraphy with 
associated soil classification and the engineering properties also in 
fine-grained soils. In this context, the potential gains would be 
considerable if the interpretation of the cone penetration test could 
be improved and more of the classification and the evaluation of soil 
properties could be made on the basis on piezocone test results. 
The need for additional field tes t s and costly and time-consuming 
sampling and laboratory testing could thereby be reduced. During the 
80s, a great deal of research has therefore been carried out around 
the world both as comparative testing and as analytical s tudies, and 
numerous suggestions have been made for empirical correlations between 
piezocone test results and various soil properties. 

The present study is one of these research projects and has been 
designed to investigate the piezocone test in relatively soft Swedish 
soils concerning: 

• 	 Required accuracy and technical specifications of the equipments 

• 	 Suitable methods for handling the equipments and performing the 
tests 

• 	 Evaluation of existing methods for classification and interpretation 

• 	 Achieving a better insight into how various stresses and pore 
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pressures develop during penetration and, if possible, producing 
better methods or improving the existing methods of classification 
and evaluation of properties. 

1.2 Development of the piezocone test 

Various equipments for measuring the resistance of soil to static 
penetration of a cone have been used for a long time; first the total 
penetration force was measured at the top of the penetration r ods, 
then the tip resistance was measured mechanically by means of an inner 
rod system . Nowadays, the tip resistance is measured electrically at 
the tip and the electrical signals are normally transmitted to 
recording instruments at the ground surface. 

The introduction of electrical measurements enabled measurement of 
more than one parameter and it soon became common to measure also the 
skin friction against the rods just above the conical face on a 
friction sleeve. 

Classification charts for estimation of soil type on the basis of 
tip resistance and the sleeve friction were elaborated,(see e.g. Erwig 
1988 and Meigh 1988). Special methods for calculation of bearing 
capacity and settlements in sands were also worked out, (Meyerhof 
1965, De Beer 1965 and Schmertmann 1970). These procedures have been 
widely used, mainly in sandy soils. 

As the use of these cones increased, a demand for standardization 
arose. Since 1979 there has been such a standard for Europe, which i s 
used also in most other countries, even if other types of cones are 
used occasionally for special purposes both in Europe and elsewhere, 
(the Sub-Committee on Penetration Test, ed. Bergdahl 1989). The 
standard CPT-test has also become an international reference t est. The 
standard stipulates that the cone apex angle shall be 60°, t he 
cross sectional area 1000 mm2 and the friction sleeve with a surface 
area of 15000 mm2 shall be located just above the tip. The standard 
also stipulates certain tole rances concerning measuri ng accuracy, 
the outer dimensions of the cone and that the rate of penetration 
shall be 0.02 m/s. 

Another type of penetration test, the pore pressure sounding, has been 
used since approximately 1975, (Torstensson 1975, Wissa 1975). This 
test measures the pore pressure in the soil that is generated 
at the penetration of the cone. The measurement is performed by an 
electrical transducer located inside the cone behind a saturated 
filter . The analogue signals from the transducers were originally 
plotted against penetration depth on strip chart recorders and it was 
found t hat, with careful saturation of t he filters and the internal 
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Total area Ar= 
=1000 mm2 

0=35.7mm 

2A =15000 mm 

/////Net area A N 

Fr= Fe+ 	u ( Ar - AN) 

qT =FT/AT 

F5=FM- u AL+ UuAu 

fs=Fs/AF 

FR= f5/qT 


Bq = ( u - Uo) / ( eh - O'vo) 


Fig. I. 	Example of the design of a piezocone and the influence of the 
pore pressure on the measured values of tip resistance and 

sleeve friction. 
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voids in the cone, a very detailed picture of the stratigraphy could 
be obtained in fine-grained and layered soils. It was also found that 
the measured pressures varied strongly with the location of the filter 
on the cone. 

The two types of test, cone penetration test and pore pressure 
sounding were initially used together in parallel tests, but are 
nowadays usually performed as piezocone tests which measure all three 
parameters - tip resistance, sleeve friction and pore pressure 
simultaneously. Some aspects of the measurement of generated pore 
pressures are discussed in the reference test procedure, although this 
part is not actually standardized. The recommended and most common 
location of the filter is just behind the conical tip, but other 
locations, e.g. on the conical face of the tip, are also common. More 
advanced cones can measure the pore pressure at two or three locations 
along the cone and measurement of other parameters such as 
temperature, inclination o f the cone and seismic measurements is 
often included. 

The introduction of pore pressure measurements and the extended use of 
the cones in deep waters and in clays illuminated and enlarged a 
number of problems because the water pressures affect not only the 
pore pressure readings, but also the measurements of the other two 
parameters. This problem is accentuated at high water pressures during 
the cone penetration, natural or generated, and when the tip 
resistance and sleeve friction are relatively low. 

These problems were first observed in testing in deep waters (de 
Ruiter 1982) and later Lunne et al (1986) showed that, when testing in 
clays, totally different results were obtained with different cones 
unless they were calibrated and corrected for the various water 
pressure effects, (see Fig. 1.) 

The need for the tip resistance to be corrected for the pore pressure 
has become generally accepted and usually a net area factor is given 
for the specific cone. The net area factor a is defined as AN/AT 

(see Fig. 1.) 

In order to avoid the influence of the pore pressure on the measured 
friction, most friction sleeves are designed with equal end areas and 
the pore pressures at both ends are often assumed to be approximately 
equal. I n clays, this assumption is a coarse simplification which may 
involve significant errors. 
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Temperature effects have also been shown to be very large, especially 
when testing in soft soils where only a fraction of the total 
measuring range of the cone is used, (Lunne et al 1986, Konrad 1987}. 
This has in general l ed to an improvement of the temperature stability 
in newer cones, but the problem still remains in varying degrees. 

The demands for accuracy, calibration, correction and temperature 
stability that ought to be applied to tests in soft soils have been 
summarized by Mulabdic et al (1990}. This recommendation partly 
increases the demands in the international reference test procedure 
and partly expresses them more precisely, adjusting them to what is 
attainable in practice. 

Only when these aspects have been obser ved is it possible to obtain 
data which can be used for general classification charts and 
interpretation methods applicable to soft soils. This, in turn, puts 
the results from a large number of older investigations in soft 
and fine-grained soils in question. 

The incorporation of pore pressure measurements enabled a third 
parameter to be used for the soil classification. Classification 
charts based on the relation between measured tip resistance and 
generated excess pore pressure were also created, notabl y by Jones and 
Rust (1982) and Senneset and Janbu {1984}(later revised by Senneset et 
al 1989). However , these two parameters alone cannot distinguish all 
types of soil. Robertson et al {1986) suggested that two types of 
charts based on the tip resistance and sleeve fri ction and 
respectively tip resistance and pore pressure should be used in 
parallel. Later, Robertsson (1988} suggested that t he measured 
parameters should be normalized against the stress level in t he 
ground. 

Not even the combination of the three parameters - tip resistance, 
sleeve friction and generated pore pressure - can give an exact 
classification of the soil and the authors stress that the charts 
should be used only as guides for estimation of soil type behaviour . 
Neither is it quite clear what reference classification system is used 
to distinguish between different soil groups and what notations , such 
as very soft, soft , medium, firm, stiff , loose and dense , mean 
exact ly . Some of the charts are probably influenced by uncorrected 
data from older investigations and the resul ts from soft, f ine - grained 
soils of the type encountered in Sweden are probably relatively f ew . 

The development of stresses, strains and pore pressures in clay, as 
well as the dissipation of excess pore pressures after stops in 
penetration, has been treated theoreticall y by a large number of 
authors. The tip res i stance has been correlated to the undrained shear 
strength by using bearing capacity equations , cavity expansion 
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theories (using both cylindrical expansion and spherical expansion}, a 
coupl ing of t he work required to push down the cone and to expand the 
soil around the cone, strain-path methods and finite element solutions 
using both l i near and non- linear models, e.g. Durgunoglu and Mitchel l 
(1973}, de Beer {1977), Vesic {1975), Bal igh {1975), Konrad and Law 
{1987}, Houlsby and Wroth {1982} and Houl sby and Teh {1988}. The 
undrained shear strength is normally correlated to the net tip 
resistance (qT- ov0 } by a cone factor NKT· 

Where q = total (corrected) tip resistance 
T 

o in situ vertical stress 
VO 

c = undrained shear strength
fu 

From the theoretical studies, cone factors mainly in the order of 10
18 have been suggested. 

As pointed out by Powell and Quarterman {1988}, none of these 
theoretical studies has taken important aspects of soil behaviour, 
such as rate effects {creep} or fissuring, into account. Nor do they 
consider shear strength anisotropy or sensitivity. 

The theoretical studies show that the parameter ovo should rather 

be replaced by the horizontal stress oho or the mean normal stress p 

[ =(ov + 2oh0 }/3] but this is usually not done for practical reasons.0 

Information on the horizontal stress is usually unavailable or 
relatively unreliable. 

Field correlations for Scandinavian clays obtained at the Norwegian 
Geotechnical Institute (Aas et al 1986} indicate that the cone factor 
NKT should be in the order of 17!4 if strength values from 

corrected field vane tests or direct s i mpl e shear tests and 
average shear strength from active and passive triaxial tests and 
direct simple tests are used for the correlation. If t he undrai ned 
shear strength obtained in active triaxial tests is used, the 
corresponding factor tentatively becomes in the order of 11!3 . For 
overconsolidated fissured clays in England, Powell and Quarterman 
(1986) found that NKT factors of 20-30 had to be used to correspond 

to the shear strength obtained in large-scale plate loading tests. 

The pore pressure generation around the cone has been studied 
theoretically, often using spherical cavity expansion theory for pore 
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pressures at the conical face of the tip and cylindrical expansion 
theory for the pore pressure above the tip, e.g. Torstensson (1978) 
and Roy et al (1982). More detailed calculations of the varying 
distributions along the cone have been made according to strain-path 
theories by Baligh and Levadoux {1980) and Houlsby and Teh {1988). 
Also these studies disregard aspects such as rate effects, fissuring, 
shear strength anisotropy and sensitivity. 

The measured excess pore pressures in piezocone tests have also been 
correlated to the undrained shear strength and some researchers, e.g. 
Campanella and Robertson (1988), recommend this way of estimating the 
undrained shear strength. The main reason is that, when using 
ordinary piezocones, the pore pressure measurements are less subjected 
to scatter and measuring errors in soft fine-grained soils than are 
the tip resistance readings. The reported relations, however, vary 
strongly, depending on filter location along the cone, type of soil 
and what undrained shear strength has been used in the correlations. 

Other empirical relations for estimating the undrained shear strength 
taking both the tip resistance and the generated pore pressure into 
account have been suggested by Lunne et al (1985) and Rad and Lunne 
(1988). The latter method also makes use of the measured sleeve 
friction. 

Great efforts have also been made at the Norwegian Institute of 
Technology in Trondheim to find methods for evaluating effective shear 
strength parameters in clays from piezocone test results, e.g. 
Senneset et al (1989), Sandven (1990). 

Another soil property which it is essential to estimate for judging 
the behaviour of the soil and the need for further investigations is 
the preconsolidation pressure or, alternatively, the overconsolidation 
ratio. The preconsolidation pressure and the overconsolidation ratio 
are linked to the undrained shear strength and thus both to the net 
tip resistance and the generated excess pore pressure. Furthermore, 
the distribution of excess pore pressures along the cone has been 
shown to be strongly dependent on the overconsolidation ratio. This 
makes it possibile to find empirical correlations between the 
preconsolidation pressure or the overconsolidation ratio and a large 
variety of combinations of measured and calculated stresses such as 
tip resistance , effective stress on the cone, excess pore pressures, 
differences in pore pressures at various locations along the cone and 
ratios between these parameters, and also the in situ stress 
conditions in terms of initial pore pressure, total vertical stress, 
effective vertical stress horizontal stress and mean normal stress. 

The variety of such suggested correlations has also been so great 
that lately both Wroth {1988) and Houlsby (1988) have asked for some 
restraint and that only such parameters and correlations be used 
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that have some physical likelihood of being correlated from a more 
fundamental point of view. In general, the suggested correlations have 
been tentative and the scatter in the results has been rather large. 

Considerable efforts have also been made to find methods of estimating 
the coefficient of consolidation at horizontal water flow, eh, from the 

measured rate of dissipation of the generated excess pore pressure. 
This requires the penetration to be stopped at the particular level 
and the pore pressure is then read continuously with time. The 
required time at each level in soft low-permeable soils varies from 
about half an hour to several hours, which makes this a relatively 
expensive and time-consuming method. 

The generated pore pressure distribution is usually assumed according 
to spherical or cylindrical cavity expansion theories or by strain 
path theories, (Torstensson 1977, Baligh and Levadoux 1980, Houlsby 
and Teh 1988), and the pore pressure dissipation is calculated by 
using finite differences. As pointed out by Tavenas et al (1982), 
there are large deficiencies in the assumptions in the theories and it 
has also been shown that the evaluated eh-values vary strongly 

depending on the degree of consolidation at which they are evaluated, 
e.g. Eskilsson and Andreassen (1979) and Almeida et al (1985). Some of 
the errors concerning the influence of equalization of the varying 
pore pressures along the cone have recently been taken into account, 
(Teh 1987), but there are still large question marks as to what is 
actually measured as well as the applicability of the method. If 
employed at all, it is normally associated with a specific procedure 
for evaluation and also large correction factors, depending on type of 
soil and loading. In a more qualitative manner, however, short pauses 
in the penetration and studies of the pore pressure dissipation are of 
great help in the estimation of soil type and drainage conditions. 

Scope of the present investigation 

The present investigation has been aimed at checking the applicability 
of existing and improved piezocone equipments for tests in Swedish 
soft fine-grained soils and finding suitable methods both for 
performing the test and for interpreting the results. 

The tests have been performed under rather demanding field conditions, 
involving tests in steep slopes, terrain with difficult access both 
because of l ack of roads and low bearing capacity , and under c l imatic 
conditions ranging from dry summer to rainy spring and autumn and snow 
and ice in wintertime. The outside temperatures have ranged from 
+35°c to -3o0 c. The investigation has been performed along the 
f ol l owing lines: 

Two main types of equipment have been used ; one specially designed for 
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easy operation in the field with a minimum of sensitive electronics on 
the site, but with some limitations on the number of measured 
parameters and sampling frequency and possibilities for checking and 
evaluation in the field, and one equipment supplied with more 
measuring facilities and a field computer enabling a continuous check 
of the recordings and complete evaluation in the field. The latter 
equipment also required extra facilities on the test site. The two 
equipments complemented each other and enabled a comparison of 
their respective merits. 

The equipments were ordered with high demands on temperature 
stability. 

The first part of the investigation involved the construction of a 
special calibration equipment to study the response in measured data 
for various combinations of stress and temperature changes and also 
the effects of various fluids inside the pore pressure measuring part 
of the cone, (Larsson and Eskilsson 1988). 

After some adjustment of the cones, the second part of the 
investigation started. This consisted of a study of the effects of 
careful calibration, as well as variations in the test procedure 
concerning predrilling, temperature stabilization and rate of sampling 
of measuring data. This study led to a recommendation for the accuracy 
to be demanded from the equipments, the calibrations and corrections 
to be made and the frequency of data sampling to be used, {Mulabdit et 
al 1990). 

The third part of t he investigation comprised use of t he equipments in 
comprehensive testing programmes in a number of well documented test 
fields in Sweden. 

The t esting programmes have also comprised pore pressure dissipation 
tests, but only for 10 minutes at each l evel, with the aim of 
obtaining a qualitative measure of the dissipation rate. 

The test r esults have been compared to the soil properties and the 
correlations obtained have been compared to existing classification 
charts, general models for soil behaviour and s uggested empirical 
correlations for evaluation of soil properties . The present report 
mainly deals with this third part of the investigation. 
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2. 	 DEMANDS ON ACCURACY, CALIBRATION 
AND CORRECTIONS TO BE APPLIED IN 
PIEZOCONE TESTS IN SOFT CLAYS.WITH 
COMMENTS ON THE TEST PROCEDURES 

The initial investigations led to certain recommendations concerning 
demands on accuracy and calibration, and comments regarding the 
testing methods, (Mulabdic et al 1990}. 

Normally, cones with a load capacity of 5 tons or more are used also 

in soft soils. This entails that often less than one per cent of the 

measuring range is used. Many of the cones are accurate enough to be 

used also in soft soils, provided that they are recalibrated for the 

smaller stress ranges. This calibration should comprise 


• 	 the usual calibration for all sensors of scale factor, linearity, 

hysteresis and non-return to zero for the particular range. 


• 	 a careful calibration of area factors for all measurements that may 

be affected by the pore water pressures 


• 	 a careful check of all possible cross-talk effects between the 
measured parameters and also the effects of friction in the 0-ring 
seals. 

• 	 a calibration of the temperature effects on the measured parameters. 

The European standard and the recommendation to the International 
Society for Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering for using the 
cone penetration test as a reference test is rather vague about 
piezocone tests and also needs to be more precise in other respects in 
order to be applicable to tests in soft soils. 

Tentatively, the allowable limits for the maximum errors, taking all 
sources of error into consideration might be as follows: 

20 kPa for tip resistance 
2 kPa 	for sleeve friction 
1 kPa 	for pore pressure 

The recommendation to ISSMFE, (Bergdahl 1989), specifies that the 
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cones shall be temperature compensated and that the error due to the 
temperature effects shall be included in the maximum allowable error. 
This should also be the case in the tentatively suggested limits for 
tests in soft soils, although the temperature compensation needs 
clarification. Experience has shown that the practically attainable 
limits for permanent zero shifts at temperature changes in 5-ton cones 
are about 

2.0 kPa/OC for tip resistance 
0.1 kPa/OC for sleeve friction 

0.05-0.1 	kPa/OC for pore pressure (depending on the 
pressure range of the transducer} 

and this precision should also be demanded. 

In the present investigation, a special very sensitive probe for 
investigations in soft soils was also used and the accuracy in the 
data from Swedish soils used in the comparisons is well within these 
limits. 

The results from both field tests and calibrations have made it 
absolutely clear that the measured tip resistances and sleeve 
frictions have to be corrected for pore pressure effects. Moreover, in 
soft soils the measured values should also be corrected for other 
factors, such as cross-talk, 0-ring friction and unequal pore 
pressures at the ends of the friction sleeve. 

The corrected values of tip resistance qT and sleeve friction fT 
then become 

qT q - R - c·f + u(l-a}
M c M 

where 

Total tip resistance 

Measured uncorrected value of tip resistance (=q}
C 

R Correction of tip resistance due to 0-ring friction at 
C 

unfixed friction 	sleeves (to be applied when a positive reading 
of fM indicates that the friction is mobilized} 

c Cross-talk factor between measured friction and tip resistance 

f Measured uncorrected value of sleeve friction 
M 
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u Pore pressure between the tip and the friction sleeve 

a Net area factor ~ (A -A )/A 
T L T 


Total sleeve friction 


Correction for sleeve friction due to 0-ring friction at 
unfixed friction sleeves (to be applied when a positive reading 
of fM indicates that the friction is mobilized) 

b = Unequal end area factor= (AL - AU)/A
8 

Difference in pore pressure between the lower and the upper part 
of the friction sleeve 

= Lower end area of the friction sleeve 

Total cross sectional area of the cone (=1000 mm2 ) 

Upper end area of the friction sleeve 

Outer surface area of the friction sleeve (=15000 mm2 ) 

(see also Fig. 1) 

All these corrections have also been applied to the data obtained in 
the present investigation. Further details on the calibration of the 
cones and the magnitudes of the areas, factors and corrections have 
been presented by Mulabdic et al (1990). 

In ordinary conditions, the pore pressure at the upper end of the 
friction sleeve is seldom measured, but has to be estimated from 
empirical experience. The correction for unequal pore pressures is 
therefore normally somewhat uncertain. This problem can be minimized 
by keeping the end areas small and equal or, alternatively, by 
minimizing the upper end area. 

A further correction coul d be made for temperature effects. The 
temperatures, however, are not regularly measured and, even if they 
were , only the permanent zero shifts could be accounted for, not the 
larger transient errors. It is therefore of great importance that the 
cone has a temperature close to the ground temperature when taking 
zero readings and at the start of the test. A built-in temperature 
transducer is of great help in ensuring that this requirement is 
fulfilled. 

When using water in the filter and the pore pressure measuring system, 
the dry crust has to be predrilled so that the test starts from the 
bottom of an open waterfilled hole. Care has to be taken to ensure 
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that the predrilling is deep enough to avoid any negative pore 
pressures being generated. Alternatively, glycerine may be used as a 
pressure transmitting fluid. In that case, predrilling does not appear 
to be required from a saturation point of view in many dry crusts with 
a thickness of 1 to 2 metres. 

Penetration of the dry crust, however, often entails that the small 
calibrated range is exceeded. This creates larger hysteresis and zero 
shift effects and the accuracy of the cone is reduced. Penetration of 
the dry crust may also cause very stiff clay to be pressed into the 
dirt seals and may then affect the zero readings. Neither can 
temperature effects be fully avoided. 

In practice, this often requires an initial penetration to be made 
from the ground surface to determine the extent and stiffness of the 
dry crust and a second penetration to be made with predrilling for 
determination of the stratification and properties of the 
underlying soft soil. 

The results of this investigation and the related investigation by 
Johannesson (1990) show that, provided the saturation is good, there 
is no obvious influence from the choice of liquid used in the filter 
and the cavities inside the cone. Water and glycerine as well as 
paraffin oil and syrup have been used with identical results. 
Glycerine is often recommended because of its capacity to maintain 
saturation during shorter periods of suction , which may occur when 
testing above the ground water level or in very stiff soils. The use 
of silicone oil, on the other hand, is not recommended for testing 
with the methods normally used on land, because of poor results and 
recovery observed in cases where complete saturation has been 
partially lost. If complete saturation is lost for systems with water 
or glycerine, the level of the measured pore pressures usually becomes 
correct at a depth of 5-6 metres, even if the response to sudden 
changes may be more s luggish and pore pressure dissipation data more 
doubtful than otherwise. This observation is valid for soft saturated 
clays where penetration is performed at a standard rate and with stops 
at every metre of depth f or reclutching and adding new rods . 

The material in the filters is usually recommended to be stiff and to 
have such properties that it is not clogged by wear. This should be a 
minor problem in soft soils . The compressibility of the filters may 
have some effect on the measured pore pressures on the conical face, 
but this has not been observed in the present investigati on. On the 
other hand, the filters have to fit perfectly. If the filters are too 
high, (especially hard filters), large forces and zero shifts may be 
locked in when assembling the cone. If the filters have an 
insufficient diameter, t he results of this investigation indicate that 
the measured pore pressures may become too low even at very small 
differences. An insufficient height creates a risk of dirt penetration 
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and clogging of the pore pressure measuring system and an excessive 
diameter causes vertical forces to be transmitted by the filter and 
the friction measurements to become erroneous. A good fit for the 
filter i s especially difficult to obtain for soft and flexible 
filters. 

Many piezocone equipments use reading frequencies of one reading for 
every 50 mm of depth. This may be considered sufficient for tip 
resistance and sleeve friction, but such a procedure causes the 
detailed information on the stratigraphy, which can be obtained by 
continuous recording of the pore pressure to be partially lost, as is 
the possibility of differentiating different soil types by the 
smoothness of the pore pressure - depth curve. It is therefore 
recommended that pore pressure readings be taken (and stored) at every 
10 mm of penetration or even more frequently. 
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3. PIEZOCONE EQUIPMENTS USED IN THE 
PRESENT INVESTIGATION 

3.1 The Geotech equipment 


The Geotech equipment is the type of piezocone most commonly used in 
Sweden. It has been developed with a view to easy operation and 
a minimum of sensitive electronics in the field. The cone is equipped 
with a transmitter, which converts the measured data to frequencies 
and these are then sent up to the ground surface through the sounding 
rods. A receiver is built into the drill rig and the collected data 
are stored on a cassette together with related data from the depth 
recorder on the ground. A simple but rugged multichannel recorder is 
used to obtain a rough check of the recorded data in the field. The 
results of the test are evaluated later in the office after the 
cassette has been brought in or been received by post. 

The transmitter in the cone is driven by a set of ordinary torch 
batteries mounted inside the upper part of the cone and the ground 
equipment is powered by the usual 12V battery belonging to the drill 
rig. There is thus no cable connection to the probe and no need for 
vulnerable connectors or prethreaded hollow rods. The reading rate, 
however, is somewhat limited as the transmitter has to switch between 
the reading channels. The readings are transmitted in pairs, normally 
with alternating readings of tip resistance and sleeve friction, 
together with the simultaneous pore pressure. With the standard rate 
of penetration of 20 mm/s, this means t hat readings of tip resistance 
and sleeve friction can be obtained for every 16 mm of penetration and 
pore pressure readings for every 8 mm. The instruments on the ground 
are usually programmed to average the readings over a certain depth 
interval (20-50 mm) before they are stored. The reason for this 
procedure is to save storage capacity on the cassette. 

In the present investigation, it was desired to store readings as 
frequently as possible and for this purpose a special data recording 
system was used. This system consists of a Hewlett Packard desktop 
computer, a double disc drive and a plotter. The system, which enables 
storage of all transmitted data and plotting of the data in the field, 
was designed in a previous investigation by Lars-Erik Johannesson at 
Lund University (Johannessen 1990). The extra equipment was installed 
inside the driver's cabin in the drill rig truck and was powered by a 
stabilized portable generator. 
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Fig. 2. 	The Geotech equipment mounted on a) a typical ligthl,Je i ght 
craLJler used /or field investigations in S1,Jeden 
b) an ordinary /arm tractor. 
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The Geotech cones are usually three-channel cones measuring tip 
resistance, sleeve friction and pore pressure. A fourth channel, 
usually for measurement of horizontal stress, may be included as an 
option . The pore pressure is measured behind a 5 mm high filter of 
sintered bronze located above the conical tip. The standard tip has a 
5 mm high shoulder. The cone is of the compression type, which means 
that tip resistance and sleeve friction are measured separately and 
independently of each other. 

In the present investigation, two specially ordered cones were used. 
Both cones had high demands on temperature stability and the pore 
pressure transducers were high-precision Druck transducers with a 
measuring range of O - 1000 kPa abs. One cone had the normal measuring 
range of 5 tons for tip resistance and the other was a special very 
sensitive probe for soft clays with a maximum load of 0.5 tons. To 
ensure that the latter cone should not be overloaded, a safety valve 
had to be installed on the drill rig. 

The Geotech cones have area factors, a, for the influence of the pore 
pressure on the measured tip resistance of 0.58. The end areas on the 
friction sleeve are not equal and the lower end area is about 2 times 
the upper end area. The corresponding unequal end area factor, b, for 
the friction sleeve is 0.014. 

Apart from the standard tip, a number of special tips were also used, 
Fig. 3. One tip was made with a filter located at mid-height on the 
conical face, with ceramic filters machined to fit in it. Another tip 
was made without any shoulde r and the bronze filter was then placed 
directly above the conical tip. The third special tip had a very long 
shoulder so tha t the filte r was placed in the pos ition where the upper 
end of the friction s l eeve i s located in the s tandard configuration o f 
the cone . 
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Standard tip Spe~ial tips 
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Fig. J. Configuration of cone tips used for the Geotech equipment. 
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3.2 The Hogentogler equipment 

The Hogentogler equipment is manufactured in the U.S.A. It is a highly 
versatile system. The cones have many measuring options and the field 
computer, which handles the complete data acquisition and evaluation, 
can be switched between different modes of operation during the test. 
Much of the equipment and test methods concerning clays is based on 
the experience gained at the University of British Columbia (e.g. 
Robertson and Campanella 1984 and Campanella et al 1985). 

The standard cone used in this investigation was a 5-channel cone 
measuring tip resistance, sleeve friction, pore pressure, temperature 
and inclination. Another cone, incorporating a velocity transducer for 
seismic measurements, was also used and the results from the seismic 
tests have been reported by Larsson and Mulabdic (1990). 

The cone is connected to the field computer on the ground by a cable, 
which has to be prethreaded through the hollow sounding rods before 
the sounding starts. The field computer and its printer have to be 
protected and require an environment with certain temperature and 
humidity. The complete equipment is often built into large trucks, 
where the entire operation can be performed in an air-conditioned 
environment. Such trucks, however, are expensive and have limited use 
in areas with difficult terrain and on ground with low bearing 
capacity. In such areas, the equipment often has to be used together 
with drill rigs mounted on off-road vehicles or crawlers. The 
requirements for protection of the equipment then range from a canopy 
for protection from sun and rain and possibly an extra fan for cooling 
in hot climates to some kind of heated space in cold climates, Fig. 4. 
In the present investigation, a small van or a caravan, which both had 
to be towed or even winched out on some of the sites, were used 
alternately. The equipment was powered by a stabilized portable 
generator. 

During operation, the signals from the cone are r ead continuously and 
displayed on the computer screen. During penetration, readings are 
taken and stored at preselected depth intervals and a curve for the 
measured tip resistance against depth is continuously plotted on the 
screen, together with a listing of the actual readings of the various 
channels and any error messages. 

When penetration is stopped, e.g. for the addition of new rods, the 
computer starts to read the pore pressure dissipation against time and 
then resumes normal operati on when penetration starts again. This, 
however, normally requires a hydraulic clutch to be used to grip the 
drill rods so that the required switch s i gnals can be obtained from 
sensors in the hydraulic pressure lines. A clutch of this type had not 
been installed on the drill rig when the equipment was delivered and 
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Fig. 4. Piezocone tests with the Hogentogler equipment 
a) 	Near Buttel'bJOrth in nalaysia, temperature~ +J2°c 

b) 	At the Lilla nellosa test site in Sweden, 
temperature~ -Jo0 c 
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in the present investigation this mode of operation was started and 
stopped by a manual switch. The pore pressure dissipation data are 
plotted on the computer screen and can be plotted on the printer and 
stored in t he computer memory. During the stops in penetration, also 

all other parameters can be plotted on the screen for control of the 
process. 

When a seismic cone (a cone incorporating a velocity transducer) is 
used, a third mode of operation can be selected during stops in the 
penetration. The computer then works as a memory oscilloscope. It is 
triggered by an impulse creating a shear wave in the soil and then 
reads the signal from the velocity transducer against time. The seismic 

-data are stored on separate fi l es and the sounding can then be 
resumed. 

The computer contains interpretation programmes and the piezocone 
tests can be plotted and evaluated according to these programmes 
directly in the field. The data can also be stored on cassettes for 
further interpretation in the office where for example the plotting 
facilities are often better. In the present investigation , the dat a 
were stored on 3½" discs and then transferred to the office computers 
for comparison with other soundings and soi l data and for statistical 
analyses. 

The cone used in the present investigation was a standard 5- ton cone 
of the subtraction type, which means that the reading of the sleeve 
friction is not made independentl y , but is obtained as the difference 
between t he measured tip resistance and the measured s um of tip 
resistance and sleeve fri ction. This construction has certain 
advantages from a manufacturing point of view but, according to 
Swedish experience (e.g. Johannesson 1990) , it often entai ls some 
cross-talk (interference) between the signals and often decreases the 
accuracy of the readings of t he sleeve friction. On the other hand, 
the Hogentogler cone has equal and relatively small end areas of the 
friction sleeve. The area factors a and bare 0 . 80 and O respectively. 

The cone has good temperature stabili ty and is provided wi t h a built
in temperature sensor . It was thereby possible both to measure the 
ground temperatures and to check that t he variations from the taking 
of zero readings and throughout the tests were small . Normally, the 
cone should be supplied with a high precision pore pressure transducer 
but, because of delivery problems, a transducer with somewhat 
unsatisfactory temperature stability was installed. The construction 
of the cone entail ed elaborate calibrati on and correction of the data 
in order to meet the high demands. After special calibration in a 
temperature controlled chamber, this was achieved also for the 
pore pressure readings. 
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The cone is also supplied with an inclinometer. The readings enable a 
check of the verticality of the sounding and correction of recorded 
depth. The computer also activates a relief valve on the drill rig and 
stops the penetration if preset limits for the inclination are 
exceeded. It is then up to the operator to decide whether the 
penetration should be continued or not. The same relief valve is also 
activated if the ranges for any of the other sensors are exceeded. 

The cone is supplied with three types of tips for varying filter 
positions and heights; one with the filter located mid-height on the 
conical face of the tip, one with a 5 mm high filter located above the 
conical face and a 1.3 mm high shoulder and one with a 2.5 mm high 
filter in the same position. The filters are made of porous plastic 
and are thus somewhat flexible. 

The height of the shoulder of the tip was adapted to the ASTM standard 
D3441, which was in use at the time for the delivery of the equipment. 
This standard, which has later been altered, deviated in some 
respects to the European standard and to the recommendation to ISSFME. 
Today, Hogentogler cones of the compression type, (or rather tension 
type), for separate measurements of tip resistance and sleeve friction 
are available together with cone tips with 5 mm high shoulders. The 
method for producing plastic filters has been altered to improve the 
tolerances and also sintered stainless steel filters are available. 
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3.3 The drill rig 


The drill rig has been manufactured by Geotech AB. It is hydraulically 
operated with a maximum thrust of about 5 tons and a stroke of max. 2 
metres. This type of rig, which can also be used for rotation and can 
be fitted with a hammer, is normally mounted on a crawler, although 
the rig used in the present investigation is mounted at the rear of a 
Unimog truck. 

This type of truck is often used as a tractor in farming. It has large 
wheels which can be double-mounted to improve the bearing capacity. It 
is also supplied with a hydraulic winch, which enables it to climb 
steeper slopes and to extract itself if it becomes bogged down . During 
transportation, the rig is lowered over the truck, which can then be 
driven at a maximum speed of about 70 km/ h . When drilling, the drill 
rig is raised and pushed down until the rear end of the vehicle is 
lifted from the ground. The front part of the vehicle is then lifted 
by two hydraulic legs on the outer end of a beam until the whole 
vehicle in this way rests on three hydraulically operated legs, which 
are adjusted so that the drill rig becomes vertical. 

Before the testing programme started, the hydraulic pressure lines 
were modified . An adjustable relief valve for maximum pressure was 
installed and calibrated in such way that the maximum thrust could be 
regulated. An electrically operated relief valve was also installed so 
that the alarm signals from the Hogentogler computer could stop the 
penetration. Ideally, the rig should also have been supplied with a 
hydraulic clutch for gripping the rods, which would have enabled 
more automatic switching between the operating modes of the field 
computer. This clutch, however, was not installed until the end of the 
field t esting programme and mos t of the tests were performed using a 
ball clamp to grip the rods. 

There was no possibility of installing the Hogentogler equipment in 
the small driver's cabin of the Unimog truck, which is also poorly 
heated and sheltered from sunlight. This equipment was therefore 
installed in a van or a small caravan with a working table and heating 
facilities. 
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Fig. 5. 	 The Unimog truck and the towed van at the test site in 
Section 6/900. 
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4. TESTING PROGRAMME IN THE PRESENT 
INVESTIGATION 

Identical test series have been performed in nine locations in Sweden 
where comprehensive studies of the soil properties have previously 
been made in other contexts. 

Seven of these locations are special test fields where a large number 
of different investigations have been performed. Four of them contain 
~lay profiles, one an organic clay profile and two contain clayey 
organic soil (clayey gyttja) according to the Swedish classification 
system, (Karlsson and Hansbo 1981). 

The other two profiles contain similar soils, but have been 
investigated in connection with landslides and slope stability 
problems. 

In each of the locations, the following programme has been carried 
out: 

Geotech equipment with special clay probe 

• 	 One test with standard position of filter, without predrilling and 
with glycerine in the cone and the filter 

• 	 One test with standard position of filter, predrilling and water in 
the cone and the filter 

• 	 One test with standard position of filter, predrilling and glycerine 
in the cone and the filter 

• 	 One test with the filter located mid-height on t he conical face of 
the tip and predrilling 

• 	 One test with the filter located directly above the conical part of 
the tip and predrill ing 

• 	 One t est with the elongated tip, where the filter is located at the 
normal position of the upper end of the friction sleeve, and 
predrilling 

In some locations additional tests were performed with the 5-ton cone. 
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Hogentogler equipment 

• 	 One test with standard location of filter, without predrilling and 
with glycerine in the cone and the filter 

• 	 One test with standard location of the filter and predrilling 

• 	 One test with standard location of filter, predrilling and with a 
high frequency of readings (readings every 5 mm of depth) 

• 	 One test with standard location of filter, predrilling and stop at 
every metre of depth for pore pressure dissipation during 10 minutes 

• 	 One test with the filter located mid-height on the conical face of 
the tip and predrilling 

• 	 Two soundings with seismic tests at every metre of depth 

Where the fluid in the cone and the filter has not been specified, 
water or glycerine has been used alternatively. 

Special tests have also been made in order to illustrate the effect of 
temperature changes during the soundings (Mulabdic et al 1990) and the 
effect of probe orientation during seismic tests (Larsson and Mulabdic 
1990) 

In some of the locations.a number of additional field vane tests, 
dilatometer tests and undisturbed sampling and laboratory tests were 
made to supplement the previous reference data. 
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5. RELATED INVESTIGATIONS IN NORWAY 
AND ENGLAND 

Similar testing programmes have been performed in Norwegian and 
British clays by the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (Eidsmoen et al 
1985), the Norwegian Institute of Technology (Sandven 1990) and the 
Building Research Establishment (Lunne et al 1986 and Powell et al 
1988). The results from these investigations have been reported in 
detail. 

The tests on Swedish clays have mainly been made in medium stiff to 
very soft medium-plastic to high-plastic clays and organic clays and 
gyttjas. All these soils have also been normally consolidated or only 
slightly overconsolidated. The results from the Norwegian and British 
investigations have therefore been of great value in extending the 
data base used for various correlations, both in terms of quantity and 
in terms of a wider range of soil types, and especially for studying 
the effect of overconsolidation. 

The investigations made by the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, NGI, 
have largely been focussed on off-shore testing in the North Sea. Two 
detailed investigations have also been made on land in the test areas 
in 0nsoy and Drammen, already extensively investigated in other 
contexts {Eidsmoen et al 1985). The geology of these sites and the 
soil properties in the profiles have been reported in detail by 
Bjerrum (1967), Lunne et al {1976) , Lacasse and Lunne {1983) and 
Eidsmoen et al (1985). 

The clays in these locations are very similar to the Swedish clays and 
also the same types of reference test data are available. In most 
correlations, the SGI and NGI data have therefore been grouped 
together and t he NGI data are found to support the Swedish test 
results. 

The investigations at the Norwegian Institute of Technology, NTH, have 
been reported in a thesis by Sandven {1990). Seven different l ocations 
with mainly silty clay or silt were investigated and the range of 
overconsolidation ratios is wider t han for the Swedish investigations. 
The results have been reported in unusual detail with tabulated data 
for both soil properties and piezocone test data in an appendix. 

Not all of these locations have been included in this study. In some 
locations, only part of the testing programme was performed and in 
some cases the pore pressure measurements did not function properly 
for all the filter locations. Therefore, only the results from the 
sites at Bakklandet, Glava, Troll-East and Valoya have been included. 
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It should be observed that also for these sites there is a wide 
scatter in the results from the pore pressure measurements. The pore 
pressure readings at the standard location of the filter may vary by a 
factor of up to about 2 between parallel soundings at the same site. 
Correlations between measured pore pressures and soil properties are 
also unusually poor for these soils. No measurements of sleeve 
friction have been reported from the NTH investigations. 

The reference data also differ in some respects. For the undrained 
shear strength, there are no data available from field vane tests, 
dilatometer tests, direct shear tests or triaxial extension tests. 
Only data from triaxial compression tests are reported. The 
preconsolidation pressure has been determined in oedometer tests with 
so called "continuous loading tests" and evaluated according to a 
procedure proposed by Senneset and Ludvigsen (1979). Exactly how these 
values relate to preconsolidation pressures estimated by the standard 
procedures with incremental tests or CRS tests with associated 
interpretation methods that are used in Sweden or to some kind of 
reference values in the field cannot be judged. 

Several test fields have also been investigated by the Building 
Research Establishment (BRE) in England, often in collaboration with 
the NGI. From four of these sites, the results have been reported in 
such detail that they can be included in this study, (Lunne et al 1986 
and Powell et al 1988). The sites are Grangemouth, Brent Cross, 
Madingley and Cowden. 

The soil at Grangemouth is an organic silty clay, which is only 
slightly overconsolidated and has properties within the range of the 
soils tested by SGI. The clays at Brent Cross and Madingley are stiff 
to very stiff and overconsolidated to heavily overconsolidated. They 
are also reported to be fissured; closely spaced at Madingley and in a 
coarser pattern at Brent Cross. The results from these soils have made 
it possible to study the variation in measured data and correlations 
to soil properties over wide ranges of overconsolidation ratios and 
soil stiffnesses. 

The clay at Cowden is a glacial till with infusions of gravel and 
stones. The results from this site are irregular, with several large 
peaks in the tip resistance. It i s , so far as is known, the only 
reported case where the measured pore pressures have been consistently 
negative both as measured on the conical face and above. According to 
Lunne et al (1986), a possible explanation for this anomaly is the 
large dilation effects occurring when the frequent coarser particles 
are encountered and pressed aside. Most of the results from Cowden 
fit poorly into any type of correlation with other soil data and are 
in general not included in the study. They mainly serve as an example 
showing that there are limits for t he use of such correlations. 
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Also for the BRE investigations, the only available reference data 
concerning undrained shear strength are data from triaxial compression 
tests. 
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6. TEST PROCEDURES AND RELATED 
OBSERVATIONS 

• Fluids in pore pressure measuring system and saturation methods 

Following the observations in the first part of the investigation 
(Larsson and Eskilsson 1988), two types of fluids were used in the 
field tests, water and glycerine. Glycerine was used in all tests 
without predrilling and water and glycerine alternatively in the tests 
with predrilling. 

The two reference soundings at each location, using the special clay 
probe with standard filter location in predrilled holes, were 
performed as one test with water and one test with glycerine. At 
first, many of the other tests in predrilled holes used water because 
this procedure has been used for many years at SGI with apparently 
good results . Later, when comparative tests had been shown to give 
fully compatible results, and the procedure became more familiar, more 
and more of the tests were performed with glycerine. In the end , only 
the reference tests were performed with water. 

When using water, the water and the filters were boiled for about half 
an hour in the laboratory and then sealed in plastic containers. 
Plastic filters were boiled under vacuum in order not to damage them. 
Water, on t he other hand, is very harmful to a high-vacuum pump and 
this had to be specially protected. 

At assembly in the field, the tip, the dirt seal and any other loose 
parts were placed in a s mall tub and thoroughly saturated with boiled 
water, whereupon the filter was also placed in the tub. The probe was 
inverted and all cavities were carefully saturated using a syringe. 
The probe was then seal ed by pressing a rubber ball against the end, 
turned and partly inserted into the water in the tub. The tip was 
assembled under water and while it was still submerged, a thin plastic 
bag was threaded over it. The cone was then transferred from the tub 
into the waterfilled predrilled hole inside the waterfilled bag. When 
the lower part of the cone was completely submerged, the plastic bag 
was pulled up and torn off. 

When using glycerine, the procedure recommended by Robertsson and 
Campanella (1984) was largely followed. Glycerine and filters were 
saturated in the laboratory under high vacuum for several hours and 
then sealed in plastic containers. 

In the field, the cone was turned ups ide down and a fairly large 
funnel was threaded over it with the spout down. The spout had been 
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cut to loosely fit the cone and, when in place, it was sealed and 
fixed by a wide rubber band. Vacuum treated glycerine was poured into 
the funnel and all parts and cavities were thoroughly saturated and 
assembled submerged in the glycerine. After assembly, the glycerine 
was poured out of the funnel, the rubber band was folded up on the 
spout and the funnel was removed . Without unnecessary delay, the cone 
was then transferred to the waterfilled predrilled hole or 
alternatively to the drill rig for penetration from the ground 
surface. The signals from the cones were then monitored for a period 
of time before the zero readings were taken. 

In both methods of assembly, the fit of the filter was checked after 
tightening the tip. The criteria used was that there should be no 
obvious play and, on the other hand, it should be easy to rotate the 
filter with the fingertips. The second criteria ensures that no 
forces are incorporated during assembly. 

• Temperature stabilization 

The time required for a cone submerged in water to stabilize to the 
surrounding temperature is around 10 minutes and the cones were 
normally allowed to hang freely suspended in the waterfilled 
predrilled holes for about a quarter of an hour. During this period, 
the readings were recorded in order to see that they had become stable 
before the sounding started. When the Hogentogler equipment was used, 
it was also possible to study the temperature variations. 

The ground temperature in those parts of Sweden where the tests were 
performed i s normally assumed to be about 7-8 °cat a depth of 3-4 m 
below the ground surface, increasing by about 1 °c for every 10 metres 
of depth. The temperatures measured by the Hogentogler cone largely 
confirm this assumption. 

The ground temperatures in the upper layers, however, vary seasonally 
with a gradient from air temperature at the top to the s table values 
which occur at 3-4 m depth. Predrilling to 1-2 m depth, waterfilling 
of the holes and stabilization of the cones for the temperature of 
this water cannot eliminate all the temperature effects, even if the 
local temperature in and around the holes can temporarily be adjusted 
by pouring in water of a suitable temperature . The readings from the 
Hogentogler cone showed that an attainable limit with reasonable 
efforts was a stabilized starting temperature between 3°C and 13°C, 
which is within~ 5°c of the desired temperature. 

Zero readings taken after stabilization with the cone submerged in 
water had to be corrected for the water pressures acting at those 
readings. New zero readings were also taken directly after the cone 
had been pulled up after the test and while it still was at ground 
temperature. It then had to be observed that pulling out creat es 
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negative pore pressures for a long period of time and almost always 
leads to cavitation behind the filters. To check the zero value for 
the pore pressure, the cone tip therefore has to be loosened in order 
to release the remaining suction. 

Soundings starting from the ground surface are more problematic where 
temperature is concerned, especially during hot and cold periods. The 
cones then have to be brought to and kept at a suitable temperature 
and protected from sun and wind or wind, snow and ice respectively. 
In the coldest periods during the present investigation, the cones had 
to be insulated during transport from the place of assembly to the 
drill rig and until they were pushed into the ground. Still, large 
temperature gradients could not be avoided since the temperature of 
the ground into which the cones were pushed could vary from+ 30°c 
to -30°c at the surface and then gradually change to the stable 
values. Rapid temperature changes in the cones could also be observed 
during the first metres of penetration in these cases and it was 
important to avoid any unnecessary stops or delays in this part of the 
profile. 

It can thus be concluded that even if temperature changes can be 
reduced, they can never be fully avoided and cones that are to be used 
for measuring properties in soft soils must have very good temperature 
stability. 

• Testing rate_ 

All tests were performed with a rate of penetration of 20 mm/s, which 
is the adopted standard rate. 

• Predrilling 

Predrilling of a hole through the dry crust helps to avoid many test 
errors and is often necessary, especially when water is used in the 
pore pressure measuring system or when a sensitive cone is to be 
protected from overloading. 

On the other hand, predrilling eliminates information on the stiffness 
and the extent of the dry crust. A pilot test therefore often has to 
be made to obtai n this information and also to estimate the requi red 
predrilling depth. Excessive predrilling is costly and also removes 
more of the soil that should be investigated. Insufficient 
predrilling, on the other hand, entails that negative pore pressures 
may develop at the start of the penetration. Especially for filter 
locations above the conical tip and if water is used as saturation 
fluid, this introduces a risk of loss of saturation and that pore 
pressures of the right order are not measured until a depth of about 
5-6 metres is reached. Even then, it is uncertain whether the full 
sensitivity to rapid changes in pore pressure is developed and if pore 
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pressure dissipation data are reliable. The depth limits given above 
are for soft soils with a ground water level 1-2 m below the ground 
surface and penetration at standard rate with a stop at every metre 
for the addition of new rods, lifting of the yoke and reclutching of 
the rods. 

A predrilled crust is often relatively permeable. If the holes are to 
be water-filled, which is absolutely necessary when using water in the 
cone, this usually entails that they have to be cased. In this 
investigation, plastic pipes with an inner diameter of 100 mm were 
used. In some cases, it could be very difficult to prevent the water 
from draining at the lower end of the pipes. 

The combined considerations of easy assembly and transfer to the 
penetration point, difficulties in keeping the predrilled holes water
filled, risk of negative pore pressures developing at the start of the 
penetration and also the additional risk of accidental freezing during 
cold spells caused the gradual changeover to an almost exclusive use 
of glycerine in the cones at the end of the investigation. 

• Filters 

The material to be used in filters has been debated. Most researchers 
recommend the use of hard filters, ceramic or sintered metal, on the 
grounds that there is a risk of excessive wear and that compression of 
the filter may cause excessiv measured pore pressures, (Jamiolkowski 
et al 1985). On the other hand, the use of metal filters in sand may 
also involve problems because there is a risk that abrasion of the 
filters and their high ductility will cause sealing of the outer 
pores, (Smits 1982). This may also be the case for bronze filters in 
very stiff clays containing large amounts of coarser material, (Lunne 
et al 1986). Ceramic filters have the disadvantage of being brittle 
and in tests in sand there i s considerable wear. Plastic filters are 
cheaper to make and Robertson and Campanella (1984) conclude that 
there is no obvious difference in measured pore pressures in soft 
soils. The price per filter is not unimportant. Because of the reasons 
mentioned above and also the risk of successive clogging by 
penetrating finer soil particles during the test, each filter should 
preferably be used only once and should be replaced by a new filter 
before each test. Plastic filters, however, are flexible and somewhat 
compressible, changing relatively quickly with temperature and seldom 
fitting perfectly. 

In the present investigation, plastic filters were used for the 
Hogentogler cone and sintered bronze filters for the Geotech cone as 
supplied by the manufacturers. Ceramic filters were also machined in 
the workshop to fit the non-standard tip for the Geotech cone with the 
filter located at mid-height on the conical face. The height of the 
bronze filters had to be checked individually in the laboratory before 
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they were saturated. This was done by assembling them in the specific 
cone and together with the specific tip with which they were to be 
used in the field . 

The results from the soundings at first appeared to be practically 
identical, but when analyzing the gathered data it was found 
that the pore pressure measurements were consistently lower when using 
the Hogentogler equipment. The difference was about 10 %, Fig. 6. 
Similar relations were found for the pore pressures measured on the 
conical face of the tips. 

In the compared soundings, not only the filters but also the entire 
equipments and especially the pore pressure transducers differed. A 
renewed calibration was therefore made, where the calibration 
equipment and appropriate parts of the sounding equipment were brought 
into a temperature controlled chawber and tested at ground 
temperature. This calibration reduced the difference between the 
data measured by the two equipments by about half. 

The change in calibration data was almost entirely due to the pore 
pressure transducer in the Hogentogler cone which, as mentioned 
before, was not of absolutely top quality. Still, there remains a 
small but statistically very clear difference of about 5 %in measured 
excess pore pressures, together with the fact that the pore pressures 
measured by the Hogentogler cone actually ought to have been about 3% 
higher because the filter was placed closer to the conical face t han 
the filter on the Geotech cone . A check of the filter dimensions 
s howed that the plastic filters for the standard position above the 
conical tip were slightly oval and, on average, had a slightly smaller 
diaweter than the cone tip. The groove thus created at the shaft when 
passing the filter was only about 0.1 mm deep. The corresponding fit 
for the filter on the tip was more difficult to estimate and no 
obviously smaller dimensions could be observed. This filter is 
subjected to compression, which according to general belief causes too 
high measured pore pressures . The grounds for this belief , appear to 
be comparisons between measurements with filters which, apart from 
different compressibility, also had different shapes and different 
locations on the conical face. 

An effect of a slight drop in diaweter at the filter could also be 
observed in the measured pore pressures directly above the conical 
face on the Geotech cone. In this case, the special tip was machined 
in the workshop at SGI. The tip was then chromium plated before it was 
used in the field. A check afterwards showed that the tip had a 
diaweter about 0.1 mm larger than intended and the difference may have 
been somewhat more at the beginning, even if it was not detected by 
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visual inspection. This mishap appears to have produced measured 

excess pore pressures that were about 8% too low. 


No definite conclusion can be drawn from these observations, but the 
effects of fit and compressibility of the filter ought to be the 
subject of further studies in order to clarify the problem and obtain 
guidelines for acceptable tolerances. Fot' the time being, it would be 
prudent to use non-compressible filters and to check that the filter 
diameters are not even a trifle too small. A corresponding 
recommendation is given by Robertson and Campanella (1988), who on 
similar grounds suggest that the filter should be equal to or up to 
0.25 mm larger in diameter than the tip. 

According to the Swedish guidelines for pore pressure soundings, the 
filter diameter may be up to 0.3 mm larger than the tip diameter but 
absolutely not smaller than the latter. In this type of sounding, 
however, no consideration is taken to how a larger filter diameter may 
affect the sleeve friction. 

For the friction sleeve, there is a similar requirement that the 

diameter shall be equal to or slightly larger than the tip. In the 

case of piezocone tests with standard location of the filter, this 

also should entail that the diameter of the friction sleeve be 

equal to or sligthly larger than the diameter of the filter. 


• Inclination 

Piezocone tests are intended to be vertical soundings, but there is 
always a risk that the relatively slender rod system will 
bend. This is mainly avoided by ensuring that the sounding is started 
vertically, that the rods are straight and that all joints are 
'tightened. In homogeneous conditions, soundings can then usually be 
performed without problems with bending down to a depth of 15 to 20 m, 
(Van de Graf and Jekel 1982}. In inhomogeneous soils and close to cuts 
and constructions, the corresponding critical depth is less than 10 m. 
In the present investigation, tests were performed to a maximum depth 
of about 30 metres both on flat ground and in a relatively steep 
slope. One of the equipments incorporated an inclinometer and the 
tendencies to bending coul d be studied. No such tendencies could be 
observed, except for a few cases where either harder objects embedded 
in the soft soil were hit or in cases where the firm bottom below 
probably had a steep inclination at the penetration point. In these 
cases, the t endency to bending could be very strong and without the 
safety valve activated by the signal from t he inclinometer there would 
have been an obvious risk of damaging the equipment. The other 
equipment did not incorporate an inclinometer but had the restriction 
that the load on the tip was not allowed to exceed 0.5 tons. This also 
caused a stop in penetration within the clay profiles in a few cases, 
but no damage occurred to the equipments . 
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• Cone range 

The results obtained with 5-ton cones have in general been compatible 
with the results obtained by the special clay probe, but with less 
detailed resolutions. With the acoustic measuring system, which can 
only divide the whole measuring range into a limited number of units, 
the steps between the different units could be clearly discerned in 
the tip resistance-depth curves for the soft soils. 

Because of its better resolution and temperature stability , and also 
because of the doubts about the pore pressure measurements mentioned 
above , the results from the clay probe have in general been used for 
the interpretations and correlations in this report. The results from 
the Hogentogler equipment have been used mainly for the crusts, to 
study temperatures and inclinations developing during the tests, for 
dissipation tests and for the seismic tests previously reported by 
Larsson and Mulabdic (1990). 
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?. SWEDISH TEST FIELDS AND 
PRINCIPAL TEST RESULTS 

The test sites in the study have been selected among the well 
documented test fields previously used by the Institute and by 
Chalmers University of Technology. Also the extensively investigated 
landslide area of Tuve and the potential landslide area at Munkedal 
have been used. The soil conditions at the sites have been very 
uniform and the scatter in results from the piezocone tests has also 
been small. 

The test sites and the main test results in terms of tip resistance, 
sleeve friction and generated pore pressures are presented in the 
following section. 

• Lilla Mellosa 

The test field at Lilla Mellosa has been used by SGI since 1945 . It is 
located north-east of Upplands-Vasby, about 40 kilometres north of 
Stockholm. The field has mainly been used for long-term observations 
of test fills constructed in 1945-1947, as well as for a number of 
different investigations concerning sampling and determination of 
strength and deformation properties (Cadling and Odenstad 1950, Chang 
1969 and 1981, Wiesel 1975, Larsson 1977, 1981, 1986 and 1990, Tavenas 
et al 1983, Carlsten and Eskilson 1984 and Larsson and Eskilson 1989) . 

The area is very flat and the soil consists of 14 metres of clay on 
top of a thin sand layer and rock. The soil profile is typical for a 
large number of s imilar profiles where the upper post-glacial soil 
l ayer s are organic (gy ttja) or slightly organic and the soil is 
col oured black or dark grey by a certain content of sulphides. A 
detailed description of the soil and its properties has been given by 
Chang (1969 and 1981). This description has been somewhat modified, 
mainly concerning the organic content and the deformation properties, 
as new and better methods of determining these properties have been 
introduced (Larsson 1986 and 1990). The soil profile is shown in Fig. 
7 . 

At the top, there is a layer of organic topsoil. The dry crust is 
unus ually thin and consists of organic soil. The dessicated crust is 
limited to 0.5 m and lies on soft clay. The clay has an organic 
content of about 5 %just under the crust, which decreases with depth 
and is less than 2 %from 6-7 m depth and downwards. The colour 
changes from green to black and becomes grey with depth. The black 
colour is the result of the presence of s ulphides which , at depths 
between 2.5 and 6.5 metres, amount to 0.5 %of the dry weight of the 
soil. 
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The natural water content is approximately equal to the liquid limit 
and decreases from a maximum of about 130 %to about 70 %in the 
bottom layers. The bulk density increases from about 1.3 t/m3 to about 
1.8 t/m3 at the bottom. Below 10 m depth, the clay becomes varved. The 
varves are at first diffuse, but become more and more pronounced with 
depth. The undrained shear strength as determined by corrected field 
vane. tests has a minimum of 8 kPa at 3 m below the ground surface and 
then increases with depth. The sensitivity in the soil varies between 
10 and 20. The shear strength of the soil in the grey inorganic clay 
between 8 and 10 metres of depth has been studied in triaxial tests 
and direct simple shear tests in a special investigation (Larsson 
1977). 

The pore pressure in the ground has been found to be close to the 
hydrostatic pressure for a ground water level 0.8 m below the ground 
surface. 

0verconsolidation because of the various effects in the dry crust and 
directly below it occurs down to about 2.5 m depth. Below this depth, 
the overconsolidation ratio is almost constant 1.2. The coefficient of 
earth pressure has been estimated from laboratory tests to be around 
0.75 in the depth range 8-10 metres. 

Dilatometer tests supplementing the previous investigations were 
performed in November 1988 . The results have been reported in detail 
by Larsson and Eskilson (1989) . 

The piezocone tests were performed in November 1988 and in December 
1989 during a cold spell when temperatures fell to about -30° C, Fig . 
8. The testing programme was nevertheless performed without any 
problems with the sounding equipment but many special arrangements had 
to be made in order to protect the cones and to avoid excessive 
temperature effects. 

Typical results from tests with the standard configuration of the cone 
are shown in Fig. 9a and the pore pressures measured at different 
filter locations are shown in Fig. 9b. 

The results are very uniform, forming smooth curves down to a depth 
of about 11-12 m where the varved clay starts to contain significant 

amounts of thin silt layers. 
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tough. The piezocone tests could nevertheless be performed 
without any greater problems with this part of the equipment . 
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• Ska-Edeby 

Ska-Edeby is the second test field used by SGI for observation of 
long-term settlements. The field is located on Svartsjolandet, which 
is an island in Lake Malaren about 25 kilometres west of Stockholm. 
The field has been used since 1957, when the first test fills were 
constructed (Hansbo 1960). A large number of investigati ons have later 
been made in the test field at Ska- Edeby, (Kal l stenius and Bergau 
1961, Kallstenius 1963, Osterman and Lindskog 1963, Pusch 1970, Holtz 
and Lindskog 1972, Holtz and Broms 1972, Holtz and Holm 1972, Boman 
and Broms 1975, Wiesel 1975, Massarsch et al 1975, Torstensson 1976, 
Holm and Holtz 1977, Larsson 1986 and Larsson and Eskilson 1989). CPT 
tests were performed in the area by NGI in cooperation with Fugro in 
1974 {Lunne et al 1976). 

The soil in the test field consists of 10-15 metres of soft clay on 
rock or till. The area is very flat, but small hills and outcrops of 
rock can be seen some distance away. The conditions in different parts 
of the field are not quite homogeneous as the thickness of the clay 
layers varies somewhat. A detailed description of the test field has 
been given by Hansbo {1960) and a soil profile which is relevant for 
the part of the field where the piezocone tests were performed is 
shown in Fig. 10. 

The dessicated dry crust is only about half a metre thick. It is 
followed by a layer of grey-green organic clay, which is slightly 
overconsolidated due to crust effects. The post-glacial clay beneath 
reaches to 6 m depth and is high-plastic and slightly organfc. This 
layer, as well as the lower lying glacial clay, is coloured or banded 
by ferrous s ulphide. 

Jhe glacial clay is varved, which becomes more pronounced with depth 
and at t he bottom there are also infus ions of silt and sand. The clay 
content between 2.5 and 10 m depth i s approximately 70%. 

The water content decreases from 100% in the upper clay l ayers to 60% 
in the bottom layers and is, except for the uppermost 2 metres , 
somewhat higher than the liquid limit. The density of the soil 
increases correspondingly from 1.3 t/m3 to 1.7 t/m3 • 

The ground water level has been found to vary seasonally from the 
ground surface to 1 metr e below. In October 1988 and November 1989, 
when the piezocone tests were performed, the free ground water l evel 
was 0.8 m below the ground surface and the pore pressure in the 
coarser bottom l ayers corresponded to a hydrostatic pressure from this 
level. 
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Corresponding calculated effective vertical stresses for a hydrostatic 
pressure in the soil and measured preconsolidation pressures yield 
overconsolidation ratios between 1.1 and 1.2 in the depth range 4 to 
10 m, increasing to about 1.3 at a depth of 12 m. Above the 4 m depth 
level, the overconsolidation ratio increases because of crust effects. 

The undrained shear strength has been measured nearby in a 
comprehensive field vane testing program {Wiesel 1975). The 
sensitivity is in the order of 15. 

The coefficient of earth pressure has been measured by earth pressure 
cells and hydraulic fracturing {Massarsch et al 1975). The results 
from earth pressure cells have been found to be most relevant in 
Swedish soils. 

Supplementary dilatometer tests were performed under identical ground 
water conditions in October 1988. The results have been reported in 
detail by Larsson and Eskilson {1989). 

The piezocone tests were performed in October 1988 and early December 
1989. The results are very uniform, forming smooth curves almost all 
the way down to firm bottom. Typical results from tests with the 
standard configuration of the cone are shown in Fig. lla and pore 
pressures measured at the different filter locations are shown in Fig . 
llb. 

I 
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• Norrk5ping 

The test field in Norrk5ping has been used by SGI in recent years 
mainly to study developments of stresses and strains in connection 
with slope failures and to develop permanently installed control and 
alarm systems for slopes . This project and the associated site 
investigations have been reported by Moller and Ahnberg (1991). 

Within the present project, both dilatometer tests and CPTU tests have 
been performed. 

The soil profile in the test field consists of about 14 metres of grey 
. varved clay on top of friction material and rock, Fig . 12. The dry 
crust is about 1 m thick , but fissures and root threads extend to 2 m 
depth . Thin layers or seams of silt occur at about 5 m depth and from 
7 m depth thin silt layers occur regularly. These layers become 
thicker with depth. The natural water content is higher than the 
liquid limit and varies from 130% at 3-4 m depth to about 40% in the 
silty bottom layers. The variation is relatively large because of the 
s ilt layers. The density varies between 1.45 t/m3 in the upper layers 
to 1.80 t/m3 in the bottom layers with frequent thick silt layers. 
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The free ground water level is normally located 1.5 m below the ground 
surface and the pore water pressures are hydrostatic from this level. 

The preconsolidation pressures in the clay have been determined by 
CRS- oedometer tests. Because of the frequent silt layers, it was 
difficult to obtain good quality undisturbed samples with the standard 
piston sampler. This was observed, for instance, from the relatively 
low shear strengths obtained in fall-cone tests. A good picture of the 
consolidation in the profile was obtained, however, by performing a 
large number of tests and eliminating all values judged to emanate 
from disturbed specimens. The overconsolidation ratio is thereby 
estimated to have a minimum of about 1.2 between 4 and 6 m depth. 
Above 4 m depth, the overconsolidation ratio increases rapidly because 
of crust effects and below 6 m depth it gradually increases to 1.5 
1.6 at 10 m depth. 

The undrained shear strength has been determined in direct simple 
shear tests and in a large number of vane shear tests. The direct 
simple shear tests have been reconsolidated to in situ stresses but, 
because of sample disturbance, there is a risk that the shear strength 
values in some cases are somewhat too low as not all the previous 
consolidation effects have been recreated. Correspondingly, several of 
the vane tests give too low values in those parts of the profile where 
silt layers are frequent and the disturbance at insertion of the vane 
is unusually large. Both types of tests, however, show a pronounced 

hump in the shear strength-depth relation at about 8 m depth. The 
sensitivity of the clay varies between 10 and 20. The estimated shear 
strength is shown in Fig. 13. 

The horizontal stresses in the ground have been measured at 
three levels with earth pressure cells. 

The soil investigations have later been supplemented by dilatometer 
tests. The results have been reported in detail by Larsson and 
Eskilson (1989). Also these tests show the pronounced hump in the 
shear strength-depth relation at about 8 m depth. 

The test site in Norrkoping is l ocated relatively close to SGI (about 
45 km away) and long term investigations were performed here in the 
period 1986-1990 . A large amount of facilities and equipment was 
therefore avai l able on the spot and the piezocone equipments and the 
test procedures were tried out here before the trips to the other more 
distant fields were started. The various tests were therefore 
performed in different groups in the period 1988-1989. 

Typical results from the piezocone tests with standard configuration 
of t he cone are shown in Fig. 14a and the measured pore pressures at 
different filter locations are shown in Fig. 14b. 
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Fig. lJ. Undrained shear strength at the test site in Norrkoping. 

Also here, the results were uniform but the curves of measured 
parameters against depth are more irregular. A peak in tip resistance 
and some odd pore pressure readings can be observed around 5 m depth. 
Silt and other coarser objects have been observed at this level in 
some tests and sampl es. These occurrences are not continuous layers 
but pockets, lenses or infusions . The silt layers below 7 m depth are 
very thin and are only weakly indicated by the small variations in the 
curves. From about 11 m depth there are frequent thicker silt layers 
which can be clearly observed. 

The curve for tip resistance clearly shows the same pattern with depth 
as the undrained shear strength with a hump at about 8 m depth. The 
same can be observed for pore pressures generated at the conical face 
of the tip, but is more subdued when the pore pressures are measured 
at the standard position. 
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• Backebol 

Backebol is situated on the island of Hisingen in the northern part of 
the city of Gothenburg. The test area, which has been used extensively 
by both SGI and Chalmers University since the end of the 60s, is 
located near the river Gota Alv. The layers of clay in the area are 
about 40 m deep. 

The first investigations in the area were made by SGI and mainly 
concerned the behaviour of long driven piles in clay (Fellenius 1971, 
Bjerin 1977), Fig. 15. 

In the main test area, principally used by Chalmers University, a 
large number of projects have been carried out concerning most aspects 
of clay behaviour in different types of loading. CPT tests were 
performed in the area by NGI in cooperation with Fugro in 1973 
(Lunne et al 1976). Also seismic tests have been performed (Andreasson 
1979). 

The upper 10 m of clay has been extensively investigated from both 
geotechnical and geological aspects (Pusch 1970, Torstensson 1973 , 
Sallfors 1975 and Larsson 1975 and 1981). The clay here consists of 
marine post-glacial clay, with illite as the dominating clay mineral 
and quartz and feldspar in the silt particles. The clay content is 
around 60% and the organic content is less than 1%. The upper metre of 
soil consists of dry crust, followed by grey clay with infusions of 
shells. Root channels from vegetation occur down to 3 m depth. 

The water content down to 10 m depth is 70 to 90% and is slightly 
above the liquid limit, while t he plasticity index is around 50% . The 
clay is overconsolidated down to 10 m depth and is thereafter largely 
normally consolidated. 

The ground water l evel is about 0.4 m below the ground level and the 
pore pressures below this l evel are mainly hydrostatic. 

The coefficient of earth pressure at res t has been thoroughly 
investigated in the field as well as in the laboratory , Fig. 16. 

The undrained shear strength has been determined in a comprehensive 
testing program involving both field vane tests and model pile tests, 

whereby also the correction factors for the field vane test have been 
checked. In the laboratory, comprehensive testing has been performed 
with both triaxial and plane-strain tests. The sensitivity of the clay 
is around 17. 

Dilatometer tests have also been performed and the results are 
included in the bas is for the SGI evaluation of this type of test 
(Larsson and Eskilsson 1989). 
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The underlying clay has not been investigated in such detail. The 
results from three nearby investigations; test area II located 500 m 
north of the main test area (Andreasson 1979), the pile test area 100 
m to the east (Fellenius 1971 and Bjerin 1977) and the test area used 
in the present investigation 150 m to the south, all indicate that 
there is a rather abrupt change in the soil properties at 10 m depth. 
The undrained shear strength rises with a jump in the strength-depth 
relation and the water contents and consistency limits, which decrease 
slightly with depth in the upper 10 metres, suddenly increase at the 
10 m level, Fig. 17. 
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The same type of sudden increase at a corresponding depth can also be 
observed at the test field in Tuve, which is located in a parallel 
valley 3 km to the west on the same island, and has there been 
explained in detail by the geological investigation made after the 
landslide in 1977 (Cato et al 1981). 

The main test field has now been built upon and the present 
investigation was made on an undeveloped site located about 150 m to 
the south of the main test area. A supplementary soil investigation 
was made at the new site with sampling and field vane testing down to 
10 m depth and dilatometer tests down to 20 m depth in order to check 
that the soil conditions were similar. Only minor differences were 
observed. The programme of piezocone testing was carried out down to 
20 m depth. 

Typical results from the piezocone tests with standard configuration 
of the cone are shown in Fig. 18a and the measured pore pressures at 
different filter locations are shown in Fig. 18b. 

The results from the piezocone tests are very uniform and the same 
kind of jump at about 10 m depth as for the undrained shear strength 
can also be observed for the tip resistance and all the measured pore 
pressures . The pore pressure curves are regular but slightly jagged, 
which may be attributed to the presence of shells. 
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• Tuve 

The test area in Tuve is located in the Kvilledalen valley on the 
island of Hisingen in north Gothenburg. A major landslide occurred in 
the area in 1977 and was followed by extensive investigations 
concerning geology, gee-hydrological conditions and soil properties 
(Cato et al 1981, Blomqvist and Gustavsson 1981 and Larsson and 
Jansson 1982). Investigations were also made outside the actual slide 
area and especially around Point 18 , which is located at the bottom of 
the valley about 150 metres to the north of the slide area and about 
100 metres away from the small brook at the centre of the valley . 

The soil here consists of about 27 metres of marine clay on top of 
sand and bedrock. The distribution of certain chemical and physical 
parameters in the clay can be seen in Fig. 19. 
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Fig. 19. Distribution of certain chemical and physical parameters in 
the soil profile at Point 18 in Tuve, after Cato (1981). 
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The clay profile can roughly be divided into 5 main layers, Fig. 20. 
At the bottom, there is a varved glacial clay with sand and silt 
layers resting on sand and bedrock (E). Above the glacial clay is a 
thick homogeneous clay layer (D).Zone C, which is about one metre 
thick, marks a change in the previous sedimentation history. The layer 
was deposited after a rapid drainage of 10,000 km3 of previously ice
dammed water from the Baltic into the Skagerrack about 10,000 years 
ago. This drainage caused erosion in the inland and redeposition in 
the coastal areas. On top of Zone C, which contains several thin silt 
layers, there is a new zone of homogeneous clay characterized by a 
very high clay content(B). The uppermost clay layer (A) has a fairly 
high organic content and is classified as organic clay. 
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Fig. 20. 	Generalized soil profile at the slide area in Tuve, after 
Cato et al (1981). 

Because of the process of land-heave, which occurred simultaneously 
with the 	sedimentation process, the upper three layers are found only 
in the centre of the valley and the thickness of the organic clay 
layer increases towards the brook. 
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Point 18 was located inside a cultivated area. For reasons of easy 
access, the present investigation was made about halfway between Point 
18 and the brook. Supplementary investigations were made with piston 
sampling to 10 m depth and two soundings with dilatometer tests. 

The soil data have then been estimated by comparison of the soil 
profiles and the data obtained in the present investigation and 
corresponding data obtained in Points 18 and 2 in the previous 
investigation (Larsson and Jansson 1982), Fig. 21. Point 2 is located 
inside the slide area at about the same distance from the brook as the 
present investigation and about 200 m downstream. 
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The upper 6 m of soft soil consist of organic clay with infusions of 
plant remnants and shells. The crust is only about half a metre thick. 
At 7 metres depth, the organic content is insignificant, but the 
content of shells increases. The transition layer with thin silt 
layers occurs at around 8 metres depth and below this level there is 
homogeneous clay. The dilatometer tests and the CPTU tests indicate 
that there are infusions or layers of some kind, probably stones or 
shells, at a depth of 14 to 16 metres, but this was not revealed by 
the previous investigation. 

The liquid limit in the organic clay decreases from over 110% below 
the crust to about 95% at 6 m depth. In the transition layer with 
shells and silt layers, it drops to around 80% and then increases to 
again become about 95% at 9 m depth. It then gradually decreases and 
is estimated to be 50% at 24 m depth. The plastic limit is up to 40% 
in the organic clay and around 30% in the major part of the thick 
layer of homogeneous clay. The water content is consistently around 
10% higher than the liquid limit for the whole profile. 

The bulk density is about 1.4 t/m3 in the organic clay, about 1.5 t/m3 

between 7 and 10 m depth, and then gradually increases to become 1.7 
t/m3 at 24 m depth. 

The free ground water level is very high. At the time of testing in 
May 1990, it was about 0.2 m below the ground surface but, since the 
landslide caused a slight damming of the brook, the area is flooded 
both seasonally and also after heavy rains. The pore pressures are not 
hydrostatic. Water infiltrates into the more pervious bottom layers at 
the higher valley sides and there is an artesian water pressure in the 
sand layers between the clay and bedrock. At the time of testing, this 
artesian water pressure in the test area corresponded to a water head 
3,25 m above the ground level. 

The area is barely accessible for truck-mounted equipment and then 
only under relatively dry conditions. 

The effective stresses in the ground are very low because of the 
ground water conditions. The preconsolidation pressures are also very 
low, 15-30 kPa, in the upper 7 metres of organic clay. Yet, there is 
an overconsolidation ratio of 2-1.5 in this layer in relation to the 
effective stresses at the time of testing. At 7-8 m depth, where the 
transition layer occurs, there is a jump in the preconsolidation 
pressures, which increase significantly, Fig. 22. 
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Fig. 22. Preconsolidation pressures in the area /or piezocone tests in 
Tuve. 

The previous investigations in the area had shown that the 
preconsolidation pressures at greater depth could roughly be expressed 
as indicating that the soil there is normally consolidated for a 
ground water level 1 m below the ground surface and hydrostatic ground 
water conditions. This is supported by the oedometer tests below 7 
metres depth in the test area and also by the results from the two 
dilatometer tests, which gave very consistent results. 

The undrained shear strength has been measured by fall-cone tests and 
direct simple shear tests in the laboratory and the dilatometer tests 
in the field. The fall-cone tests have been checked against Hansbo's 
relation and can be considered relevant, especially for the organic 
clay (see Larsson et al 1984). The results from the dilatometer tests 
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largely follow what might be expected from empirical correlations 
between undrained shear strength, preconsolidation pressure and 
consistency limits. The same hump is found in the shear strength-depth 
curve as for the preconsolidation pressure-depth curve (and which is 
also found at the nearby Backebol site), Fig. 23. 
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The results from the soundings are very uniform, Fig. 24. The zones 
with silt layers at around 7 m depth and below 23 m depth can be 
clearly seen and the same hump at around 8 m depth as for undrained 
shear strength and preconsolidation pressure can also be observed iri 
both tip resistance and all measured pore pressures. A certain 
jaggedness of the pore pressure curves may mainly be attributed to the 
presence of shells. Some larger irregularities occurring at 14 to 16 m 
depth were also observed in the dilatometer tests. They are believed 
to be due to infusions of objects such as stones or large shells, but 
there are no samples to verify this. 
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The tests in Tuve involved special problems. Because of the artesian 
water pressure, the holes created by the cone did not collapse after 
the tests but water kept welling up on the ground when the cone had 
been withdrawn. To stop this water flow, long plastic pipes had to be 
joined and inserted into the holes. Expanding clay pellets were then 
successively filled into the pipes and compacted at the bottom of the 
holes during withdrawal of the pipes. This was a laborious and time 
consuming operation, but severe damage may be caused unless such water 
flows are stopped immediately and effectively . Artesian ground water 
conditions are fairly common in certain regions in Sweden. 
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• Vlilen 

Valen is a test field in south Gothenburg which has been used by 
Chalmers University in a number of studies of the geotechnical 
properties of organic clay. The field is located on the northern side 
of the small stream "Stora an" just above the point where it 
discharges its waters into the inner part of the Askim bay called 
Valen. In different projects in this field, the preconsolidation 
pressure has been studied using full-scale load tests (Sallfors 1975), 
the effect of various parameters in the field vane test has been 
investigated (Torstensson 1977) and full-scale plate load tests have 
been performed to investigate the bearing capacity. 

Seismic tests have previously been performed by Andreasson (1979) and 
the field has also been used by SGI for dilatometer tests (Larsson and 
Eskilson 1989) and in a larger investigation on the behaviour of 
organic clay and gyttja (Larsson 1990). 

The soft soils at the site have a thickness of about 11 metres. The 
conditions in the area are fairly uniform, but the field is large and 
some properties such as undrained shear strength and preconsolidation 
pressure vary strongly with depth. It is therefore difficult to 
correlate some of the investigations that have been carried out in 
different parts of the field. This is especially valid for the 
previous field vane tests which were comprehensive at two levels, but 
for which a continuous profile was missing . New field vane tests were 
performed in connection with the present investigation. A typical soil 
profile for the site is shown in Fig. 25. 

The dry crust in the area is about 1 metr e thick, but the e ffects of 
proximity to the ground surface and some root threads extend for 
another me tre. The dry crust is followed by green- grey gyttja-bearing 
clay with an organic content of 5-6%. This l ayer has been the focus of 
all investigations in the field. It extends to a depth of about 5.5 
metres. From this level, the content of shells rapidly increases and 
in large parts of the area there is a thin band classified as shell 
soil . The lower l ayers of soft soil consist of silty clay and have not 
been investigated in detail. 

The natural water content in the organic clay between 2 .5 and 5.5 
metres of depth i s approximately equal to the liquid limit and varies 
between 110 and 130%. The bulk density in the l ayer is about 1.4 t/m3 • 

In the layers lower down, the water content decreases and the density 
increases to become about 60% and 1.7 t/m3 respectively in the silty 
clay . The pore pressure profile at the site is complex. The ground 
water level in the dry crust seems to vary seasonally from close to 
the ground surface to the bottom of the crust. In the deeper layers, 
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the pore water pressure is generally higher and corresponds more to a 
hydrostatic head close to the ground surface. Some measurements 
indicate a connection between the pore pressure in the band of shell 
soil and the water level in the stream, but no such effects have been 
found in the part of the field used for the present investigation . 

The results from oedometer tests and large-scale field loading tests 
show that the soil is overconsolidated at the top because of dry crust 
effects. The overconsolidation has a minimum of about 1.2 (at lowest 
ground water level) at a depth of 3.5 m and then increases further 
down. At the time of the present investigation in May 1990, the free 
ground water level was located 0.7 m below the ground surface. 

The undrained shear strength has been determined in field vane tests, 
several series of large-scale plate loading tests in the field and in 
fall-cone tests and several series of triaxial compression tests with 
different rates of deformation in the laboratory. The profile of 
undrained shear strength mirrors the preconsolidation pressure and 
there is an almost perfect fit between the uncorrected strength values 
from the field vane tests and the fall-cone tests and the Hansbo 
relation c = o'c·0.45·w1 . The sensitivity of the organic clay is 8 to 

9. 

Typical results from the piezocone tests with standard configuration 
of the cone are shown in Fig. 26a and the measured pore pressures at 
different filter locations are shown in Fig. 26b. 

The results from the piezocone tests in Valen clearly indicated the 
different layers of organic clay, shell soil at 6.5 m depth and silty 
c l ay. The diffe r ence between the organic clay and the silty clay is 
better discerned in the curves for tip r esistance and s leeve friction 
than in the pore pressure curve. The shells in the organic clay appear 
to produce about the same amount of jags in t he pore pressure curves 
as the silt content in the clay below. The generated pore pressures, 
which are low in this very soft soil, scatter somewhat. Part of the 
reason for this is probably insufficient predrilling. The part of the 
soil profile of main interest was only 5.5 m thick and the predrilling 
was kept to a minimum. In some tests, this resulted in negative pore 
pressures at the start of the penetration and in this shallow profile 
the pore pressures then did not always fully recover until at the end 
of the sounding. 
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proJ·ect: In situ location: VALEN cone: clay probe 
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• Munkedal 

Munkedal is a community located close to the Swedish west coast about 
100 km north of Gothenburg. Both the main road along the west coast 
(E4 to Oslo) and the railway line "Bohusbanan" run through the 
community. The central parts of Munkedal, including the railway 
station, are located on a long and fairly steep slope towards the 
river "Orekilsalven". The soil in the slope consists of over 30 metres 
of clay, which in some parts is highly sensitive or "quick". Directly 
below the railway station, the meandering course of the river had 
formed a U-shaped bend and, until recently, considerable erosion was 
in progress. A number of landslides also occurred here and in the 
vicinity along the river. During the 80s, it was therefore decided to 
thoroughly investigate the stability of the area. As a result of these 
investigations, it was decided to move the whole river away from the 
community and to build a large stabilizing berm in the former location 
of the river-bed (Bergdahl and Tremblay 1987). 

During the soil investigations , areas with quick clay were found and 
in the present project it was decided to test the equipments in this 
type of soil. The investigations were made close to the former 
borehole No. 8, where the thickness of the clay layer is around 30 
metres and the sensitivity of large parts of the profile is in the 
order of 300. The area is located in the upper part of the slope just 
below the railway tracks. The previous investigations have been 
supplemented by new field vane tests and dilatometer tests. 

The upper 1.5 m of the soil profile consists of varying fill material 
and dry crust. Bel ow the crust , the r e is about 30 metres of medium 
stiff clay. The thickness of the clay layer varies somewhat because of 
a slight inclination of the ground surface and a steeper inclination 
of the underlying bedrock. Between the clay and the bedrock there is 
sand. 

The clay layer is fairly homogeneous, but there are infusions of 
shells and also other harder objects have been encountered in the 
soundings at depths greater than 13 metres. 

Thin silt layers have been found in the old samples at about 20 m 
depth. Samples taken just below this level are obviously disturbed and 
there are also large drops in the shear strengths measured by field 
vane tests. A similar but much smaller drop is observed in the 
dilatometer test results. Part of the large drops in measured shear 
strength at this level is believed to be due to disturbance effects 
when passing from a stiffer layer into a somewhat softer layer below. 
Samples have only been taken down to 23 m depth. 

The liquid limit of the clay gradually decreases from about 65% at the 
top to 43% at 23 m depth. The water content is significantly higher 
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and, except for a few metres just below the fill, the liquidity index 
is in the order of 2 . The sensitivity here is around 300. Below 16 m 
depth, both the liquidity index and the sensitivity gradually 
decrease, but remain high. The bulk density of the clay increases from 
1.65 t/m3 at the top to 1.8 t/m3 at 23 m depth. 

The free ground water level is located about 1 metre below the ground 
level. The test area is located in the upper part of the slope and 
there is a downward gradient in the pore pressure. The water pressure 
measured in the sand layer below the clay corresponded to a water head 
9 metres below the ground surface. 

The upper part of the clay profile is overconsolidated . Results from 
oedometer tests and the results from the field vane tests and the 
dilatometer tests all indicate that the overconsolidation ratio 
decreases to about 1.2 at 10 m depth. Below 20 m depth, the 
overconsolidation ratio estimated from the field tests drops to 1.0, 
but this is probably a result of the aforementioned disturbance 
effects and the overconsolidation ratio can be assumed to remain at 
about 1.2 with depth, Fig. 27. 
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The undrained shear strength has been measured by fall-cone tests in 
the laboratory and by field vane tests and dilatometer tests in the 
field, Fig. 28. The shear strength to be used in design and for 
correlations has then been estimated with consideration to reliability 
of the various tests and known disturbance effects in various soil 
conditions (Larsson et al 1984). Down to 14 m depth, the estimated 
shear strength is mainly based on the results from field vane tests 
and fall-cone tests . At greater depths, the fall-cone tests normally 
yield too low values and the estimated strength between 14 and 19 m 
depth is mainly based on the field vane tests. Below this level, the 
estimate is based on the dilatometer tests down to 23 m. At even 
greater depths, there is a significant spread also in the results from 
the two dilatometer soundings. Because of lack of reference data, no 
correlations with piezocone test results can be made for measurements 
below 23 m depth. 
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The clay at Munkedal is considerably stiffer and apparently less 
homogeneous than the clays in the previously investigated sites. 

Typical results from piezocone tests with the standard configuration 
of the cone are shown in Fig. 29a and pore pressures measured at 
different filter locations are shown in Fig. 29b. 

The results from the different soundings are uniform but the curves 
for tip resistance, sleeve friction and pore pressure are jagged. The 
results indicate the presence of stiffer layers or lenses and possibly 
objects embedded in the clay. The previous soil investigations had 
only noted the presence of shells between 13 and 19 m depth, but there 
are probably shells also in the clay above. 

One of the tests with the clay probe had to be terminated at a depth 
of 13 m because an object was hit and the overload protection was 
activated . Significant bending could also be observed in a few tests 
with the Hogentogler equipment. 

The drop in shear strength at the transition to a more silty clay at 
about 19 m depth was clearly picked up by all three measured 
parameters and by the pore pressure measurements also at all filter 
locations . The drop, in relative terms, was largest for the tip 
resist9Ilce. 

The curves for all parameters became less jagged in the silty clay 
below 19 m depth, which indicates that the shells in the upper part of 
the marine soi l deposit may have a greater influence on the smoothness 
of the curves than the increasing silt content further down. This 
observation is more or less suggested also by the results from the 
other sites in Western Sweden. 
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• Section 6/900 

6/900 was a section in a planned location of the new "Saro road", i.e. 
road 158 between the cities of Gothenburg and Kungsbacka via Saro. The 
site is located in the valley of the stream "Stockaan" near the 
village Kyrkobyn. The new road was finally located away from this 
place and this new test site is still a cultivated area. Comprehensive 
sampling and field vane tests were performed at the site in connection 
with a large investigation on properties of organic soils (Larsson 
1990). The pore water pressures have also been measured. 

The ground in the valley is very flat and is intersected by the stream 
"Stockaan". The bottom of the stream lies about 2 m below the 
surrounding ground. The soft soil layers at the site are about 12 m 
thick. 

The upper part of the soil profile consists of a dry crust about half 
a metre thick, followed by another metre of stiff to medium stiff 
organic clay with root threads. Below this follows green-grey clayey 
gyttja with infusions of coarser plant remnants and shells down to a 
depth of 7.5 metres. In the depth interval between 5 and 7.5 m, thin 
seams with more organic material can be observed. In the next metre of 
depth, there is a gradual transition to a clay very rich in shells. 
The soft soil in the rest of the profile down to firm bottom consists 
of interchanging layers of silty clay rich in shells and clayey shell 
soils, Fig. 30. 

The organic content in the cl ayey gytt j a is betwee~ 10 and 11 %. The 
natural water content is slightly lower than the liquid limit , which 
varies between 150 to 175 %and 180 to 205 %respectively. The natural 
water content in the lower layers i s only 30 to 50 %. The bulk density 
in the clayey gyttja is 1.20 to 1.25 t/m3 and varies between 1.5 and 
2.0 t/m3 in the lower layers . 

The pore water pressures in the soil below 3-4 metres depth correspond 
to a water head 0.5 m below the ground surface, while the free ground 
water level in the uppermost soil varies seasonally from close to the 
ground surface to about 1.0 m below. 

The undrained shear strength in the clayey gyttja has been determined 
in several series of triaxial compression and extens ion tests, direct 
simple shear tests and fall cone tests in t he laboratory, and by field 
vane tests in the field. The sensitivity according to results from 
fall-cone tests varies between 5 and 8 . 
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The consolidation parameters have been determined in several series of 
CRS tests with different rates of deformation, in several series of 
standard incremental tests and in tests with other loading procedures 
(Larsson and Sallfors 1975). 0verconsolidation effects in and just 
below the dry crust extend to about 2.5 m depth. Further down, the 
overconsolidation ratio in the clayey gyttja is almost constant at 
1.2. The horizontal stress has not been measured directly, but the 
horizontal preconsolidation pressures have been estimated from CRS 
tests on horizontally oriented specimens and from drained triaxial 
tests with increasing horizontal stresses. The results indicate a 
coefficient of earth pressure at rest for normally consolidated condi
tions K around 0.57, which for the relavant overconsolidation

0 (NC)

ratio in situ of 1.2 would give a K0 of around 0.65. 


Dilatometer tests have also been performed in the field. The results 
have been reported in detail by Larsson and Eskilsson (1989). 

Typical results from piezocone tests with the standard configuration 
of the cone are shown in Fig. 31a and pore pressures measured at 
different filter locations are shown in Fig. 31b. 

The results from the piezocone tests are very uniform. Small jags, 
probably caused by small shells, are seen in the curves down to 7.5 m 
depth. At the transition to a clay, the tip resistance and the 
friction decrease and when the cone enters the clayey shell soil the 
tip resistance and the friction increase and become very jagged 
curves, while the measured pore pressure drops. In the bottom layers 
of shell soils, the measured pore pressures correspond to the in situ 
pore pressures with slightly higher values at the conical face of the 
tip. 
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• Section 7/600 

7/600 is another section along the planned "Saro road". It is located 
in the same valley close to the stream "Stockaan" about 700 metres 
further upstream from section 6/900. Topography, stratification and 
the properties of the soil are similar to those at the previous site, 
but the organic content in the clayey gyttja is somewhat lower (9-10 
%) and so are the natural water content and the liquid limit, Fig. 32. 

The same type of investigations as at the previous site have also been 
made here (Larsson 1990, Larsson and Eskilsson 1989). The natural 
water content and the liquid limit in the clayey gyttja vary from 135 
to 155 %and 155 to 170 %respectively. The bulk density is 1.30-1.35 
t /m 3 and the sensitivity is between 7 and 9. 

Pore pressure measurements and observations of the free ground water 
level give the same pore pressure distribution as at section 6/900. 
The overconsolidation effects in and just below the dry crust extend 
to 4 m depth and below this level the overconsolidation ratio remains 
constant at 1.2 for the clayey gyttja. The coefficient of earth 
pressure at rest in the normally consolidated state, K , is 

0 (NC)
estimated to be around 0.55. 

Also the piezocone test results were very similar to the results from 
the previous site. 

Typical results from piezocone tests with the standard configuration 
of the cone are shown in Fig. 33a and pore pressures measured at 
different filter locations are shown in Fig. 33b. 
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8. 	 GENERAL BEHAVIOUR OF CLAYS 
Aspects related to measured parameters in piezocone tests 

The shear strength of clay is related to the preconsolidation 
pressure, the consistency limits, the mode of shear and the 
overconsolidation ratio. 

Extensive investigations have shown that in triaxial compression, (TC), 
tests on normally consolidated clays in Scandinavia, and also in many 
other regions, the relation between the undrained shear strength, "fu' 
and the preconsolidation pressure, o'c· is almost constant 

c ~ 0.33·o' OCR~ 1 
fu(TC) c 

(Larsson 1980, Larsson et al 1984 and Jamiolkowski et al 1985) 

This relation changes with overconsolidation ratio, OCR, and normally 
the undrained shear strength in overconsolidated clay can be estimated 
from 

(Ladd 	et al 1977 and Jamiolkowski et al 1985) 

The ratio between the undrained shear strength and the 
preconsolidation pressure is higher in organic clay and gyttja where 
it may be up to 0.5 (Larsson 1990). 

In triaxial compression, the major stress direction is vertical and 
coincides with the direction in which the preconsolidation pressure is 
measured and represents the equivalent of a prestress. In other modes 
of shear, the major stress direction varies and acts in directions 
where the soil exhibits other preconsolidation stresses than in the 
vertical di rection . 

Normally, the preconsolidation stresses in the ground vary in a 
sinusoidal manner with a maximum in the vertical direction and a 
minimum in the horizontal direction. The relation between these 
stresses in a normally consolidated soil can be expressed by the 
factor K0 (NC) 

o' 
c(vertical) o ' (vertical) 

K OCR~ 1
0 (NC) o' 0 

' (horizontal)c(horizontal) 
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In overconsolidated soils, the ratio between the vertical and 
horizontal stresses, K0 , can often be estimated by 

~ K ·OCR0. 6 

0 (NC) 


(Schmid 1967, Larsson 1975 and 1977) 

For Swedish clays, it has been found that the factor K0 (NC) mainly 

varies with the consistency limits of the soil from about 0.35 in very 
low plastic clays to 0.85 in very high plastic clays, (Larsson 1977). 
In organic clays and gyttjas, this trend becomes broken and the value 
of K is fairly constant around 0.5, Fig. 34.

0 (NC) 

The variation in prestresses is directly reflected in the undrained 
shear strength, which varies in the same sinusoidal manner. The 
undrained shear strength is thus anisotropic, with the maximum shear 
strength obtained in triaxial compression and the minimum strength 
obtained in triaxial extension . In the latter case, the major stress 
acts in the horizontal direction where the preconsolidation has its 
minimum. The average undrained shear strength, which is the strength 
normally used for design and which is also very close to the strength 
obtained in direct simple shear tests, is thus strongly dependent on 
the consistency limits in clay and also becomes different in organic 
soils. Results from undrained tests with different modes of shear on 
normally consolidated soils presented by Larsson et al (1984), 
Jamiolkowski et al (1985 ) and Larsson (1990) are shown in Fig. 35. 

In the present investigation, the undrained shear strength us ed for 
correlations for Swedish soils and data from the NGI sites has mainly 
been the undrained shear strengt h obtained in direct simple she ar. 
These strength values have been supplemented and, when missing, 
replaced by results from corrected field vane tests and fall cone 
tests and results from dilatometer tests. All these tests normally 
yield compatible values and the procedures for estimating the design 
shear strength recommended by SGI (Larsson et al 1984) have been 
followed. Many of the test fields in the present investigation have 
been included in the investigations leading to the general pattern 
presented in Figs. 35 a-c and the r eference data for the normally 
consolidated or only slightly overconsolidated soils follow this 
pattern, Fig. 36. 
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SGI and 	 NGI data 
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Fig. 36. 	Undrained shear strength in direct simple shear /or the 
normally consolidated or only slightly overconsolidated soils 
in the SGI and NGI investigations as a function of 
preconsolidation pressure and liquid limit. 

For all these clays, the corresponding relation for the undrained 
shear strength in triaxial compression can be written as 

c ~ 0.33·o'. 

fu(NC) c 

and for the organic soils the corresponding factor is close to 0.5. 

The corresponding reference data from the BRE and the NTH sites are 
obtained in triaxial compression tests. The soils in these 
investigations have been more or less overconsolidated. A plot of the 
ratio "fu/o~ against the overconsolidation ratio shows that the 

undrained shear strength mainly follows the relation (Fig . 37) 

5"fu 0.33·o~·OCR-o. 
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ratio /or data from triaxial tests on the soils in the 
BRE and NTH test fields. 

Also these results are thus in general agreement with normal values 
except for the fact that the decrease in relative strength with 
increasing overconsolidation ratio, as expressed by the factor -0 .5, 
is about twice as high as that normally obtained. 

One reason for this is the presence of fissures in the heavily 
overconsolidated British clays, which lowers the undrained shear 
strength but does not affect the preconsolidation pressure. The data 
from the strongly fissured Brent Cross clay even fall below the 
average relation for the rest of the clays. 

The results from the piezocone tests are influenced both by the 
existing horizontal stresses in the ground and by the average 
undrained shear strength. For coarser soils, where the penetration is 
made under almost drained conditions, it has been shown that the tip 
resistance and the s leeve friction are mainly governed by the 
horizontal stresses and the friction angle of the soil,(e.g. 
Schmertmann 1972 and 1978 and Baldi et al 1983}. 
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The test can mainly be seen as a continuous small scale loading test 
of a footing. In fine-grained soils, the penetration mainly occurs 
under undrained conditions. For undrained conditions, calculations of 
bearing capacity of footings and similar loading cases are usually 
based on the average undrained shear strength and it will be shown in 
this report that this is the strength that is best correlated to the 
results. 

The generated pore pressures around the cone are also related to the 
undrained shear strength and the sleeve friction is related both to 
the horizontal in situ stresses and to the pore pressure generation. 

nany, if not all, measured -parameters and correlations in the 
·ptezocone test in fine-grained soils may thus be expected to be more 
or less affected by the soil type, ~hich in turn may be expressed by 
the consistency limits and the organic content. 

All correlations with consistency limits in this report are made 
against the liquid limit according to Swedish practice, but the same 
type of correlations can also be made against the plasticity index. 

Another parameter which may affect the results is the sensitivity. The 
penetration occurs in a state of continuous failure and the soil mass 
which affects the measured parameters is in various states of 
deformation and remoulding. Complete remoulding, however, normally 
requires a considerable amount of agitation and can hardly be expected 
to be reached even at the friction sleeve. In general, the sensitivity 
is lower in organic soils. 

The amount of remoulding required for a certain relative drop in shear 
strength varies with type of soil and liquidity index. A parameter 
called "rapidity" has been suggested to describe this property, 
(S~derblom 1983) but no method to determine it has been adopted. In 
general, the requirement for a soil to break down for a small degree 
of remoulding is that it is low plastic and has a high liquidity 
index, (Tavenas et al 1983 and Larsson and Jansson 1982) . Even if no 
complete remoulding occurs, it may be expected that the very high 
sensitivities in especially quick clays to some degree will be 
reflected in all the parameters measured by the piezocone. 

The generation of pore pressures in clay at loading tests has been 
studied and summarized by e.g. Sallfors (1975), Leroueil et al (1978} 
and Tavenas (1979) . It has been found in numerous observations that 
when a vertical load is applied relatively rapidly, the pore pr~ssures 
respond differently depending on the degree of overconsolidation. The 
pore pressures in overconsolidated soil can initially be related to 
the change in octahedral stress and the increase in pore pressure is 
thus considerably less than the applied vertical stress. This entails 
that the effective vertical stress increases. When the effective 
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vertical stress reaches the preconsolidation pressure the pore 
pressure generation changes, and from thereon the further increase in 
pore pressure becomes equal to the further increase in vertical 
stress, Fig. 38. In heavily overconsolidated soils, failure may occur 
before the preconsolidation pressure and the second stage are reached. 
A similar process may be expected to occur also in piezocone tests. 
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Fig. 38. Typical pore pressure response at load application on clay. 

In almost all types of tests and loadings, there are time effects due 
to creep in the soil skeleton. These affect both measured 
preconsolidation pressures, yield stresses where the pore pressure 
development changes and the undrained shear strength, which all become 
higher in faster tests. The time effects are similar in all types of 
soil, but the creep parameters and the relative effects may be related 
to the void ratio and, indirectly, to the liquid limit of the soil. 
The effects are thus normally greater in high-plastic and organic 
soils than in low-plastic and silty clays, (e.g. Mesri 1973 and 1987 
and Larsson 1981 and 1990). As pointed out by Powell and Quarterman 
{1988), these effects may be expected to be significant for the very 
rapid piezocone test and have to be considered in a theoretical 
evaluation of the results. 

Theoretical studies of the development of tip resistance and pore 
pressures show that the stiffness of the soil, i.e . the ratios between 
the shear modulus or the modulus of elasticity and the undrained shear 
strength, (G/~ fuor E/~ ful, probably have a significant effect on the 

measured values. Also these parameters vary strongly and may be 
related to the consistency limits of the soil, (e.g. Foott and Ladd 1981 
and Larsson and Mulabdic 1990) . 
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The probability that the results from the piezocone test in clay are 
affected by the soil type in a way that may be related to the 
consistency limits is thus further enhanced. 

In inhomogeneous and fissured soils, there are scale effects to be 
considered. In particular, shear strength values measured in tests 
involving only a relatively small soil volume may not be 
representative for the larger soil mass. The main risk is that the 
shear strength measured in small scale tests overestimate the bulk 
shear strength. This volume dependence has been demonstrated by e.g. 
Marsland (1971) and Hartlen (1974). In fissured clays, the effects 
appear to increase with increasing coarseness of the crack pattern. 
The piezocone test involves a limited volume of soil and similar 
effects may be expected to occur in heterogeneous and coarsely cracked 
soils. This has also been demonstrated ~Y Powell and Quarterman 
(1988). 
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9 . 	 DEVELOPMENT OF TIP RESISTANCE, 
SLEEVE FRICTION AND PORE PRESSURES 
AROUND A PENETRATING CONE 

9.1 General 

At penetration of a piezocone into clay , the measured parameters of 
tip resistance, pore pressure and sleeve friction vary in a general 
pattern depending on the properti es of the soil and t he location of 
some of the measuring e l ements along the cone. This patt ern has to be 
taken into account when attempts are made to link the measured data to 
soil proper ties. 

In this chapter, the general pattern will be described. The 
presentati on will not be made by e l aborate theoretical analyses, but 
with more simple analogies with general observati ons of soil behaviour 
and empiri cal observations of the var iation in pore pressures along 
the cone. 

9.2 Tip resistance 

The tip resistance developed at penetration of a cone in clay i s 
mainly a function of t he undrained shear strength, ~fu· The cone may 

be considered as a deep footing and the bear ing capaci ty ( tip 
resistance), qT, calculated by more simple methods would then be 

with 	the cone factor NKT varying between 7 and 10.5 according t o 

different theoretical assumptions . More elaborate methods, (pr esented 
by e.g . Houlsby and Wroth 1982) , in general give slightl y higher 
val ues for t he cone factor . The penetration of a piezocone, however, 
i s a fast test . This entails that t he undrained shear strength tha t 
can be mobilized at the actual testing rate is higher and hence a l so 
the tip r esistance . 

The exact rate of deformation of the soi l around the cone cannot be 
estimated, because it var ies within the soil mass and a l so with what 
soil mass is assumed to a f fect t he measurements. It may be roughly 
assumed , however, that the rate of deformation is 4- 5 powers of 10 
higher than the rates used in ordinary loading and strength tests. The 
undrained shear strength normall y increases by about 10 %for each 
tenfold increase in testing rate , (see e.g. Graham and Crooks 1983), 
and may be assumed to be larger in high- plastic clays and lower in 
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low-plastic and silty clays (e.g. Aas et al 1986) . Rate effects in 
piezocone tests have been shown by e.g. Lunne et al (1986), Konrad and 
Roy (1987) and Powell and Quarterman (1988). 

When taking rate effects into account, it may thus be expected that 
the cone factors based on undrained shear strength determined in 
ordinary ways will be higher, with an average in the order of about 
16. They may also be expected to be higher for high-plastic clays and 
lower for low-plastic clays. 

Methods for calculation of tip resistance using cavity expansion 
theories take the stiffness of the soil into account. The derived cone 
factors are mainly in the same order as those obtained by the simpler 
methods, but as the stiffness of the soil decreases with increasing 
plasticity also the estimated cone factors become lower for high
plastic than for low-plastic and silty clays. This effect of 
plasticity is opposite to what may be assumed from the rate effects. 

Another effect to take into account is the scale effect. When testing 
inhomogeneous clays containing fissures or other weaker zones and clays 
containing stiffer objects like stones or shells, it is important that 
the tested soil volume is large enough to let the failure planes seek 
their way through the weaker parts. Otherwise the measured shear 
strength will often become too high and not be representative for the 
available strength of the material. 

The piezocone has a limited size and, even if it influences a soil 
mass some diameters below and outside the cone, the measured data must 
be expected to be too high in inhomogeneous soils . In fissured soils, 
as shown by Powe ll and Quarterman (1988), this effect i s more 
pronounced t he coarser the pattern of fis sures or othe r weakness 
planes is and an increasing amount of large and hard objects may be 
assumed to have the same effect. When the tip r esistance in such 
circumstances becomes t oo high, also the apparent cone factor 
i ncreases. 

The estimation of the bearing capacity is normally based on average 
undrained shear strength as determined by direct simple shear tests, 
corrected field vane tests or fall cone tests, dilatometer tests or, 
in a more eleborate way, as the average of the results from active 
and passive triaxial t ests and direct simple shear tests. The net tip 
resistances in SGI and NGI tests, (total tip resistance subtracted by 
in s itu vertical stress), have been plotted against the average 
undrained s hear s trength in Fig. 39 . As can be s een in the figure, 
t here i s a straight line relation between the net tip r esistance and 
the average undrained s hear strength, with an average cone factor of 
16. 3 for clays. The r e is, however, a considerable scatte r and for 
organic clays and gyttjas the corresponding average cone factor i s 24. 
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Fig. 39. 	Net tip resistance as a funtion of average undrained shear 
strength. Data from mainly normally consolidated or only 
slightly overconsolidated soils in the SGI and NGI test 
fields. 

When the cone factors are plotted against the liquid limits, Fig. 40, 
it emerges that the cone factor appears to vary with the plas tici ty 
for the whole range of soils and can be written 

NKT ~ 13.4 + 6.65·wL where wL is in decimal numbers 

For clays , this means that the cone factor should vary between 14 and 
20 with an average of 16.3. Very similar results have previously been 
presented by Aas et al (1986) for Norwegian clays, Fig. 41. 
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Fig. 40. 	Cone factor NKT as a function of liquid limit. 
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Fig. 41. 	Cone factor NKT for Norwegian clays as a function of 


plasticity index, Aas et al (1986). 
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When the corresponding plots are made against the shear strength in 
triaxial compression, another linear relation is obtained between the 
net tip resistance and the undrained shear strength, with an average 
cone factor of 10.7 for clays, Fig. 42. The spread in this relation is 
greater and when the cone factors are pl otted against the liquid limit, 
Fig. 43, an even greater dependence of the cone factor on the 
consistency l imits is found, 

(wL in decimal numbers) 

Also these results are in general agreement with the corresponding 
cone factors for Norwegian clays presented by Lunne et al (1989), Fig. 
44. 
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Fig. 42. 	Net cone resistance as a function of undrained shear strength 
in triaxial compression. 
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Both cone factors are thus dependent on the consistency limits of the 
soil , but the sensitivity to the soil plasticity appears to be only 
about half if the average undrai ned shear strength is used instead of 
the undrained shear strength in triaxial compression . 

The results presented above were obtained in mainly normally 
consolidated or only slightly overconsolidated soils. The effect of 
overconsolidation on the cone factor is somewhat uncertain. 

According to Rad and Lunne (1988), there is a pronounced effect of 
overconsolidation on the cone factor and the authors have elaborated a 
procedure to account for it, Fig. 45. However, the cone factors for 
normally consolidated and moderately overconsolidated soils are within 
the limits given above and the data from more heavily overconsolidated 
soils originate from clays with gravel and stones and the same clays 
where Powell and Quarterman {1988) have attributed the higher cone 
factors to fissuring. 
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Fig. 45. 	Net tip resistance as a function of undrained shear strength 
in triaxial compression for different ranges o/ 
overconsolidation ratios and belonging cone /actors, 
Rad and Lunne (1988). 
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In relation to the preconsolidation pressure, the net tip resistance 
decreases with overconsolidation ratio, as does the undrained shear 
strength. For normally consolidated soils*, the relation between the 
net tip resistance and the preconsolidation pressure o' is 

C 

"' 1.21 + 4.4·wL {wL in decimal numbers)
o' 

C 
Fig. 46. 
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Fig. 46. 	Ratio between net cone resistance and preconsolidation 
pressure for normally consolidated soil as a function of 
liquid limit. 

*) Truly normally consolidated soils, (OCR~ 1.0), hardly exist in 
nature. In this report, all correlations for "normally consolidated" 
soils have been made for soils with OCR i 1.4, which means that they 
are actually valid for an overconsolidation ratio of about 1.3. Thus, 
correlations normalized for plasticity and plotted against 
overconsolidation ratio become equal to 1.0 at an overconsolidation 
ratio of 1.3 instead of 1.0, as they would have if truly normally 
consolidated data had been used. 
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When the data from the investigations at the BRE and NTH test sites 
are normalized for the effects of the liquid limit, the normalized 
relation is found to vary with the overconsolidation ratio in 
basically the same way as the normalized relation between undrained 
shear strength and overconsolidation ratio, Fig. 47. (see also Fig. 
37} 

*** SGI and NGI data 
DOD BRE data 
<><><> NTH data 

<> 

___( q_T_-_a_v_o) _ __ =OCR-o. s 

[ o ~· (l .21 +4.4·wL)] 

Fig. 47. 	Ratio between net cone resistance and preconsolidation 
pressure normalized for effects of plasticity plotted against 
overconsolidation ratio. 

The relations are 

-0.5 
"'OCR 

and 

-0.5 
"' OCR 

0.33·o'c 

This indicates that the relation between the net tip resistance and 
the undrained shear strength should be largely unaffected by the 
overconsolidation ratio. 
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A closer study of the cone factor NKT normalized for the effects 
(TC) 

of plasticity in relation to the overconsolidation ratio discloses 
that for the data from the NTH sites there is a weak trend for the 
cone factor to increase with overconsolidation ratio, while there is 
no such trend for the data from the BRE sites which cover the largest 
ranges of OCR, Fig. 48. 

The cone factors for the heavily fissured clay at the Brent Cross site 
are all located above the others, but there is no indication of 
variation with overconsolidation ratio within the site. Also the data 
from the Madingley site cover a large range of overconsolidation 
ratios without showing any significant change in normalized cone 
factor. Neither have investigations in Eastern Canadian clays given 
any indication of an influence of overconsolidation ratio on the cone 
factor, (LaRochelle et al 1988). Whether there is any effect of 
overconsolidation on the cone factor NKT in homogeneous clays from a 

more fundamental point of view can therefore be questioned. On the 
other hand, there is a strong probability that heavily 
overconsolidated clays are also fissured. This fact and the frequent 
occurrence of larger particles in tills and other inhomogeneous soils 
leads to larger cone factors which may appear to be correlated to the 
overconsolidation ratio. 

Schematically, the tip resistance developed at piezocone testing in 
clay can be calculated from 

qT = NKT-~fu + 0 vo 

The cone factor NKT is basically the bearing capacity factor. Because 

of time (rate) effects, this factor is enhanced, increasing with 
higher plasticity of the soil. This effect of an increasing plasticity 
may be somewhat counteracted by the effect of the related decrease in 
stiffness (or rigidity) of the soil, Fig. 49. 

If the soil is fissured or contains large amounts of coarser and 
harder objects, the tip resistance becomes higher than the value 
corresponding to the undrained shear strength that is representative 
for the bulk of the soil mass and consequently the cone factor becomes 
higher. 

The tip resistance can best be related to the average undrained shear 
strength. If the undrained shear strength in triaxial compression is 
used, the cone factor becomes lower and is heavily dependent on the 
plasticity of the soil. 
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Fig. 48. Cone factor NKT(TC) normalized for effects of plasticity 

plotted against overconsolidation ratio 

a) OCR on 	linear scale 
b) OCR on 	logarithmic scale 
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Fig. 49. Schematic variation of the cone factor NKT· 
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9.3 Sleeve friction 

The friction along the cone shaft is related to the effective 
horizontal stress acting on the shaft and the coefficient of 
effective friction between the soil and the sleeve. Before insertion 
of the cone, the horizontal effective stress in uncemented soils is a 
function of the vertical effective stress, the overconsolidation ratio 
and the plasticity of the soil. In clays, it increases with increasing 
values of all three parameters, but in organic soils it appears to be 
largely independent of the plasticity. 

At insertion of the cone, both the total horizontal stress and the 
pore pressure increase. The increase in pore pressure in normally 
consolidated soils i s so large t hat, at the cone penetration, the pore 
pressure is almost equal to the total horizontal stress. This has been 
observed in several studies of the performance of driven piles, e.g. 
Koizumi and Ito (1967), Torstensson (1973), Roy et al (1981) and 
Konrad and Roy (1987). This means that the effective stress against 
the cone shaft is very low above the conical tip. Further up 
the shaft the pore pressures decrease, but in low permeable soils this 
is almost entirely related to a corresponding decrease in the total 
horizontal stress and the effective stresses remain very low. 

In overconsolidated clays, the pore pressure generation is more 
moderate and the effective horizontal stresses on the shaft at 
penetration increase with increasing overconsolidation ratio. In more 
permeable soils, there is also a significant pore pressure dissipation 
due to an outward flow of water and the horizontal effective stresses 
then increase significantly with t he distance from the tip. 

Other factors beside pore pressure dissipation and a time-bound 
horizontal s tress relief may be assumed to act. At the penetration, a 
zone of partly r emoulded soil is created around the cone. A certain 
amount of remoulding has occurred already at the shoulder of the 
conical tip and in a thin zone close to the shaft the remoulding 
continues as the penetration proceeds. 

How this affects the soil depends on its sensitivity and the amount of 
remoulding required to completely break down its structure (i.e. the 
rapi dity of the soil}. Some soils may be completely remoulded already 
at the tip shoulder, while in other soils the lowest remoulded s hear 
strength and sleeve fri ction is not reached until some distance 
further up the cone. 

Outside this remoulded zone, the soil is more or less intact and there 
is evidence that a certain arching may occur which, at least for some 
time , prevents the total horizontal stresses in the ground from acting 
on the cone shaft (Torstensson 1973). 
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Previous measurements of the distribution of friction along the shaft 
have indicated a steady increase of friction with distance from the 
tip (Campanella et al 1983) or practically no friction at all for a 
distance of about 2 diameters above the tip shoulder and then a fairly 
rapid increase to a fairly stable value further up, (Konrad 1987} 

Fig. 50. 
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Fig. 50. 	Typical distrilJu.tions of friction along the cone shaft 
measured in sensitive Canadian clays, Konrad (1987). 

The latter investigation was performed in sensitive clays and the 
results led to a suggestion t hat the friction sleeve might be better 
located further up the cone shaft. 

In the present investigation, the friction was measured by both types 
of cone equipments with the standard location of the sleeve and also 
by the Geotech equipment using an elongated tip. In the latter 
measurements , the friction sleeve was located one sleeve length {134 
mm) further up than the standard position. An additional value of the 
friction at the standard position of the sleeve could also be 
cal culated as the difference in total tip resistance obtained by the 
s tandard tip and the elongated tip. 
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The measurements, however, were made in very soft and almost normally 
consolidated soils. The values of sleeve friction were typically in 
the order of 4 kPa. In the case of the Geotech cone, the applied 
correction for pore pressure effects on the unequal end areas was 
sometimes greater than the values actually measured and the estimated 
0-ring friction played a very significant role in the evaluated 
friction. For the Hogentogler cone, the measured friction constituted. 
the difference between two separate readings, both using less than one 
per cent of the measuring range. The readings were affected by 
cross- talk effects and also here the 0-ring friction played a 
significant role. The differences in tip resistance calculated from 
the two different tips also used only a fraction of the measuring 
range and were affected by soil variability as they were obtained from 
different soundings. Furthermore, the elongated tip introduced bending 
in the tip, especially when hitting firm bottom, and there was often a 
significant zero shift from before to after sounding with this 
tip. 

In view of this and also other possible sources of errors, such as 
minor temperature effects, calibration errors and soil particles in 
the dirt seals, a considerable scatter must be expected when the 
different values of sleeve friction are compared to each other. In 
general, however, the measured values became compatible after 
correction (see Mulabdic et al 1990), and certain trends could be 
observed. 

As previously stated, the sleeve friction may be expected to be a 
function of the vertical effective stress, the overconsolidation ratio 
and the plasticity of the soil. From the classification chart 
suggested by Robertsson (1988) it may also be deduced that there 
should be a correlation between the logarithm for the 
overconsolidation ratio and the quotient total sleeve friction/ 
vertical effective stress (fT/ o'v0 ). A plot of the data from the SGI, 

NGI and BRE sites· generally confirms this correlation, 
Fig. 51, and gives the simple relation 

log OCR~ 
01 

vo 

· ) Data for sleeve friction are not given for the NTH sites. 
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Fig. 51. 	Ratio betlJeen sleeve friction and effective vertical stress 
against overconsolidation ratio. 

A further study of the data reveals that the relation is sensitive to 
the plasticity of the soil, Fig. 52, and for "normally consolidated" 
soils (OCR i 1 . 4) the quotient fT/o'vo can be written 

~ 0.233·wL -0.047 i 0.28 
o'

VO NC {wL in decimal numbers) 

The first correlation can then be normalized for the liquid limit and 
written as 

log OCR~ 	 · 0.13 - 0.015 

This normalization brings the data closer together {except for the 
data from Cowden and Brent Cross), Fig. 53, and must be used to reduce 
the scatter for soils with low overconsolidation ratios if the 
correlation is to be used for some purpose. When the normalization is 
applied, a clear trend can be observed also for normally consolidated 
and only slightly overconsolidated clays in spite of the problems with 
measuring accuracy, Fig. 54. 
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Fig. 52. 	Ratio ben,een sleeve friction and effective vertical stress 
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Fig . 54. 	Ratio betLJeen sleeve friction and effective vertical stress 
normalized /or plasticity as a /unction o/ overconsolidation 
ratio in normally consolidated and only slightly 
overconsolidated soils . 

The comparisons between the frictions measured at t he standard 
location and one s leeve l ength further up the cone show that as 
an average the values are about equal. For inorganic and sensitive 
clays and especially the quick clay at Munkedal, the friction at the 
standard position appears to be consistently lower t han further up, 
which confirms the observations by Konrad (1987). For organic clays 
and organic soils, which are normally less sensitive and require more 
remoulding work before they reach the lowest strength (less rapid), 
the picture appears t o be t he opposite with a higher sleeve friction 
at t he standard l ocation than one sleeve length further up. No 
comparative data from more overconsolidated soils are available. 

The measured s l eeve frictions are thus generally as may be expected. 
In soft c l ays , t hey are very low and very high demands must be put on 
measuring accuracy if the values are to be of any practical use for 
this type of soil . In general , t he values measured in this 
i nvestigation appear to be on t he low side compared to existing 
c lassification charts . Thi s may be an effect of the applied 
corrections and t he use of corrected fT-values instead of the measured 

fM - values on which most of these charts are based. 
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9.4 Pore 	pressures generated at the conical face of the tip 

The pore pressures generated at the conical face of the tip are not 
constant over the tip surface. The pore pressure at the very tip of 
the cone is normally about 80-90 %of the maximum pore pressure, which 
occurs at or slightly above mid-height of the cone, e.g. Senneset et 
al (1989) and Powell et al (1988). At the shoulder of the cone, where 
there is a stress relief as the soil above this position is not 
further compressed and pushed aside, there is a significant drop in 
the pore pressure . This drop may also be assumed to affect the pore 
pressures at the upper part of the conical face in the vicinity of the 
shoulder , although no actual data for the pore pressure distribution 
in this part are available. 

This pore pressure distribution entails that the pore pressure 
measured 	at mid-height of the cone may actually in extreme cases 
be slightly higher than the recorded total tip resistance. 

In the following text, only pore pressures measured at mid-height of 
the cone 	will be considered. 

In other types of vertical loading, it has been found that the 
generated excess pore pressures mainly follow the pattern in Fig. 55. 
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Fig. 55. 	General pattern for development of excess pore pressures 
in clay under vertical loads. 
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A corresponding behaviour in the piezocone test would bring a 
generation of excess pore pressures, Au, according to 

A plot of these parameters for the normally consolidated or only 
slightly overconsolidated clays investigated by SGI and NGI shows that 
the excess pore pressures follow this relation very well, Fig. 56. 
A small tendency towards slightly higher pore pressures can largely be 
attributed to data from highly sensitive (quick} clays. 
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Fig.56. 	Excess pore pressure at the conical face of the tip as a 
function of the net cone resistance subtracted by the over
consolidation (a'c- a'v

0 
). Data from SGI and NGI sites. 

In Fig. 57, also data from the NTH investigations are included. The 
scatter in pore pressure readings between parallel soundings in these 
investigations was considerable and so is the scatter in the figure , 
but the general trend with Au~ (qT-ov0 )-{o'c-o'vol still holds. 
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Fig.57. 	Excess pore pressure at the conical /ace of the tip as a 
function of the net cone resistance reduced by the over
consolidation (o'c- o'v ). Data fro• SGI,NGI and NTH-sites.

0 

This relation is only valid for those cases where the effective stress 
reaches the preconsolidation pressure. In heavily overconsolidated 
clays, failure occurs before the preconsolidation pressure is reached 
and according to the general model in Fig. 55 the pore pressure 
generation can then be expressed by 

or 

When the ratio between the excess pore pressure at the conical face 
of the tip and the net cone resistance is plotted against the 
overconsol idation ratio, it is found that the value drops from about 
1.0 in normally consolidated clays to a constant value of around 0.45 
for overconsolidation ratios of 15 or higher. A plot of the ratio 
against the logarithm for the overconsolidation ratio shows a linear 
decrease of the ratio with log OCR from about 1.0 to the stable value 
of 0 . 45 at overconsolidation ratios over 15, Fig. 58 a and b. 
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The pore pressures generated at the conical face of the tip thus 
largely follow the same general pattern as has been observed in other 
investi gati ons with application of vertical loads. Some minor 
deviations might have been expected in normally consol idat ed and 
slightl y overconsol idated soils because the preconsoli dation pressures 
are rate dependent. Konrad and Law (1987) suggested t hat the por e 
pressure development at failure and pushing aside of the soil may be 
more related to the preconsol idation pressures in the horizontal 
direction. In this case, the effect of a lower preconsolidation 
pressure in the horizontal direction and the enhancement of this 
because of rate effects may be expected largel y to compensate for each 
other. The preconsolidation pressure is al so relatively small in 
relation to the cone resistance in these soils and a possible 
variation becomes very subdued. 

The fact that the generated excess pore pressure at the conical face 
is about equal to the net tip resistance in normally consolidated 
soils entails that the pore pressure factor Nu ( = ~u/~ful should be 

approximately equal to the cone factor NKT in these soils. 

A plot of the undrained shear strength against the excess pore pressure 
at the conical face of the tip for normally and only slightly 
overconsolidated soils also gives a straight line relation with a pore 
pressure factor of 16, Fig. 59. The corresponding average cone factor 

for clay is 16.3. 

In this figure, it may also be observed that data from both organic 
and inorganic soils mainly fall on the same line. A plot of the pore 
pressure factor, Nu• for pore pressures measured on the conical face 

of the tip against the liquid limit shows a very weak dependence of 
Nu on the plasticity of the soil, Fig. 60. A linear regression 

analysis gives the relation 

{Average undrained shear 
strength and wL in decimal 
numbers) 

It becomes even more questionable whether the consistency l imits have 
any real influence on this parameter when it is considered that the 
sensitivity of these soils in general increases with decreasing 
plasticity. When the pore pressure factor is plotted against the 
logarithm for the sensitivity, Fig. 61, a similar weak relation is 
obtained with the factor increasing with sensitivity accordi ng to 
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Fig. 61. 	Pore pressure /actor /or excess pore pressure measured at the 
conicai /ace o/ the tip in reLation to the average undrained 
shear strength as a function o/ sensitivity. 

That the pore pressure factor might rather be related to the 
sensitivity of the soil is illustrated by the results from the soil 
profile at Munkedal where the clay is partly quick, Fig. 62. The 
variation in pore pressure factor with depth is here found to directly 
mirror the variation in log sensitivity but cannot, on the other hand, 
be related to variations in consistency limits. 

Similar pore pressure factors can be obtained for the undrained shear 
strength in triaxial compression but, in contrast to the factors for 
average undrained strength, they are very sensitive to the plasticity 
of the soil. The average pore pressure factor for triaxial compression 
strength, Nu , for normally consolidated clay is 10.5, while t he 

{TC) 
corresponding cone factor NKT is 10.7. The dependence on the liquid

{TC) 
limit is found to be 

(wL in decimal numbers ) 
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Fig. 62. Variation of pore pressure factor Nu and log sensitivity hlith 

depth in the test site at nunkedal. (Excess pore pressures at 
the conical face of the tip 	and average undrained shear 
strength). 

The cone factor for average undrained shear strength, NKT• is 

dependent on the liquid limit, while this appears not to be the case 
for the pore pressure factor Nu. This entails that the relation 

between the excess pore pressure at the conical face and the net tip 
resistance also varies somewhat with the liquid limit, Fig. 63, 

(wL in decimal numbers) 
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Fig. 63. 	Ratio excess pore pressure at the conical face of the tip/ 
net cone resistance as a function of liquid limit. 

The fact 	that the average relation between excess pore pressure at the 
conical tip and net cone resistance decreases from about 1.0 for 
normally 	consolidated clays to about 0.45 in clays with 
overconsolidation ratios of 15 or more indicates that the pore 
pressure factor may be expected to decrease in a similar way. This 
also appears to be the actual case. The pore pressure factors obtained 
by using excess pore pressures at the conical face of the tip and 
triaxial compression strength and normalization for plasticity, {which 
has to be made when using triaxial compression strength}, are plotted 
against the overconsolidation ratio in Fig. 64. The pore pressure 
factors can be seen to decrease roughly linearly wi th log OCR to 
become about half of the original value for overconsolidation ratios 
of 15 and over. Also the pore pressure factors for the 
overconsolidated and strongly fissured Brent Cross clay are about half 
of the corresponding cone factors, (compare Fig. 48b}. 
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Fig; 64. 	Pore pressure /actors /or excess pore pressures at the 
conicai /ace o/ the tip and triaxiaL compression strength 
normaiized /or pLasticity as a /unction o/ overconsoLidation 
ratio. 

The pore pressures generated at the conical face of the tip can thus 
be assumed to follow the general model for development of pore 

pressures at vertical loading under undrained conditions. 

The excess pore pressures generated at piezocone tests in normally 
consolidated soils can be estimated from 

6u ~ 16 -~fu (AVERAGE) 

and are slightly lower in low- sensitive soils and slightly higher in 
quick clays. The pore pressure factor decreases with increasing 
overconsolidation to become about half of the value for normal l y 
consolidated soils at an overconsolidation ratio of about 15 or more. 
The pore pressure factor is also affected by fissures in the clay and 
becomes higher in soils with coarser fissure patterns because the pore 
pressures generated in more intact parts of the soil are not affected 
by the fissures in the same way as the undrained shear strength, whi ch 
is representative for the whole clay mass. 
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9.5 Pore pressure distribution along the cone 

• 	 Pore pressure at the normal filter location above the conical face 

of the tip. 


The maximum pore pressure in piezocone tests is developed at a 
location about mid- height or slightly above on the conical face of 
the tip, where the soil is subjected to both compressive and shear 
forces and is pressed aside. At the cone shoulder, this process stops, 
there is a stress relief and further points along the shaft pass 
through soil in different states of relaxation after being 
subjected to the forces and the movements caused by advancing the cone 
tip into the soil . The stress relief at the shoulder of the cone also 
brings a drop in the pore pressure, which is thus always lower for 
locations on the shaft than on the conical face. 

The normal position for a filter on the cone is just above the conical 
face of the tip. For practical reasons and to protect the filter, this 
is usually placed a few millimetres above the very shoulder of the 
tip. The actual distance varies for different cone designs, which is 
unfortunate because the variation in pore pressure along the cone is 
rather large at this part of the cone and all correlations therefore 
become somewhat cone-specific. Also for ,a given cone design, the 
results may vary significantly within the tolerances for wear that are 
normally accepted for CPT tests. Because of this variation and varying 
soil properties, the drop in excess pore pressure at the shoulder has 
been reported to be between 10 and 40 %for normally consolidated 
clays, e.g . Senneset et al (1989). The drop in pore pressure increases 
with increasing overcons olidation ratio and for heavily 
ove r cons olidated soils the excess pore pressures behind the cone tip 
become nega tive. 

The data in the present investigation and the related investigations 
have mainly been obtained with filters placed 0-5 mm above the 
shoulde r and with filters that are 5 mm high, which means that the 
measured pore pressures mainly correspond to average distances between 
2. 5 and 7 . 5 mm behind the shoulder . 

The data for normally consolidated soils, (OCR i 1 . 4} show that the 
drop ir. pore pressure at the shoul der is related to the soil type and 
liquid limit, Fig. 65. The ratios between the pore pressure at the 
conical face and the pore pressure at the standard location behind the 
shoulder for normally consolidated soils thus vary from 1.15 in low
plastic clays to about 1.5 in high plastic clays and 1.5 to 1.8 in 
organic clays and gyttjas. These values apply to the standard location 
of the filter on the Geotech cone, which is a 5 mm high filter located 
behind a 5 mm high shoulde r. 
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Fig. 65 . 	 Ratio between pore pressures measured on and above the 

conical face of the tip as a function of liquid limit. 


This entails that the pore pressure factor for pore pressures measured 
above the conical face of the tip both becomes lower than the 
corresponding factor for pore pressures at the conical face of the tip 
and also becomes somewhat sensitive to the plasticity of the soil . 

Using average undrained shear strength, the pore pressure factor, Nu, 

in normally consolidated soils for pore pressures measured at the 
conical tip was 

and for pore pressures above the conical face of the tip, (usTol, it 

becomes 

( 6uSTD' 	 wL in decimal numbers) 

Fig. 66. 
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Fi g. 66. 	Pore pressure factor for normally consolidated soil, using 
excess pore pressure measured at the standard Jilter position 
above the conical face of the tip and average undrained shear 
strength, as a function of liquid limit. 

Also at this filter location, the pore pressure factor appears to be 
sensitive to the sensitivity o f the soil. This can also be seen in a 
plot of the pore pressure factor against depth for the partly quick 
clay in Munkedal, Fig. 67. These effects of sensitivity are included 
in the dependence of the pore pressure factor on liquid limit and 
probably constitutes a part but not all of it. 
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Fig. 67. 	Variation of pore pressure factor, sensitivity and 

overconsolidation ratio with depth at the test site in 

Munkedal. The pore pressure factor has been derived by using 
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the conical face of the tip and average undrained shear 


strength. 

The corresponding pore pressure factor for triaxial compression 

strength in normally consol idat ed clay would be 


(~uSTD' ~fu , 	 wL in decimal numbers )
(TC) 

The pore pressure drop at the shoulder increases with 

overconsolidation ratio and in heavily overconsolidated clays t he 

excess pore pressures measured above the conical face become negative. 


This pore pressure decrease can be seen in a plot of the pore pressure 

factor against the overconsolidation ratio, Fig . 68. 
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Fig. 68. 	Pore pressure factor for pore pressures measured above the 
conical face of the tip as a /unction of overconsolidation 
ratio. Undrained shear strength in triaxial compression has 
been used to derive the /actors and these have been 
normalized for effects of plasticity, (except for NTH data). 

Almost all data in the transition zone between normally consolidated 
or only s lightly overconsolidated soils to heavily overconsolidated 
soils are data from the NTH sites, which for some reason show a large 
scatter in this plot . Normal ization for the effec ts of plasticity does 
not decrease this scatter and these data have only been divided by the 
average pore pressure factor for normally consolidated soils in this 
group. A plot of t he normalized relation between the same excess pore 
pressure and t he preconsolidation pressure, on the other hand, shows a 
l inear decrease of the excess pore pressure with l og OCR for 
overconsolidation ratios between 1 and 15, Fig. 69. In this case, t he 
ratio between excess pore pressure and preconsolidation pressure has 
been normalized with respect to the ratio in normally consolidated 
soil, which is dependent on plasticity and can be expressed as 

""2 + 1.16·wL i 3.16 (wL in decimal
o' 

numbers)C NC 

Fig. 70. 
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Fig. 69. 	Ratio betLJeen excess pore pressure measured above the conical 
face of the tip and the preconsolidation pressure as a 
function of overconsolidation ratio. The ratio has been 
normalized /or plasticity by division by the corresponding 
value /or normally consolidated soil, (see Fig. 70). 
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Very similar results have been presented by Tavenas and Leroueil 
(1987). Later, LaRochelle et al {1988) have pointed out that very 
different results may be obtained in clays with extreme properties in 
terms of liquidity index and sensitivity, for example. 

Neither is the outlined general picture valid for clays where the 
overconsolidation is due to some kind of cementation. In this case, 
the overconsolidation effects may be expected more or less to have 
disappeared when the cone has passed and the structure of the soil has 
been broken down. Then, the soil above the cone behaves more as if it 
were normally consolidated and the pore pressure drop is much lower 
than that corresponding to the overconsolidation ratio. Examples of 
such clays in Eastern Canada and Italy have been reported by 
LaRochelle et al {1988) and Battaglio et al (1986) and further data 
from literature have been gathered by Mayne et al (1990). 

These exceptions, however, are not relevant to Scandinavian clays or 
the data in the related investigations used as supplements to the 
present investigation. 

At an overconsolidation ratio of around 15, the pore pressure above 
the conical face of the tip stops decreasing further. This is probably 
not related to the soil behaviour in terms of tendencies to dilatancy, 
but instead to limitations in the measuring abilities. At this 
overconsolidation ratio, both the excess and the total pore pressures 
are often negative and approach vacuum. This causes cavitation, if not 
in the soil itself, then at least in the filter and cavities inside 
the cone, and the lower limit for the measurements is reached. 

It should be observed that this sets a practical limit for all types 
of correlations involving the pore pressure measured above the conical 
face of the tip to overconsolidation ratios below 15. Zero or negative 
pore pressures in fine-grained soils simply indicate that the soil is 
heavily overconsolidated, but not to what ratio. 

As previously shown, also the generation of pore pressures at the 
conical face of the tip changes at this overconsolidation ratio and 
also correlations involving this parameter either change or cease to 
be valid altogether. 

• Pore pressure distribution along the cone 

The pore pressure distribution along the cone shaft must be known in 
order to evaluate the influence of the filter position and also to 
enable rough estimates of the pore pressure at locations along the 
cone other than where it was actually measured. 
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This distribution has been studied theoretically by Baligh and 
Levadoux (1980) and Teh (1987) and empirical data for this 
distribution have been gathered by Campanella and Robertson {1988), 
Senneset et al (1989), Powell et al (1988) and Sills et al {1988) 
among others. 

The distribution along the cone can be divided into three main zones; 
on the conical face of the tip, in the vicinity of the shoulder and 
further up the cone. 

The excess pore pressures generated at the conical face are in general 
always positive because of the large compressive forces acting on the 
soil. Exceptions may occur in non saturated soils and where larger 
stiff objects such as stones or shells are encountered in the clay 
profiles and the pushing aside of these objects creates large local 
negative pressures or even cavitation. 

The distribution of pore pressures among different locations along the 
conical face has not been investigated in detail, but there are cone 
designs both with the filter constituting the very apex of the cone 
and, more often, with the filter placed at about mid-height on the 
conical face. The gathered results indicate that the excess pore 
pressures measured at the cone apex are about 80-90 %of the excess 
pore pressures measured at mid-height of the cone. No comparative 
results for filter locations further up on the conical face are 
available, but it may be assumed that the drop in pore pressure at the 
shoulder also influences the pore pressure on the conical face 
in the vicinity of the shoulder. 

The pore pressure drop at the shoulder is rapid but not instantaneous. 
The higher pore pressures at the conical face affect the pore pressure 
readings on the shaft some distance above the shoulder. The pore 
pressure readings at the normal filter location just above the conical 
face are thus affected both by the height of the tip shoulder for the 
particular cone tip design and the height of the filter. 

The normal filter height is about 5 mm and, following the European 
standard and the ISSMFE recommendation for the CPT test (Bergdahl 
1989), the normal centre position for this filter would be about 7.5 
mm above the cone shoulder. There are, however, filters with varying 
heights from about 2 to 10 mm and cone designs both with fairly high 
shoulders and with filter positions directly behind the conical face. 
Pore pressures reported to be measured behind the conical face of the 
tip may thus comprise results from centre positions of the filter 
ranging from about 1 to 25 mm behind the conical tip and a fairly 
large spread must be expected. 
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In normally consolidated and only slightly overconsolidated clays, 
there is a fairly smooth curve for the decline in excess pore pressure 
above the shoulder, being rapid at first and then successively slower 
with increasing distance from the shoulder. In heavily 
overconsolidated soils, the pore pressure rapidly drops below the 
measuring range and stays there for a long distance along the cone 
until it finally recovers and approaches the original in situ pore 
pressure. It is thus not possible to distinguish exactly where the 
zone at the shoulder still affected by the large pore pressures at 
conical face ends and where the last zone starts . In the last zone , 
the excess pore pressures slowly dissipate due to a combination of 
consolidation and stress relaxation in the soil . 

In the present investigation, the pore pressures were measured with 5 
mm high filters located at mid-height on the conical face of the tip, 
directly behind the conical tip, behind a 5 mm high shoulder of the 
tip (standard position) and at the normal position of the upper end of 
the friction sleeve about 140 mm above the tip shoulder. The 
measured pore pressures have been shown together with the site 
descriptions in Chapter 7 and the excess pore pressures are 
presented in terms of ratios to the excess pore pressure at the 
standard location in Fig. 71 . 

As an average, the pore pressure measured at the conical face is about 
1.3 times higher than the pore pressure measured at the standard 

position for these mainly normally consolidated or slightly 

overconsolidated s oils. As previously shown, t his relat i on changes 

with both consis t ency l imits and ove r consolidat ion ratio. 


The corresponding average rat io for the filter located directly behind 
the cone was 1.03 and for the filter placed corresponding to the uppe r 
end of the friction sleeve it was 0.70. 

This at first appeared to give a very small influence of t he filte r 
location behind the shoulder. A closer study of the data, however, 
shows that the ratio between the excess pore pressures just above the 
conical face almost exactly mirrors the ratio between the excess pore 
pressures at the conical face and at the standard location, but with a 
smaller variation. A plot of these two ratios also revealed a 
statistically clear straight line relation between them, but with a 
zero offset, Fig. 72. The results thus indicate that 30 %of the 
difference between the pore pressures at mid-height on the conical 
face of the tip and at the standard location affected the values 
measured directly behind the shoulder. (Because of the height of the 
filter, the values actually correspond to a centre position 2.5 mm 
behind the shoulder). 
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Fig. 72. Relation between the differences in pore pressures 
at the conical face of the tip and the standard position and 
directly behind the tip and the standard position expressed 
as ratios of the excess pore pressure at the standard 
location. 

The corre lation also indicates that the measured values of pore 
pressures directl y behind the conical tip are about 8 %too low. 
As discussed in Chapter 6, a check of the actual cone tip showed that 
the manufacturing of this tip in the workshop and the subsequent 
chromium plating to protect it from corrosion and wear had produced a 
tip with a maximum diameter which was about a tenth of a millimetre 
too large . This check was made after the tests and the diameter may 
have been even a trifle larger at the start of the test series. 

This mishap i s believed to have caused the small reduction in the 
measured data indicated by the zero offset in the relation in Fig. 72, 
and the trend for the influence of the filter position may be assumed 
to be correct. The trend for influence of filter position is further 
supported by observations by Lunne et al (1986) and Campanella et al 
(1986), Fig. 73. 
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The exact filter location behind the shoulder of the cone is thus 
important and so are the tolerances for wear of the cones. Thin 
filters pl aced directly behind the tip shoulders or behind heavily 
worn tips will give significantly higher measured pore pressures than 
those obtained at more normal filter positions . 

Correspondingly, the measured pore pressures differ if the filter is 
placed further away from the standard position. The rate of change is 
small er, but available data indicate that the excess pore pressures 
are reduced by about 20 %if the pore pressures are measured 25 mm 
away from the shoulder instead of at the normal position, Fig . 74. 
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Fig. 74. 	 Schematic distrilJu.tion of excess pore pressures along 
the cone behind the normal filter position. 

The excess pore pressures measured at the upper end of the friction 
sleeve are about 70 %of the excess pore pressures at the standard 
position. This value is supported by empirical relations given by 
Senneset et al (1989}. Further data confirming this level have been 
presented by e.g. Sills et al (1988), Skomedal and Martyn Bayne 
(1988}, Konrad (1987} and Jamiolkawski et al (1988). 

The excess pore pressures continue to decrease also with further 
distance from the tip at a decreasing rate as shown by comparative 
measurements on piles by Roy et al (1982}. 

The relations between the excess pore pressures at the standard 
position and furthe r up the cone have been obtained in normally 
consolidated or moderate ly overconsolidated clays, where the excess 
pore pressures have been positive. Further measurements show that if 
the excess pore pressures are zero at the standard location of the 
filter they remain zero at locations further up and negative excess 
pore pressures at the standard location likewise result in negative 
excess pore pressures further up. The outlined general pattern for the 
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pore pressure distribution above the normal filter position thus in 
principle appears to be valid independent of whether the excess pore 
pressures are positive or negative. 

Pore pressure measurements both on the conical face and just above the 
conical tip and also the ratio between these measured pressures are 
used in a number of correlations for estimating soil properties. A 
condition for such correlations being generally applicable is that 
the filter positions are standardized with much firmer restrictions 

for tolerances than are used in the standard for the CPT test. 

The same conditions are valid if the pore pressures at some other 
location than the actual position for the measurements are to be 
estimated by empirical correlations , which is often done for the 
purpose of correcting measured values of tip resistance and sleeve 
friction for pore pressure effects. This is actually discouraged when 
the pore pressures on and just above the conical tip are concerned, 
because of the large influences of both plasticity and 
overconsolidation ratio , but appears to be useful for correction of 
sleeve friction for unequal pore pressures at the sleeve end areas. 
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10. 	 EVALUATION OF SOIL PROPERTIES 

IN CLAYS 


10.1 Undrained shear strength 

As shown 	in the previous chapter, the undrained shear strength may be 
evaluated either from the net tip resistance or from the excess pore 
pressure 	generated at mid-height on the conical face of the tip. 

The undrained shear strength that can be evaluated with a certain 
confidence is the average shear strength, which is about equal to the 
shear strength obtained in direct simple shear tests, corrected field 
vane tests and fall cone tests and also in dilatometer tests evaluated 
according to the SGI recommendation (Larsson 1990). 

The undrained shear strength evaluated from the tip resistance is 
sensitive to the plasticity of the soil and also to the 
overconsolidation. The latter dependence may be related to the 
fissuring that occurs in crusts and many other overconsolidated 
soils. Fissuring entails scale effects and that the shear strength 
measured 	by the cone may not be representative for the bulk of 
the soil 	volume. 

For non-fissured inorganic normally consolidated and slightly 
overconsolidated clays, the average undrained shear strength may be 
estimated from 

L ~ --- 
f u (AVERAGE) 16.3 

For corresponding organic clays and gyttjas, the str ength can be 
estimated f r om 

L ~ ---
f u (AVERAGE) 24 

For heavily fissured soils, cone factors up to two times higher may 
have to be employed, (i.e. t he bulk strength is only about half of 
what is evaluated without consideration to fissures). 

When the liquid limit of the soil is known, a better estimate of the 
shear strength may be obtained using the equation 
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c ~ ------ 
f u (AVERAGE) 13.4 + 6.65·wL (non-fissured soils) 

where wL is in decimal numbers. 

For normally consolidated and only slightly overconsolidated clays, a 
better estimate of the average undrained shear strength may be 
obtained using the excess pore pressure measured at mid-height on the 
conical face of the tip 

c ~ 


fu(AVERAGE) 16 


This equation can be used for both organic and inorganic soils. In 
normally consolidated clays, it is often better than the relation 
based on net tip resistance because of better measuring accuracy and 
less dependence on the plasticity of the soil. If the soil properties 
are fairly well known, the equation can be elaborated to 

c ~---- 
fu(AVERAGE) 13 + ln St 

or 

c ~ ------- 
f u (AVERAGE) 17.23 - 1.65·wL (wL in decimal numbers) 

In overconsolidated soils, the generated pore pressures decrease in 
relation to the undrained shear strength and the pore pressure factors 
become about half of the above values in heavily overconsolidated 
soils. In addition to this, however, there are the scale effects in 
fissured soils, which partly counteract the effects of 
overconsolidation on the pore pressure factor. Because of these 
uncertainties, t he use of the generated excess pore pressures for 
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---------- - -- - -

estimation of undrained shear strength is probably best restricted to 
normally consolidated and slightly overconsolidated soils. 

An evaluation of the undrained shear strength in triaxial compression 
may be made in similar ways, but then a prior knowledge of the 
consistency limits of the soil is required. For inorganic non-fissured 
clays and normally consolidated and slightly overconsolidated clays 
respectively, the following relations may be used 

- - - - - - - - -o - - - -]

qT VO 


"Cf "' 
[ u(TC) 3.6 + 13.2·wL 

(non-fissured clays) 

LluFACE[--------------] i;fu(TC) "'6.15 + 7.86·wL (normally consolidated and 
-------------- slightly overconsolidated 

clays) 

The spread in both relations is greater than for the corresponding 
relations for average shear strength. 

In normally consolidated soils, also the excess pore pressure measured 
at the standard position above the conical tip may be used for 
estimation of the undrained shear strength. The relations then become 

-------------1LluSTD 

i;fu(AVERAGE) "'14.1 - 2.8·wLl 
and 

------ - -1-ll~S;D 

"C - -----
f u (TC) - 6 + 3.48·wL
r (clay)L _________ _ _ _ 

These relations, however, are much more s ensitive to the 
overconsolidation ratio than those for the excess pore pressure at the 
face of the conical tip. They are also sensitive to the exact location 
of the filter. 
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10.2 Preconsolidation pressure 

The preconsolidation pressure of the soil may be estimated directly 
from the measured tip resistance, the generated excess pore pressure 
at the conical face of the tip or a combination of both parameters. 

According to the general model for generation of pore pressures at 
loading, (disregarding effects of time and direction of yielding), 
the preconsolidation pressure could be estimated from 

cr' cr' +~cr - ~u
C 0 

For heavily overconsolidated clays, (OCR> 15 - 20), the effective 
vertical stress does not reach the preconsolidation pressure before 
failure occurs and the expression thus becomes 

cr' OCR i 15 - 20 
C qEFFECTIVE 

01 OCR> 15 - 20c > qEFFECTIVE 

A more elaborate theory for evaluation of the preconsolidation 
pressure was presented by Konrad and Law (1987). In this theory, the 
forces on the cone tip are assumed to be a combination of the yield 
stress and the frictional forces on the cone face. The given equation 
is 

cr' 
C 1 + M·tan 0/cot ~ 

where Mis the part of the internal friction in the soil (tan 0) that 
is mobilized against the metal surface of the cone and~ is 30° for a 
standard cone. With normal values of 0 and assumed M, this equation 
can be written 

qEFFECTIVE 2 cr'c 2 qEFFECTIVE / 2 

The estimation of qEFFECTIVE• however, is usually not straightforward. 

qEFFECTIVE is the small difference between the r elatively large 

parameters qT and uFACE· In order to obtain qT, the pore pressure at 

the base of the cone tip, uSTD• has to be known and this parameter is 

usually not measured at the same time as uFACE· Normally, either the 

pore pressure at the base is estimated empirically from the measured 
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pore pressure at the cone face or the pore pressure at the cone face 
is estimated in the inverted way. Alternatively, the data may be 
obtained from parallel soundings with different filter locations and 
are then subjected to soil variability. All these methods involve 
relatively large sources of errors compared to the small difference 
that is sought. 

As shown in this study, a conversion of pore pressures measured at one 
location to the other requires knowledge of both soil plasticity and 
overconsolidation ratio. Estimation of qEFFECTIVE in this report has 

therefore been made from results obtained in parallel soundings. This 
brings a larger scatter in results, but prevents effects on the 
correlations resulting from erroneous assumptions. 

Both Konrad and Law (1987) and Jamiolkowski et al (1988) report that 
the values evaluated by Konrad and Law's equation well describe the 
general trend for the preconsolidation pressure, even if the absolute 
values differ. The same would actually have been the case if the 
simpler formula o'c=qEFFECTIVE had been used. 

When the data in the present investigation and the NGI data are 
studied, it is found that the large parameters uFACE and (qT - o'cl 

are almost equal, Fig. 75, but for these soft soils, with 
preconsolidation pressures mainly in the order of 25 -150 kPa, the 
scatter in the parameter qEFFECTIVE = qT - uFACE becomes very large 

in relative terms. The tendency, however, is that for clays the 
preconsolidation pressure is about equal to qEFFECTIVE• whereas the 

latter parameter tends to be larger in organic soils, Fig. 76. This 
dependence on plasticity is further verified in the next chapter, (see 
Fig. 110.) 

When the data from the BRE and NTH investigations are included, it can 
be seen that the trend o'c~ qEFFECTIVE remains for soils with 

overconsolidation ratios less than 20, Fig. 77. For more heavily 
overconsolidated soils the preconsolidation pressures, as expected, 
are higher than qEFFECTIVE· The results thus support the analogy with 

general soil behaviour, but not the more elaborate method with 
assumpti ons on additional influence of frictional forces on the cone 
surface . 
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Fig. 77 . 	 Relation bet?.Jeen the estimated effective vertical stress at 
the cone tip and the preconsolidation pressure. 

There is 	thus a possibility to study the trend of the preconsolidation 
pressure 	by plotting qEFFECTIVE with depth , Fig. 78. The accuracy for 

the es timation of this parameter, however , would need to be greatly 
improved to be of practical use in soft soils. Preferably, both t he 
pore pressure at the conical face of the tip and at its base should be 
measured in the same sounding and the dependence on soil type and 
plasticity should be accounted for. 
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Fig. 78. 	Estimated effective tip resistance and preconsolidation 

pressure in the soil profile at Ska.-Edeby. 

The undrained shear strength is a function of the preconsolidation 
pressure, the overconsolidation ratio and the soil plasticity. As 
there are correlations between the undrained shear strength and both 
the net tip resistance and the excess pore pressure at the conical 
face of the tip, correlations may be expected also to exist between 
these parameters and the preconsolidation pressure. 

The preconsolidation pressures at the SGI and NGI sites are plotted 
against the net tip resistance, (qT - ov0 ), in Fig. 79 and a clear 

correlation is found with 

a' :::::: --- 
c 3.43 
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Fig. 79. 	Relation between net tip resistance and preconsolidation 

pressure in normally and slightly overconsolidated soils. 


A similar relation was found for clays in eastern Canada by Tavenas 
and Leroueil (1987). 

The spread is considerable and the data for organic soils are located 
above the data for clays in the plot. When the quotient between net 
cone resistance and preconsolidation pressure for normally 
consolidated soils is studied in relation to the liquid limit, a good 
rel ation of 

1.21 + 4 . 4·wL (wL in deci mal 
o' 

C NC numbers) 

is obtained (see Fig. 46} 

The NGI and SGI data have been normalized against the liquid limi t 

i n Fig. 80 and a good correlation is obtained for these soft soi ls 

with overconsolidation ratios, which in general are lower than 2. 
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SGI and NGI data 
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Fig. 80 . 	 Relation between net cone resistance and preconsolidation 
pressure normalized for liquid limit. Normally consolidated 
and slightly overconsidated soils. 

For normally consolidated and s l ightly overconsolidated soils , a 
fairly good estimation of the preconsolidation pressure can thus be 
made from the net cone resistance , provided t hat the consistency 
limits of the soil are known. 

The relation is, however , sensitive to the overconsolidation ratio and 
when data from t he more overconsolidated BRE and NTH sites are 
included, (see Fig. 47), the tentative general equation be comes 

r---------------- ------- ---- 1 

o' ::::::: 	 / ( 1.07 - 0.54·log OCR)
C 1.21 + 4.4 ·w 


L 


L______________________ _ ____ J 

The solution of t his equation requires a somewhat uncertain iteration 
procedure, which also involves the in situ effective vertical stress. 
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In the corresponding way , the preconsolidation pressure can be 
estimated from the excess pore pressure at the conical face of the 
tip. The data from the SGI and the NGI sites are plotted in Fig. 81 , 
and show a fairly good correlation with an average 

o'c"' lluFACE / 4 

Also this relation is sensitive to the plasticity of the soil, but to 
a smaller degree than the relation between net tip resistance and the 

preconsolidation pressure. Without prior knowledge of the consistency 
limits of the soil, the preconsolidation pressure in normally 
consolidated or slightly overconsolidated soils may be estimated 
from 

r--------------------------. 
I o' c a:: t.uFACE / 3 .5 (clays) I 


or 


I o'c a:: t.uFACE / 4.7 (organic clay and gyttja) J
L_________________________ _ 
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Fig. 81. 	Relation berueen excess pore pressure at the conical face 

of the tip and the preconsolidation pressure. Normally 

consolidated and slightly overconsolidated soils. 
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If the consistency limits are known, the correlation can be improved 
to 

o'c nuFACE /a where a 2.05 + 2.62·wL ~ 4.7 

{wL in decimal numbers) 

Fig. 82. 
SGI and NGI data 
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Fig. 82. 	Ratio between excess pore pressure at the conical tip and 

preconsolidation pressure as a function of liquid limit. 

Normally consolidated and slightly overconsolidated soils. 


Also this relation is sensitive to the overconsolidation ratio and 
s hould only be used for soils with overconsolidation ratios lower than 
2. The collected results, including data from the NTH and ERE sites, 

indicate that a general relation has the form 


- ------ - ------ - -, 

' 
-0.8 

L o' c = n,:FACE / _{ 1.4· a · OCR _ ) J 
Fig. 83. 
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Fig. 83. 	Change in normalized relation between excess pore pressure at 
the conical face of the tip and preconsolidation pressure 
with overconsolidation ratio. 

The equation may be solved by using iteration and the in situ 
vertical stress. 

The preconsolidation pressure may also be related to the excess pore 
pressure at the standard filter position behind the cone tip. For 
normally consolidated soils (OCR i 1 .4) such a r e lation is 

where b = 2 . 0 + 1.16·wL i 3. 16 

(OCR i 1.4 and wL in decimal numbers) 

This relation, however, is very sensitive to the overconsolidation 
ratio and is also sensitive to t he exact location of the filter. A 

more general formula would be 

o'c ~ 6uSTD / [b· (1.10 - 0.96·log OCR)] (OCR i 14 ) 

Fig. 84. 
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Fig. 84. 	 Change in normalized relation bet?.Jeen excess pore pressure 
above the conical face of the tip and preconsolidation 
pressure with overconsolidation ratio. 

This equation shows the very great dependence on the overconsolidation 
ratio. At an overconsolidation ratio of 14, which is approximately 
when the excess pore pressures at this filter location beco~e 
negative, the validity of the relation ceases. 

A direct estimation of the preconsolidation pressure can thus be made 
in several ways. 

For normally consolidated and only slightly overconsolidated clays, 
the best method at present appears to be to use the excess 
pore pressure at the conical face of the tip. The interpretation 
can be improved by prior knowledge of the consistency limits of the 
soil. 

Also the net tip resistance may be used, but this requires knowledge 
of the plasticity of the soil. 

The use of the effective stress at the conical face of the tip is 
promising, but requires simultaneous measurement of the pore pressures 
at the conical face and at the base of the tip. The dependence on the 
soil plasticity would also have to be accounted for. At present, a 
plot of the inferred effective vertical stress on the cone face against 
depth may help to estimate the trend of the preconsolidation pressure 
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for soils with overconsolidation ratios less than 20. The present 
knowledge and empirical data base does not merit the introduction of 
more elaborate estimations with assumptions on influence of frictional 
forces along the conical face. 

More elaborate methods of evaluating the preconsolidation pressure 
have also been suggested by Lunne et al (1985) and Sandven {1989). 
Attempts have been made to correlate the data in the present 
investigation to these methods, but the results have been relatively 
poor. 
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10.3 Overconsolidation ratio 


Apart from a direct estimation of the preconsolidation pressure and 
correlation with the in situ effective vertical stress to obtain the 
overconsolidation ratio, this procedure may also be inverted. 

The development of pore pressures and the relations between the tip 
resistance and the pore pressures and also between the pore pressures 
measured on the conical face and at the base of the tip change with 
overconsolidation ratio. This has led to numerous suggestions for 
different combinations of stresses and pressures to be used for 
estimation of the overconsolidation ratio. 

The suggested combinations are of different categories of complexity. 
Some use only the pore pressure measured at one location in 
combination with an inferred in situ stress. Some use the difference 
between pore pressures measured at different locations in combination 
with inferred or measured stresses or pressures. Others use both 
measured tip resistances and pore pressures in combination with in 
situ stresses. 

Some of the simpler relations are discussed in this chapter and are 
compared to the test results obtained in the investigations. A number 
of more elaborate expressions have also been tested, but the results 
do not merit their use. 

It should be observed that all relations involving pore pressures 
measured during penetration are more or less sensitive to the exact 
location of the filters. It should also be observed that these 
relations change or cease to be valid altogether at overconsolidation 
ratios of 15 - 20, because the development of excess pore pressures 
changes , see Chapter 9. 

• The excess pore pressure at the conical face of the t ip varies in 
relation to the in situ vertical stress and t he overconsolidation 
ratio. The quotient tuFACE/o'vo for the SGI and NGI data are plotted 

against the overconsolidation ratio in Fig. 85. A clear correlation of 

is obtained, but with a certain spread . 

When the data from the BRE and the NTH sites are included, the scatter 
becomes very large , however, Fig. 86 . 
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Fig. 85. 	 The quotient between excess pore pressure at the conical face 
of the tip and the in situ effective vertical stress as a 
function of overconsolidation ratio, SGI and NGI data. 
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Fig. 86. 	 The quotient between excess pore pressure at the conical face 
of the tip and the in situ effective vertical stress as a 
function of overconsolidation ratio. 
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The localization of the points for organic clay and silty clays 
indicates a dependence on plasticity which is also found when the 
quotient 6uFACE/o'vo for normally consolidat ed soils (OCR i 1.4) is 

plotted against t he liquid limit, Fig. 87. 
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Fig. 87 . 	 The quotient between excess pore pressure at the conical face 
of the tip and in situ effective vertical stress for normally 
consolidated soils as a function of liquid limit . 

A normalizati on of the quotient for the influence of plasticity brings 
the data together, as can be seen in Figs. 88 and 89. 
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Fig. 88 . Relative change in the quotient between excess pore pressure 
at the conical face of the tip and in situ effective vertical 
stress normalized for liquid limit with overconsolidation 
ratio, SGI and NGI data. 
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Fig. 89. 	Relative change in the quotient between excess pore pressure 

at the conical face of the tip and in situ effective vertical 
s tress normalized for liquid limit with overconsolidation 
ratio. 
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A fairly good correlation is obtained for the normally consolidated 
and moderately overconsolidated soils at the SGI, NGI and Grangemouth 
sites 

r - - -- ------- ------ -- - -, 

AuFACE I 01 vo 
log OCR~ 0.24· - ----- - 0.14 (w1 in decimal 

2.8 + 2.65·w1 
J numbers)L_____________________ 

For the NTH data, another relation of the same form but with a very 
different slope is obtained. The relations indicate that the pore 
pressures measured at the conical face of the tip in the NTH 
investigations have been systematically l ower at the corresponding 
overconsolidation ratios than in the other investigations. This could 
indicate that the relations are specific for different sites or 
types of soils, but could also indicate differences related to the 
test equipments or reference data. 

• Another relation of the same form but using the excess pore pressure 
at the base of the tip was suggested by Lutenegger and Kabir (1988). 
For normally and only slightly overconsolidated soils, similar 
relations appear to be obtained, but with larger spreads, Figs . 90 a 

and b. 

However , the excess pore pressure at the standard location for the 
filter above the conical tip decreases with overconsolidation ratio to 
become zero or negative at an overconsolidation ratio of about 15 . The 
relation between the quotient AusTo/a'vo and the overconsolidation 

ratio is therefore a curve where the quotient first increases to 
become a maximum at an overconsolidation ratio of about 5-7. It then 
decreases to become zero at an overconsolidation ratio of around 15 
and then becomes a stable negative value for higher overconsolidation 
ratios, Fig. 91 . The use of the quotient between the excess pore 
pressure above the conical tip and the effecti ve vertical stress for 
estimation of overconsolidation ratio must therefore be discouraged. 
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Fig. 	 90. Quotient beWeen excess -pore pressure above the conical tip 
and in situ e//ective vertical stress as a function o/ 
overconsolidation ratio /or normally or slightly overconsolidated 
soils 
a} untreated 
b) 	normalized against the liquid limit using 


(buSTD /o;o)NC = 2 +1.16·~L 
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Fig. 91. 	The normalized quotient betl.Jeen excess pore pressure above 
the conical tip and in sit;u effective vertical stress as a 
function of the overconsolidation ratio. 

• The fact that the excess pore pressures at the different filter 
locations at the conical face and at the base of the tip decrease with 
overconsolidation ratio at strongly different rates in relation to 
the undrained shear strength may also be used to estimate the 
overconsolidation ratio. The difference in excess pore pressure is 
then normalized towards a parameter before it is correlated to the 
overconsolidation ratio . 

One such 	relation was suggested by May (1987) and Sills et al (1988). 
The parameter they suggested was~= 6usTo/6uFACE• but the 

overconsolidation ratio could just as well be related to 1-~ 
(6uFACE - 6usTo)/6uFACE· The pore pressure difference between the two 

locations is then normalized against the excess pore pressure at the 
conical face of t he tip. 

The parameter 1-~ can only vary between about 0.13 and 1.0 for 
overconsolidation ratios between 1 and about 15. The "natural" 
variation in the normally consolidated state can be between about 
0.13 and 	0 . 4, depending on soil type , ((6uFACE / 6uSTD)Nc=l. 15 - 1.7 

see Fig. 65), and the accuracy of a correlation with this parameter i s 
obviously limi ted. 
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A plot of the parameter against overconsolidation ratio shows that it 
increases with the latter parameter and becomes a stable value of 
slightly over 1.0 for high overconsolidation ratios where ~uSTD is 

slightly 	negative, Fig. 92 . 
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Fig. 92. 	Difference in -pore pressure at the conical /ace and at the 
base of the tip normalized against the excess -pore pressure 
at the conical /ace as a function of overconsolidation ratio. 

A closer study of the normally consolidated and only slightly 
overconsoli dated c l ays r eveals that the spread, as expected , is large, 
Fig. 93. 
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Fig. 93. 	Difference in pore pressure at the conical /ace and at the 
base o/ the tip normalized against the excess pore pressure 
at the conical /ace as a /unction of overconsolidation ratio 
in normally consolidated and only slightly overconsolidated 
clays . 

The parameter (1-~) has a dependence on the soil plasticity. For 

normally consolidated soils , (OCR i 1.4), it can be written 


(wL in decimal numbers) 

Fig. 94. 
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Fig. 94. 	Relation beween the parameter (1-~) and the liquid limit 

for normally consolidated soils. 


The spread, however, is rather large and a normalization against the 

liquid limit does not improve the correlation between the parameter 

(1-~) and the overconsolidation ratio very much, Figs. 95 a and b. 


The relation is semi-logarithmic and for overconsolidation ratios 

lower than about 15 the general trend is 


log OCR~ 1.15· (1-~) - 0.152 

although 	the estimation of OCR is rather coarse. 
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Fig. 95. Relation betbJeen the -parameter (1-~) normalized against 
liquid limit as a function o/ overconsolidation ratio 
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• A normalization of the difference in pore pressure at the two filter 
locations against the initial pore pressure was suggested by Sully et 
al (1987). The parameter PPD [=(AuFACE- AusTo)/u0 ] was chosen on the 

grounds that all three parameters could be measured fairly easily and 
accurately at the site without any need for sampling or assumptions 
about other soil properties. There is, however, no conceptual basis 
for this type of normalization, except the fact that in many soil 
profiles there is a more or less constant relation between the initial 
pore pressure and the more basic parameter effective vertical stress. 
Sully et al (1988) also state that prerequisites for the parameter 
being useful are that the ground water level is close to the ground 
surface and that the pore pressure distribution with depth is 
hydrostatic. Another prerequisite would be an almost constant bulk 
density of the soil. 

In the same way as on all other relations involving the parameter 
AuSTD• there is a limitation on the use of the relation to 

overconsolidation ratios below about 15 (e.g . Sully et al 1988). At 
higher overconsolidation ratios, the excess pore pressures above the 
conical tip become slightly negative and almost constant values. The 
generation of pore pressures at the tip also becomes different and 
hence also any relation to overconsolidation ratio. 

Like all relations involving the pore pressure difference, the 
parameter PPD is also sensitive to the soil plasticity. It is also 
found to be sensitive to other soil parameters, and plots of the 
parameter PPD in soil profiles with relatively uniform 
overconsolidation ratios and consistency limits show variations with 
depth that cannot be related either to soil plastici ty or unusual 
ground water conditions. 

The spread in the relation between the parameter PPD and the 
overconsolidation ratio in the normally consolidated and slightly 
overconsolidated clays at the SGI and NGI sites is large, Fig. 96 . 

One reason for this large spread can be found by studying the results 
from the two sites in Tuve and Munkedal. At Tuve, there i s an artesian 
water pressure and an upward gradient in the pore water combined with 
organic clay with a low bulk density at the top of the profile. At 
Munkedal, on the other hand, there is a downward pore pressure 
gradient and a fill on top of the soil profile. The resulting PPD 
values at the two sites and the overconsolidation ratios are shown in 
Fig. 97. and it is obvious that PPD values cannot be well correlated 
to the overconsolidation ratios in these cases. 
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These two sites are the extreme opposites in terms of ground water 
conditions for this investigation, but are in no way unusual for 
Swedish conditions. Extensive measurements of ground water 
conditions and seasonal pore pressure variations have shown that 
hydrostatic ground water conditions are exception rather than the 
rule and that the conditions may vary significantly between different 
seasons. The use of the parameter PPD to estimate overconsolidation 
ratios in this region must therefore, and also on the aforementioned 
grounds, be discouraged. 

• A better way to normalize the difference between the pore pressures 
measured at the conical face and at the base of the tip is to divide 
it by the in situ effective vertical stress. A plot of the relation 
(6uFACE-6uSTD)/o'vo against the overconsolidation ratio for the data 

.from 	the SGI and NGI sites, Fig. 98, shows that there is a clear 
correlation and the location of the points for organic clay indicates, 
as expected, that also this correlation is sensitive to the soil 
plasticity. An inclusion of data from more overconsolidated clays at 
the BRE sites, Fig. 99, indicates that the relation for clays can 
roughly be written 

log OCR~ 0.112· {6uFACE- 6uSTD)/o'vo - 0.04 

Without prior knowledge of the plasticity of the soil, the 
overconsolidation ratio in normally consolidated or only slightly 
overconsolidated clays, (OCR<3), may be estimated from 

log OCR~ 0.141· (6uFACE- 6uSTD)/o'vo - 0.05 

Fig. 100, 

and in corresponding organic clays and gyttjas from 

log OCR~ 0.064· (6uFACE- 6uSTD)/o'vo - 0.02 

The relation is sensitive to the plasticity of the soil and for 
normally consolidated soils, (OCR i 1.4), the quotient 
(6uFACE-6usTn)/o'vo can be written 

~ 0.31 + 1.27·wL (wL in decimal numbers)
o' 

VO 
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Fig. 98. 	Pore pressure difference normalized against effective vertical 
stress as a Junction of overconsolidation ratio, normally and 

slightly overconsolidated soils. 
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Fig. 99. 	Pore pressure difference normalized against effective vertical 
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Fig. 100. 	Pore pressure difference normalized against effective 

vertical stress as a function of overconsolidation ratio, 

normally and slightly overconsolidated clays. 


The scatter, however , is considerable, Fig. 101. For clays only, the 
improvement in the relation with overconsolidation ratio by 
normalization with respect to liquid limit is moderate, but it brings 
the different types of soil together and for all soils a more general 
relation can be written 

tiuFACE - tiuSTD 
log OCR 0.15·--------- - 0.05 

o'vo· (0.31 + 1.27-wL) 

Figs 102 a and b. 

Also this relation is valid only for soils with overconsolidation 
ratios lower than about 15. 
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• A method of estimating the overconsolidation ratio using only the 
measured tip resistance was suggested by Wroth (1988). In this method, 
the parameter Q = (qT - ov0 )/o'vo is used as a measure of the 

overconsolidation ratio. Later investigations by Powell et al (1988) 
have shown that good site- specific correlations may be obtained, but 
that a ten-fold variation may be obtained between different sites. A 
plot of the data in the present investigation together with the data 
from NGI, NTH and BRE also shows that there is a definite relation 
between the parameter Q and log OCR, although the scatter is large, 
Fig. 103. 

The main reason for this scatter can be found in the very large effect 
of soil plasticity on the parameter Q. For normally consolidated 
soils, (OCR~ 1.4), the Q parameter can be written 

QNC ~ 1.13 + 5.76·wL (wL in decimal numbers) 

Fig. 104. 

When the Q parameter is normalized against the liquid limit, a much 
more uniform picture emerges, Figs 105 a and b. 

The general relation for estimation of the overconsolidation ratio 
then becomes 

log OCR~ 0.32·Q / (1.13 + 5.76 · wL) - 0.22 

(wL in decimal numbers) 

The formula is valid for most soils, (exceptions are the heavily 
fissured clay at Brent Cross and the stony till at Cowden), and there 
is no limitation in the overconsolidation ratio to which it can be 
applied. By using the parameter Q to estimate the overconsolidation 
ratio, the difficulties in accurate pore pressure measurements in 
overconsolidated soils are avoided and so are also the apparent 
difficulties in obtaining good and repeatable pore pressure 
measurements in silty clay indicated by the results from the NTH 
sites. The main disadvantage is the very large dependence on the soil 
plasticity which makes an accurate determination of the 
consistency limits an absolute requirement before the method can be 
applied. 
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•Avery similar and somewhat simplified relation was indirectly 
suggested by Sandven (1990), who proposed that a plot of the quotient 
qT/ 2 against depth compared to the corresponding curve for effective 

vertical stress would be a good indication of the overconsolidation. 

In the parameter Q = (qT - ov0 )/o'vo• the factor ovo is small in 

comparison to qT and similar correlations to other parameters would be 

obtained if it was omitted. This can be observed in Figs . 106 a-c, 
which show almost identical trends and scatters and a very similar 
dependence on the soil plasticity. 

The general formula for estimation of overconsolidation using 
Sandven's parameter would be 

log OCR~ 0.464 · qT / [ 2·o' vo · (1 . 65 + 3 .l·wL)] - 0 . 364 

From a practical point of view there is no great difference between 
using this formula or the Q parameter, although the l a tter may be 
considered conceptually more correct. 
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• The parameter Bq = ~uSTD / (qT - av0 l was introduced by Senneset and 

Janbu (1984), mainly for soil classification purposes. It has, however 
been suggested also for estimation of overconsolidation ratio. 

The parameter Bq may vary between about -0. 1 and 1.1. It is very 

sensitive to the liquid limit of the soil. For normally 
consolidated soils, (OCR i 1.4), it can be written 

(Bq) ~ 0.95 - 0.35·w1 (w1 in decimal numbers)
NC 

Fig. 107 . 
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The dependence on the soil plasticity alone can thus cause effects 
that cover more than half of the possible range for Bq. Furthermore, 

it is sensitive to the sensitivity (or rather the rapidity) of the 
soil . 

The parameter Bq thus cannot be used to estimate overconsolidation 

ratio without normalization against the consistency limits of the 
soil . After normalization, a relation between Bq and overconsolidation 

ratio can be observed, but the spread is great, Fig. 108 . For 
overconsolidation ratios higher than 15, the Bq values are normally 

almost constant and slightly negative and any correlation with 
overconsolidation ratio ceases to exist . The use of the parameter 
Bq to estimate overconsolidation ratio is discouraged. 
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• Another parameter involving both the tip resistance and the pore 
pressure was suggested by Houlsby (1988). The suggested parameter was 
(qT - u) / a'vo but it was not clearly stated which pore pressure 

along 	the cone should be used. 

If the pore pressure at the conical face of the tip is used, the 
method becomes analogous with the direct estimation of the 
preconsolidation pressure from qEFFECTIVE· A plot of the gathered data 

against log OCR shows a clear relation, but also a very large spread, 
Fig. 109. Part of this spread can be explained by the large dependence 
of the relation on the soil plasticity, Fig. 110. This dependence 
also affects the possibility for a direct evaluation of the 
preconsolidation pressure from qEFFECTIVE• (see Chapter 10.2). 

After normalization, the spread is reduced, Fig. 111, but it is still 
large for normally consolidated and only slightly overconsolidated 
soils. This spread is associated with the problems of accurately 
determining the small difference qT-uFACE as discussed in Chapter 

10.2. The suggested parameter in combination with the pore pressure at 
the conical face of the tip therefore cannot be used to estimate the 
overconsolidation ratio in soft soils unless the accuracy of the 
estimated difference is greatly improved. 
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If, instead , the pore pressure at the base of the tip is used, a 
similar relation is obtained with log OCR, Fig. 112. Also in this case 
the scatter is large and can be attributed to the large dependence of 
the relation on the plasticity of the soil , Fig. 113. After 
normalization for the consistency limits, the relation between the 
suggested parameter and the overconsolidation ratio becomes more 
uniform and can be written 

log OCR"" 0.167 ·--------- - 0.05 
o ' vo · (5.0·wL -0.6) 

Fig. 114. 
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The scatter for the normally consolidated and only slightly 
overconsolidated soils is much smaller than for the previous 
parameter. This could be expected, because the difference between tip 
resistance and pore pressure is larger and in this case both 
parameters are measured simultaneously. Also the data from the NTH 
sites fit into the general picture, even if the scatter is large. A 
small change in the correlations could be expected at an 
overconsolidation ratio of around 15, but this cannot be clearly 
observed. 

The latter parameter may thus be used to roughly estimate the 
overconsolidation ratio, although the accuracy is relatively poor. 

• A number of researchers, Wroth (1988) and Crooks et al {1988) among 
others, have advocated that the horizontal stress, oho• or the mean 

principal stress, p = (avo + 2ah0 )/3, are conceptually better 

parameters than avo f or use in the correlations. This is not 

controversial but rather difficult to carry out in practice. The 
horizontal stress is rarely measured and also possible measurements 
are subject to uncertainties. Empirical correlations exist, but they 
are not accurate enough to be used for this purpose if improved 
correlations are to be obtained. When the various correlations using 
the vertical in situ stress are normalized against the plasticity of 
the soil, possible effects of stress anisotropy may also be expected 
to be indirectly taken into account. 

For most of the sites in the present investigations, attempts have 
been made to estimate the horizontal stresses in the ground both by 
field and laboratory tests and the results are included in the data 
base used for empirical correlations. Similar tests have also been 
performed at the NGI sites . 

Data for the coefficient of earth pressure K0 (= a'h0 /a'vol have also 

been presented for the BRE and the NTH sites . Some of the data for the 
heavily overconsolidated British clays are reported to be unreasonably 
high and the NTH values are very different from the other data. 

A correlation between the parameter (qT - p)/p' and the 

overconsolidation ratio has been suggested by Crooks et al (1988). 
Also this parameter is found to be very sensitive to the pl asticity of 
the soil, Fig. 115. For normally consolidated soils, it can be written 

~ 2.15 + 7.5·wL (normally consolidated soil 
p 

wL in decimal numbers) 
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When the data from the SGI and NGI sites (and t he BRE site at 
Grangemouth) are normalized against the liquid limit of the soil, 
there is a correlation with log OCR, Fig. 116. 

log OCR"" 0. 325 ·	-------  - 0.213 
p, · ( 2 . 13 + 7 . 5 · WL) 

This relation, however, does not entail any improvement in comparison 
to the corresponding correlation for the parameter Q. When data from 
the other BRE sites and the NTH sites are included, it becomes much 
poorer. The introduction of the horizontal stress or the mean 
principal stress does thus not entail any improvement when current 
methods of estimating the horizontal stress are employed. 
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• A further indication of the overconsolidation ratio can also be 
obtained from the quotient fT/o'vo as described in Chapter 9.3. 

Because of measuring accuracy among other things, this correlation 
itself can only give a coarse estimation of the overconsolidation 
ratio but, because it uses a third and independent parameter, it can 
provide additional support to the estimations by other methods. 
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Depending on available data and also to some extent on the soil type 
and its magnitude, the overconsolidation ratio may be estimated using 
the parameters 

a'• VO 

• Q 

All these parameters are more or less sensitive to the plasticity of 
the soil and a determination of the consistency limits is normally a 
prerequisite before they are applied. The first two parameters cannot 
be used for overconsolidation ratios higher than about 15. 

Preferably, as many of the parameters above as are available should 
be used and judged according to the soil type to obtain the best 
estimate. 

The first and the third parameter can also be used for a direct 
estimate of the preconsolidation pressure, as shown in the previous 
chapter . 
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10.4 Moduli 

Piezocone tests in clay are to be considered as totally undrained 
tests. An evaluation of drained compression characteristics from this 
type of test is therefore not possible. 

Engineers often use rules of thumb to estimate the "elastic" 
compression characteristics of soils for stresses below the 
preconsolidation pressure. These rules are usually based on the 
preconsolidation pressure or the undrained shear strength and are also 
often modified depending on the plasticity of the soil. Sometimes, 
they are also further elaborated taking the stress history into 
account. 

Naturally , all these rules may be used also when the undrained shear 
strength or the preconsolidation pressure has been estimated from 
piezocone tests. In this way, all the gathered experience of both the 
advantages and limitations of the rules can be utilized and a proper 
sense of accuracy may be maintained. 

As there are correlations between parameters measured in the piezocone 
test and the undrained shear strength and the preconsolidation 
pressure, it is also possible to create new empirical correlations 
between these new parameters and the moduli in the specific stress 
r egion, although they are likely to be poorer. This procedure, 
however, would also unnecessarily dispose of all the gathered 
experience and introduce a great risk of misjudgements of the accuracy 
and general validity of site-specific correlations. The use of direct 
correlations between compression moduli and measured parameters in 
piezocone tests in clay is therefore discouraged. 

However , direct measurements of e l astic properties in undrained shear 
can with advantage be made in connection with piezocone tests . In this 
case, the cone is equipped with a seismometer (a seismic cone) and a 
seismic down-hole test to measure the shear wave velocity is performed 
at regular depth intervals during the sounding. From the measured 
shear wave velocity, an initial s hear modulus at small strains is 
evaluated. This modulus is then converted to s hear moduli or e l astic 
moduli at arbitrary strain levels using empirical relations. The 
equipments and procedures are described in detail by Campanella et al 
(1986) and Larsson and Mulabdic (1990). The latter report also 
contains results from all the test si t es in the present investigation. 
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11. EXCESS PORE PRESSURE 

DISSIPATION TESTS 


The generation of excess pore pressures during penetration is related 
to the soil type and its properties, and the dissipation of these 
excess pore pressures with time after generation is a measure of the 
drainage conditions in the soil. An assessment of these conditions at 
different levels in a soil profile can thus be obtained by momentarily 
stopping the penetration and studying the rate of decay in excess pore 
pressures with time. 

• Coefficient of consolidation 

Great efforts have been made to estimate a coefficient of 
consolidation from the results of pore pressure dissipation tests. The 
original intention appears to have been to estimate the coefficient of 
consolidation at vertical compression and horizontal water flow, cvh' 

which would be appropriate to use in, for example, designs with 
vertical drains. The main advantage over ordinary oedometer tests 
would be that the water flow in the excess pore pressure dissipation 
test is mainly in the horizontal direction, in which the permeability 
in especially layered soils is often higher than in the vertical 
direction. The excess pore pressure dissipation test would therefore 
better simulate this and a number of other loading and drainage cases . 

The method was tried out at SGI in connection with full scale road 
construction projects using various cone designs and interpretation 
methods, (Eskilsson and Andreasson 1979). It was found to generally 
yield too high values, which also differed widely depending on what 
cone design and interpretation method was used. Further investigations 
and elaboration of methods of estimating the coefficient of 
consolidation from excess pore pressure dissipation tests were 
discouraged although the piezocone test in general was considered to 
be a very useful method for soil investigations. 

The methods of estimating the coefficient of consolidation have been 
somewhat elaborated but, at the same time, there has been a growing 
awareness of the fact that the coefficient of consolidation is not 
a basic soil property. 

The coefficient of consolidation is merely an auxiliary parameter, 
being the product of the compression modulus and the permeability of 
the soil. During a consolidation process, both these parameters vary 
and, as a result, the value of cvh may vary by several orders of 

magnitude, especially in soft soils. 
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In 1982, Tavenas et al showed that the coefficient of consolidation 
that is evaluated from excess pore pressure dissipation tests in 
connection with piezocone tests is mainly related to the properties in 
the overconsolidated stress range. The best that can be hoped for is 
an estimate of the initial permeability by use of an empirical 
compression modulus for this particular stress range. Other tests, e. 
g. at UBC {Campanella et al 1982} and NGI (Lunne et al 1989), have 

verified that it is mainly a coefficient of consolidation in the 

overconsolidated range that is measured. 


Modern methods for prediction of consolidation processes take into 
account the variation in soil compressibility with stress range, the 
variation of permeability with deformation and the time dependence of 
the soil compressibility (creep}, among other things. Of all these 
factors, only a coarse estimate of the initial permeability may be 
obtained from excess pore pressure dissipation tests. 

The impossibility of applying coefficients of consolidation obtained 
from pore pressure dissipation curves in piezocone tests to settlement 
calculations in soft clays has been illustrated by Sills et al (1988) 
among others. 

The general recommendation for evaluation of the excess pore pressure 
dissipation test is to use the values at a degree of excess pore 
pressure dissipation (or consolidation) of 50 %. In Swedish clays and 
gyttjas, the required time for 50 %degree of consolidation with a 
standard piezocone normally varies between 1 and 3 hours and can in 
some cases be considerably more. Halting the penetration of a 
piezocone to study the excess pore pressure dissipation for evaluation 
of a coefficient of consolidation is thus a very time-consuming 
process. It also ties up the equipment and the drill rig during this 
time and therefore becomes a rather costly method, which only yields a 
coarse estimate of the initial permeability. Furthermore, a number of 
better and more rational methods have been developed for estimation of 
this parameter, e.g. Torstensson (1984), Tavenas et al (1986) and 
Tremblay and Eriksson (1987). 

The use of excess pore pressure dissipation tests for estimation of a 
coefficient of consolidation is therefore discouraged, at least for 
soft soils and normal applications on land. 

• Classification of drainage conditions 

A study of the rate of excess pore pressure dissipation for soil 
classification purposes and estimation of the general drainage 
conditions at the various levels in a soil profile, however, is a 
helpful complement to the penetration data. Such tests can be 
performed in 5 to 10 minutes during ordinary stops for connection of 
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new rods or whenever odd readings during penetration have to be 
clarified. 

At a stop in penetration, several processes occur simultaneously 
during the initial period after the stop: 

• 	 There is a process of pore pressure equalization along the cone 
because of the difference in excess pore pressures generated at 
different locations on the conical face of the tip and on the 
shaft above. 

• 	 There is a process of pore pressure equalization within the soil 
because the soil is seldom perfectly homogeneous and different 
excess pore pressures are generated in different layers. This is 
especially pronounced in varved clays with closely spaced thin silt 
layers. 

• 	 There may be an effect of what is happening at the ground surface. 
The rods should preferably be locked in position and clamped at the 
surface, but this operation may involve stress reliefs that affect 
the measurements. 

• 	 There may also be an effect of equalization of differences in excess 
pore pressures caused by anomalies in the cone geometry, such as 
wear or imperfect fits. 

• 	 Incomplete saturation would seriously affect the processes and in 
this case the results would be invalid. 

• 	 Finally, there is the main process consisting in pore pressure 
equalization and mainly horizontal water flow from the cone surface 
to the undisturbed soil at some distance away. 

The local pore pressure equalization processes mainly affect the pore 
pressure dissipation process for a few seconds to about 2 minutes, but 
increasing pore pressures above the conical tip have been observed for 
up to 5 minutes in heavily overconsolidated clays, (Powell 1988). 

In the present investigation, the excess pore pressure dissipation 
tests were made with the Hogentogler equipment using a cone with a 5 
mm high filter placed above the conical tip and a 1.3 mm high 
shoulder. It was observed that, in all homogeneous soils, there 
was an initial increase in the measured pore pressures before they 
started to decrease. This behaviour has frequently been observed in 
overconsolidated clays, but for normally consolidated clays it has 
usually been ascribed to incomplete saturation. In the present tests, 
it was a consistent behaviour which could not be ascribed to 
saturation. There was also no change in behaviour with depth and the 
patte rn remained unchanged down to the deepest levels at 25 - 27 
metres of depth. As previously mentioned, the filters on this type of 
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cone had a somewhat smaller diameter than the cone itself and 
correlations with pore pressures measured with other cones indicated 
that this caused a local drop in pore pressure at the filter location 
during penetration. The magnitudes in measured pore pressure rise 
after a stop in penetration and in estimated pore pressure drop 
largely match. 

In varved and layered soils, the pore pressure curve with depth is 
very jagged and the differences in generated pore pressures are rather 
large over short distances. In these soils, the initial pore pressure 
development could be observed to depend on in which thin layer the 
sounding was stopped. If the pore pressure at stop had a peak value, 
the pore pressure rapidly dropped to a more stable value, whereupon 
the normal pore pressure dissipation commenced. If the pore pressure 
~t stop had a relatively low value, the pore pressures first rapidly 
increased and then started to decrease . 

During the initial trials, it was found that there was a risk that 
small leaks in the hydraulic system could cause minute movements in 
the drill rig or that the weight of the yoke would rest on the rods. 
This would cause generation of new excess pore pressures during the 
dissipation process and destroy the possibilities for an 
interpretation. It was therefore considered better to release the grip 
around the rods and let them stand free during the dissipation 
process. In a few cases, this caused a momentary dip in the recorded 
pore pressures which was observed by comparing the last recorded pore 
pressures during penetration with the zero reading at pore pressure 
dissipation. This dip, however, was only momentary and the pore 
pressures rapidly increased to normal values. 

The errors in the first part of the dissipation process make it 
necessary to use a construction to obtain the initial excess pore 
pressure. In an ideal consolidation process, the pore pressures may be 
assumed to decrease linearly with the square root of time during the 
first stage of the process and it is usually recommended to use this 
fact to construct the initial value. When the pore pressure readings 
in the present investigation were plotted against the square root of 
time it was also found that, independent of the earliest pore pressure 
variations, the relation after a short while formed a straight line 
for a portion of the process. This straight line was extrapolated back 
to time zero and the relevant initial excess pore pressure for the 
main consolidation process was evaluated. This construction could in 
most cases be made by using the readings during the first 5 minutes 
of dissipation. In a few cases, readings up to 10 minutes were 
employed. 

The evaluated initial excess pore pressures have then been compared to 
the corresponding excess pore pressures during penetration estimated 
from the results obtained in the parallel tests with other cones and 
using the relations for generated pore pressures at different filter 
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locations described in Chapter 9.5 . The results coincide with a 
coefficient of regression of 1.003 and a coefficient of correlation of 
0.995 for these mainly normally or only slightly overconsolidated 
soils, in which the possible influence of varying pore pressures along 
the cone should be rather small. This gives a certain confidence in 
the method and, apparently, minor errors at the start do not have any 
greater influence on the main dissipation process. This has also been 
observed by Powell (1988) in heavily overconsolidated clays, where the 
excess pore pressures rose for the first 5 minutes from negative to 
positive values before they started to decrease. 

In order to obtain a qualitative measure of the drainage conditions in 
the soils, the degrees of excess pore pressure dissipation in 5 and 10 
minutes have been studied. In stability and consolidation analyses, 
soils can generally be divided into three groups; free-draining, semi
draining and non-draining. (More rigorously, they should rather be 
termed "soils with high permeability, medium permeability and low 
permeability"). This division corresponds to the types of stability 
analyses that are applicable under various time aspects (drained, 
semi-drained and undrained) and also to the time aspects that should 
be put on consolidation (immediate, delayed or very slow). 

The free-draining soils consist of sand, shell soils and other coarser 
materials. The semi-draining soils consist of silt and clay with thick 
silt layers. Fibrous peat and low-permeable soils close to free
draining layers may also be included in this group. The non-draining 
soils consist of fine-grained organic and inorganic soils, such as 
decomposed peat, gyttja, clay and silty clay without any significant 
coarser layers. 

When the remaining excess pore pressures after 5 and 10 minutes of 
dissipation expressed in degrees of the evaluated initial excess pore 
pressure are studied, it is found that a division can be made as shown 
in Fig. 117 and Table 1. 

The division, however, is only qualitative and also somewhat 
subjective, depending on what permeabilities are referred to. · 

The results in the different soil profiles in the present 
investigation are plotted against depth in Fig. 118. 
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Fig. 117. 	Division o/ soil types on the l>asis o/ remaining excess pore 
pressures after certain times /or dissipation. Piezocone 
tests ~ith standard dimensions o/ the cones and filters 
located just above the conical /ace o/ the tip. 

Table 1. 	Division o/ soil types on the l>asis o/ remaining excess pore 
pressures after certain times /or dissipation. Piezocone 
tests ~ith standard dimensions o/ the cones and filters 
located just above the conical /ace o/ the tip. 

Soil type 	 Remaining excess pore pressures as 

degree of initial excess pore pressures 


After 5 mi n After 10 min 

Free-draining < 0.2 	 < 0.2 

Semi-draining 0.2 - 0.6 	 0.2 - 0.5 

Non-draining > 0.6 	 > 0.5 
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Fig. 118. Con-tinued. 

As can be seen in the figure, it is possible to obtain a good picture 
of the drainage conditions in the profiles in this way. The conditions 
are verified by the results from large scale field tests at 
Norrkoping, Ska-Edeby, Lilla Mellosa, Backebol and Valen and the 
dissipation tests have picked up the relevant drainage boundaries very 
clearly . At Tuve, the transition l ayer at 7 m depth is clearly seen 
and so are the draini ng shell soil layers at Section 6/900. In 
general , it is a l so possibl e to distinguish between those silty clays 
with silt layers that provide full or partial drainage and those 
varved and silty clays which may be considered as non-draining. 

Caution must be exercised in soils where no or very small initial 
excess pore pressures are generated . The problems are then associated 
with accuracy in t he measurements and the estimation of the i n situ 
pore pressures and by division by zero. They can easil y be sorted out 
by using common sense. 

Excess pore pressure dissipation tests for 5 to 10 minutes can be 
performed without significant loss of the effectiveness of the 
piezocone test. They can be especial ly helpful in judgement of the 
drainage conditions in varved and layered clays and silty soils and 
also in distinguishing between draining silt or sand layers and harder 
objects embedded in clay, which all result in increasing tip 
resistances and lower measured pore pressures. 
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12. SOIL CLASSIFICATION 

• Existing classification charts 

Classification of soil on the basis of results from piezocone tests 
can be made by using various empirical classification charts. Some of 
these charts use only the measured tip resistance and the friction 
ratio. They usually originate from tests using CPT equipments without 
pore pressure measurements. The most widely used charts of this type 
originate from the work by Schmertmann and Sanglerat in the early 
70's, e. g. Erwig {1988) and Meigh (1988), Fig. 119. 

Expcct some overlap in zones below 
Local correlations arc desirable 
Fric:11011 r;1t10 values dccrcnsc 1n ncc.l1r:1ey w11l11t ,w 
values ol 0, and in desiccated soils SGI sites

10() I Fine and I 
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Fig. 119. 	Guide for estimating soil type from CPT data developed by 
Fugro Ltd about 1982, Er7ilig (1988), ~ith inserted data from 
the present investigation. 
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These charts have been drawn up mainly for coarser and stiffer soils 
and the pore pressure effects on tip resistance and sleeve friction 
have not been taken into account. When the corrected data from the 
present investigation are inserted into this type of chart, it is 
found that the corrected friction ratios are generally lower than 
those assigned for the corresponding soil types in the charts. A 
correlation with uncorrected data depends very much on the actual 
design of the cone. Charts of this type are probably good aids in 
classifying soils on the basis of CPT tests using cones with a fairly 
uniform design, but appear to be less useful for CPTU tests in soft 
soils. 

A chart for soil classification on the basis of the cone resistance 
and the excess pore pressure developed at the standard position for 
the filter behind the cone tip was suggested by Jones and Rust (1982). 
The chart is based on the fact that large excess pore pressures (both 
positive and negative) are developed in clays and other fine-grained 
soils, while lower excess pore pressures and higher tip resistances 
are developed when the grain sizes increase. The chart can be used t o 
differentiate between clay, silt and sand and for a rough division of 
the soil types according to stiffness. All data from the present 
investigation fell into the region assigned for very soft clays, Fig. 
120. Similarly, Powell et al (1988) found that the data for British 
clays were mainly plotted in the right region, but that the chart 
would need to be further developed for a more detailed classification. 

Another chart, mainly using the same parameters, was suggested by 
Senneset and Janbu (1984). The chart uses the tip resistance qT and 

the parameter Bq 

Use of the chart requires an estimate of the in situ vertical stress 
and pore pressure apart from the measured parameters qT and uSTD· 

The original chart has been revised by Senneset et al (1989) to 
incorporate heavily overconsolidated soils with negati ve excess pore 
pressures and Bq-values, Fig. 121. The correction, however, appears 

to have been somewhat excessive for dense sands and hard to stiff 
soils. In consideration of the lower limit for possible negative pore 
pressures of 0.1 MPa , the possible negative Bq-values at high values 

of qT are much lower than those suggested by the shaded areas for 

silt and sand in t he chart. On the other hand, l ower Bq-values than 

those suggested in the chart may be encountered in overconsolidated 
clays. 
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Fig. 120. 	Soil classification chart suggested by Jones and Rust (1982) 
~ith inserted data from the present investigation. 
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Fig. 121. 	Classification chart suggested by Senneset et al (1989) ~ith 
inserted data from the present investigation. 

In this chart, the data in the present investigation fell slightly 

outside t he limits given for different soil groups. In general, both 

the qT-values and the Bq-values were lower t han the limits in the 


chart. The probable reasons for this are that the soils in the present 
investigation are softer and more high-plastic and organic than the 
reference material used for creating the chart and also that the 
meaning of the notations stiff, medium, soft and very soft is not 
specified. The latter problem is general for all the classification 
charts. 

Robertson et al (1986) suggested a parallel use of two charts; one 

using a plot of tip resistance against friction ratio and one using a 

plot of the tip resistance against the parameter Bq. 


The charts are sugges t ed to be used as guidelines for the soil 

behaviour type. This means that the classification may not be strict 

in terms of grain size distribution, but is more related to the fact 

that , from an engineering point of view, for example an 

overconsolidated clay in many aspects behaves as a coarser material. 

Both charts are divided into fields for typical data for 12 different 

types of soil type behaviour, Fig . 122. 
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Fig. 122. Charts for classification of soil type behaviour according 
to Robertson et al (1986) ~ith inserted data from the 
present investigation. 

When the data from the present investigation are plotted in these 
charts, it can be observed that they generally plot in about the right 
areas, but the results are slightly contradictory and the exact 
classification is also a matter of definition. 

In the first chart, all the clays and also most of the organic clays 
plot in the area for "sensitive fine- grained soils". Some of these 
clays had a hi gh sensi tivity and some were even "quick" clays, but the 
majority had sensi tivi ties ranging between 8 and 20. According to 
Swedish classification rules (Karlsson and Hansbo 1981), soils are 
classified as 

Low-sensitive when 

Medium sensitive when 

High-sensitive when 
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Most of the soils would thus be considered as normal clays in terms of 
sensitivity according to this classification. In the same 
classificati on system, "organic soi l" means a soil with an organic 
content of 6 %or more. The notation comprises both gyttja and peat . 
No peats were included in thi s i nvestigation , but some gyt tjas. They 
generally plot above the limit for organic soil in the chart and would 
have been classified as clays or sensitive fine- grained soils from 
this chart. The friction ratios were generally higher for organic than 
for inorganic soils, but not as high as indicated by the field for 
"organic soil" in the chart. 

In the second chart, almost all the data fall into the area for 
"clay". The organic clays and organic soils plot above the field for 
organic soil, but it can be observed that in general they show the 
same slightly lower Bq- values than inorganic clays, as is indicated 

in the chart. On the other hand, none of the data plot in the assigned 
field for "sensitive fine-grained soils", in spite of the fact that 
some quick clays with very high sensitivities were included. Also in 
this investigation, the Bq-values increased with increasing 

sensitivity, but not enough to reach the field assigned for sensitive 
clays. The Bq- values are actually somewhat sensitive to the exact 

location of the filter, but not enough to bring the points out to the 
suggested field in the chart by using pore pressures measured at any 
filter location behind the conical face of the tip. 

A pair of normalized classification charts were suggested by Robertson 
(1988). In these charts, the tip resistance is replaced by the net tip 
resistance normalized against (divided by) the in situ effective 
vertical stress. The friction ratio is replaced by a new factor of 
fs/(qT-ov0 ) and the parameter Bq remains the same, Fig. 123. 

The introduction of these charts was made on the basis that they would 
be conceptually more correct rather than on the basis of practical 
experience. When the data in the present investigation are plotted in 
these charts, it is found that in the first chart the soils are mainly 
classified as "silt mixtures - clayey silt to sil ty clay" and the 
organic soils plot far away from the assigned field. In the second 
chart , almost all the soils plot in t he field for clay , but i t can be 
observed that the organic soils also in this chart tend to be 
classified as "silt mixtures". It thus appears to remain some further 
elaboration of these charts before they become a real improvement in 
relation to the previous charts. 
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Fig. 123. 	Classification charts suggested by Robertson (1988) with 
inserted data from the present investigation.· 

• 	 Classification of fine-grained soils 

For a more detailed classification of fine-grained soils, it should be 
considered how the different measured parameters are linked to the 
soil type and its properties. The stiffness of the soil is mainly 
related to the parameter qT-ovo (net cone resistance). According to 

the Swedish classification system, fine-grained soils are classified 
in terms of stiffness on the basis of the undrained shear strength 
according to Table 2. 

") The second chart has recently been slightly modified to incorporate 
more negative Bq-values, which may be encountered in testing off-shore 

( Robertson 1991). 
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Table 2. Cl assification of fine-grained soils according to undrained 
shear strength (Karlsson and Hansbo 1981). 

Undrained shear strength, kPa Notation 

< 12.5 Very soft 
12 . 5 - 25 Soft 

25 - 50 Medium stiff 
50 -100 Stiff 

) 100 Very stiff 

The undrained shear strength is related to t he net cone resistance 
according to 

where NKT varies from abou t 15 in very low plastic clays to 24 in 

organic clays and gyttjas and mainly between 20 and 30 in heavily 
overconsolidated and fissured clays. 

The excess pore pressures measured behind the conical tip in normally 
consolidated soils increase with increasing sensitivity (rapidity) and 
decreasing plasticity and decrease with increasing plasticity and 
organic content. They also decrease if the soil is so permeable that 
the test is not fully undrained, e. g. in silt. For overconsolidated 
soils, the pore pr essures behind the conical tip decrease with 
increasing overconsolidation ratio and reach the lower limit close to 
-100 kPa at an overconsolidation ratio of about 15. This entails that 
the Bq-values are lower in high pl astic and organic soils than in low 

plastic and especially highly sensitive soils . The varying cone 
factor also entails that the boundary lines for soils of different 
stiffnesses are inclined in a (qT-ov0 l - Bq diagram. 

The results from the various test fields are divi ded into different 
soil groups and plotted in Fig. 124. 

The position of the various groups cl early shows the influence of soil 
type and stiffness. In Fig. 125, the data have been divided into 
groups with equal classification in terms of stiffness and the 
inclined borderlines for the different zones in the chart can be 
better observed. The positions for the borderlines have been roughly 
estimated using the NKT factors mentioned above. 
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Fig. 125. 	 Data from the various test fields divided into groups of 
equal classification in terms of stiffness and plotted 
against the net cone resistance and the parameter B 

q
in different scales, a- c. 
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These types of charts offer a somewhat better possibility to classify 
fine-grained soils than the previously suggested charts also using the 
parameter Bq. A tentative classification chart for clay and gyttja is 

outlined in Fig. 126. 
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Fig. 126. Tentative classification chart /or clay and gyttja. 

The main problem involved in using the parameter Bq or any other 

parameter involving the pore pressure measured behind the conical tip 
is that the pore pressure at this location is highly sensitive to the 
overconsolidation ratio and becomes zero or negative at 
overconsolidation higher than about 10. This fact makes it impossible 
to clearly distinguish between overconsolidated clays and silts and in 
some cases even sands. The magnitude of the tip resistance is mainly 
used for this purpose, but there is a considerable overlap. Use of the 
pore pressure measured at the conical tip would probably increase the 
possibilities for a more accurate classification of the soil. At this 
filter location, the pore pressures are always positive (except in 
extreme cases). They are also less sensitive to the overconsolidation 
ratio and better reflect the coarseness of the soil. 
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In this case, a classification chart similar to the chart used for 
dilatometer tests might be constructed. The classification charts for 
dilatometer tests have been revised for soft soils within the present 
project and are shown in Fig. 127. This type of chart has generally 
been found to yield good classifications of the soils. 
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Fig. 127. Classification charts for dilatometer tests, (Larsson 1989). 
a) Chart for soil classification 
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b) Chart /or estimation of density 

Tentatively, such a chart for piezocone tests might consist of a plot 
of the two parameters (qT- ov0 ) and (qT- ov0 )/~uFACE· The latter 

parameter could also be corrected for overconsolidation in a way 
similar to the correction of r0-values in the dilatometer 

classification suggested by Larsson (1989). This correction could 
consist of a subtraction by the parameter fT/o'vo, which is related 

to the overconsolidation ratio (see Chapter 9.3) so that 

01 

CORR vo 

A chart of this type is sketched in Fig. 128. 
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Fig. 128. 	Schematic chart /or soil classification /or piezocone tests 
with pore pressure measurements on the conical /ace o/ the 
tip analogous to the classification chart for dilatometer 
tests. (Sketch only). 

The data from the SGI, NGI and BRE sites (except Cowden) are plotted 
in this type of diagram in Fig. 129 and all data appear to be in 
about the right positions in spite of the large differences in 
overconsolidation ranges. Data from the NTH sites could not be 
included in this plot because of a lack of friction data, but a check 
with uncorrected data indicate that they fit into the general picture . 
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Fig. 129. 	Data from SGI. NGI and BRE sites plotted according to the 
tentative classification chart /or piezocone tests ~ith pore 
pressure measurements on the conical face of the tip. 

Apart from special charts, also the shape of the pore pressure curve 
may be used as an aid for soil classification. In homogeneous c l ays 
and organic soils, the pore pressure curve against depth is usually 
very smooth. In silty soils, it becomes more jagged and the presence 
of silt layers can be detected by the shape of the curve. This study 
is facilitated by a high frequency of the pore pressure readings and 
also to some extent if the pore pressure is measured at the conical 
face of the tip. There are some pitfalls involved in this method, 
however. Coarser objects embedded in clay or gyttja may give the same 
effects as draining l ayers both in terms of tip resistance and pore 
pressure. Especially in marine deposits, a frequent occurrence of 
shells embedded in clay or gyttja gives the same indications as a high 
silt content or frequent thin silt layers. 

Another aid to the soil classification, which may help to resolve some 
of the problems mentioned above, is excess pore pressure dissipation 
tests. As described in Chapter 11, short periods of dissipation of 5 
to 10 minutes are s ufficient to distinguish whether the soil should be 
considered as free-draining, semi-draining or essentially non
draining. 
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• Estimation of density 

More elaborate classification charts and most of the correlations used 
to evaluate soil properties from piezocone tests require an estimate 
of the vertical stress in the profile . No method of estimating the 
density of the soil from the test results has been put forward . The 
density has to be measured by some other test or by sampling or , 
alternatively, estimated on the basis of the soil classification and 
estimation of stiffness made on the basis of the piezocone test 
results. The latter procedure is then performed manually . 

If charts similar to the dilatometer chart are used, it would also be 
possible to make a parallel chart for estimation of soil density as is 
done in dilatorneter tests. 

The results from the various test fields also indicate that a such 
chart could be created, Fig. 130. A rough estimate of the density may 
also be made from plots of the net cone resistance against the 
parameter Bq . The data in the various field tests are plotted in this 

way in Fig. 131 and a tentative classification chart for densities in 
clay and gyttja is shown in Fig. 132. 
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Fig. 130. 	Data from SGI, NGI and BRE sites divided into groups ~ith 
equal densities and plotted according to the tentative 
classification chart /or piezocone tests ~ith pore pressure 
measurements on the conical /ace o/ the tip. 
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Fig. 131. 	Data from SGI, NGI and BRE sites divided i nto groups ~ith 
equal densities and plotted against the net cone resistance 
and the parameter Bq. 
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Fig. 132. 	Tentative chart /or estimation o/ density in clay and gyttja 

from piezocone tests. 


The use of both types of charts requires an iteration procedure 

because the density is involved in the parameters on the axes of the 

charts. Such a procedure is also used for evaluation of the 

dilatometer test and is fairly simple. 


The accuracy of such charts is of course very limited, but they may 

facilitate a more automatic and rational evaluation procedure. If they 

are used, the estimated densities have to be checked against available 

data and sens i tivity analyses have to be made to find out if t hey are 

suffici ently accurate for the purposes for which they are applied. 
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13. DISCUSSION 


• General 

This investigation has been aimed at studying the application of the 
piezocone test in ordinary soil investigations in soft soils on land, 
e. g. for the design of roads and buildings. 

The piezocone is an unsurpassed method of determining stratigraphy in 
all types of soils where it can be pushed down, i. e. soft fine
grained soils to dense sand. This is especially valid if a high 
frequency of readings of the generated pore pressure is used. An 

increased use of the piezocone would therefore give a desired higher 
quality of the soil investigations in terms of determination of 
stratigraphy. 

Substantial information on the soil properties can also be obtained. 
In sands, the test is one of the more established methods of obtaining 
parameters for calculation of bearing capacity and settlements. In 
more fine-grained soils, a good picture can be obtained of undrained 
shear strength and state of consolidation, although supplementary 
investigations are usually required. 

In these routine investigations, however, the method has to compete 
with the rather comprehensive arsenal of other available methods, both 
in terms of quality and cost. In investigations on land, it is also 
seldom r equired that all properties s hould be determined by using a 
s ingle method, but any combination o f the available equipments may be 
used to reach the desired goal. Once the piezocone test has started, 
it is normally a very fast test. The time for preparation of the 
equipment and the set-up time at the site are relatively time
consuming, however. To make the method competitive, the time for these 
procedures and also the time for waiting for temperature stabilization 
and all possible stops during penetration have to be minimized. 

The procedures, statements and conclusions made in this report should 
be seen in this light. In, for example, off-shore work, the cost for 
establishment at each test point is very high and it may be essential 
to gain as much information as possible from a single selected test 
method. Quite different aspects may then apply. 

• Limitations for the results in the present investigation 

The present investigation has been performed in Swedish mainly soft 
normally consolidated or only s l ightly overconsolidated soils. The 
results are mainly applicable to soils of this type and with similar 
compositions in terms of mineralogy and nature of possible organic 
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matter. The results are thus not applicable for e. g. cemented soils. 

Related investigations have been used to supplement the present 
investigation with results from more heavily overconsolidated clays. 
Good correlations for the influence of the overconsolidation ratio on 
the results have been obtained. It is , however, difficult to separate 
the effects of overconsolidation ratio and of fissuring on the basis 
of avai labl e data. Some of the relations, especially for undrained 
shear strength, may be expected to be very different in non-fissured 
and fissured soils and a certain further consideration would be 
prudent when applying these correlations to more heavily 
overconsolidated soils. 

All reference data for the Swedish soils have been obtained from tests 
-performed according to Swedish standards and practice as described in 
e. g. Bergdahl (1984), Larsson et al (1984), Larsson (1988 and 1990), 
standards of the Swedish Building Standards Institution and 
laboratory manuals from the Laboratory Committee of the Swedish 
Geotechnical Society. 

All notations and classifications are in accordance with the Swedish 
classification system, (Karlsson and Hansbo 1981). 

• Need for standardization 

There is an absolute demand for further standardization of the 
piezocone test if it is to be used for determination of properties in 
fine-grained soils and obtained correlations are to be generally 
applicable. 

For pore pressure measurements, the exact location of the filter and 
its height have to be standardized. This has to be done both for 
filters located behind the conical tip and on the conical face. 
Tolerances for the filter diameters have to be specified and the 
tolerances for wear of the cone tips that are used for tests in fine
grained soils have to be stricter. 

The requirements for accuracy and temperature stability have to be 
redefined to meet high but attainable demands, see Chapter 2. 

The reading frequency of pore pressures should preferably also be 
standardized with a demand for readings at every 10 mm of penetration 
or even more often. 

Furthermore, the standard has to specify that readings of both tip 
resistance and sleeve friction have to be corrected for pore pressure 
effects and possibly other sources of error. To present uncorrected 
data without the possibility for late r correction can only be compared 
to selling goods by gross weight without giving information on the 
tare. This is a totally unacceptable procedure in all other 
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connections and should certainly be considered so in engineering. 

• Demands on accuracy and calibration 

Normal 5- ton cones can be made accurate enough for use also in very 
soft soils. Good temperature stability can al so be achieved and, 
naturally, only top quality pore pressure transducers should be used. 
This does not appear to be any technical problem for t he 
manufacturers, but the standard has to specify this and the 
geotechnical society and the customer must demand it. 

When the piezocones are to be used in soft soils, special calibrations 
have to be made concerning area factors and possible temperature 
effects, cross-talk and internal frictions. This should preferably 
be done in calibration chambers. The calibrations should also be made 
for the lowest stress ranges that are not expected to be exceeded in 
the tests. 

• Desired development 

Apart from standardization, the most obvious desired development is a 
commercial cone that measures the pore pressure simultaneously both on 
the conical face and at the base of the tip. The pore pressure further 
up on the cone shaft can, for practical purposes, be estimated from 
empirical correlations, especially if the upper end area of the 
friction sleeve is kept small. A minimum requirement is that the cones 
are supplied with exchangeable tips so that the pore pressure can be 
measured alternatively on the face or at the base of the conical tip. 

The development of a dual pore pressure cone should preferably also be 
accompanied by development of an ingenious assembly and saturation 
procedure. The manual method using a syringe to flush all the channels 
and eliminate possible gas bubbles in threads and corners is very 
tedious and trying, especially when it is wet and cold and the 
lighting conditions are poor. This type of equipment should also be of 
great value for existing cones with only one filter and is probably a 
must when several filters are used. 

Multi-pore pressure measuring cones have been developed and so have 
special containers in which the cones can be assembled and subjected 
to vacuum during this process, e. g. Zuidberg {1988). Most equipments 
avai l able on the open market, however, do not yet incl ude these 
options. 

Temperature sensors and inclinometers built into the cones are of 
great value but normally not absolutely necessary , provided that the 
temperature stability is good. 

Some kind of overload protection has to be employed to prevent the 
cones being damaged or the careful calibration being ruined. 
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T. Lundgren, L. Karlqvist & U. Qvarfort 

15. 	 Kartering och klassificering av leromddens stabilitetsforutsattningar 1982 
L. Viberg 

16. 	 Geotekniska faltundersokningar 1982 
Metoder - Erfarenheter - FoU-behov. 
E. Ottosson (red.) 

17. 	 Symposium on Slopes on Soft Clays 1983 

18. 	 The Landslide at Tuve November 30 1977 1982 
R. Larsson & M. Jansson 

19. Slantstabilitetsberakningar i lera 1983 
Skall man anvanda totalspanningsanalys, effektivspanningsanalys 
eller kombinerad analys? 
R. Larsson 

20. 	 Portrycksvariationer i leror i Goteborgsregionen 1983 
J. Berntson 

21. 	 Tekniska egenskaper hos restprodukter fran kolffirbranning - 1983 
en laboratoriestudie 
B. Moller, G. Nilson 

22. 	 Bestamning av jordegenskaper med sondering -en litteraturstudie 1983 
U. Bergdahl & U. Eriksson 

23. 	 Geobildtolkning av grova moraner 1984 
L. Viberg 

24. 	 Radon i jord 1984 
- Exhalation - vattenkvot 
- Arstidsvariationer 
- Permeabilitet 
A. Lindmark & B. Rosen 

25. 	 Geoteknisk terrangklassificering for fysisk planering 1984 
L. Viberg 
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26. 	 Large diameter bored piles in non-cohesive soils 1984 
Determination of the bearing capacity and settlement from results 
of static penetration tests (CPT) and standard penetration test (SPT). 
K. Gwizdala 

27. 	 Bestamning av organisk halt, karbonathalt och sulfidhalt i jord 1985 
R. Larsson, G. Nilson & J. Rogbeck 

27E. 	Determination of organic content, carbonate content 1987 
and sulphur content in soil 
R. Larsson, G. Nilson & J. Rogbeck 

28. 	 Deponering av avfall fran kol- och torveldning 1986 
T. Lundgren & P. Elander 

28E. 	Environmental control in disposal and utilization of 1987 
combustion residues 
T. Lundgren & P. Elander 

29. 	 Consolidation of soft soils 1986 
R. Larsson 

30. 	 Kalkpelare med gips som tillsatsmedel 1987 
G. Holm, R. Trank & A. Ekstrom 

Anvandning av kalk-flygaska vid djupstabilisering av jord 
G. Holm & H. Ahnberg 

Orn inverkan av hardningstemperaturen pa skjuvhallfastheten hos 
kalk- och cementstabiliserad jord 
H. Ahnberg & G. Holm 

31. 	 Kalkpelarmetoden 1986 
Resultat av 10 Ars forskning och praktisk anvlindning 
samt framtida utveckling. 
H. Ahnberg & G. Holm 

32. 	 Two Stage-Constructed Embankments on Organic Soils 1988 
• Field and laboratory investigations 
• Instrumentation 
• Prediction and observation of behaviour 
W. Wolski, R. Larsson et al. 

33. 	 Dynamic and Static Behaviour of Driven Piles (Doctoral thesis) 1987 
Nguyen Truong Tien 
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34. 	 Kalksten som fyllningsmaterial 1988 
J. Hartlen & B. Alcesson 

35. 	 Thermal Properties ofSoils and Rocks (Doctoral thesis) 1988 
J. Sundberg 

36. 	 Full-Scale Failure Test on a Stage-ConstructedTest Fill 1989 
on Organic Soil 
W. Wolski, R. Larsson et al. 

37. 	 Pore Pressure Measurement - Reliability of Different Systems 1989 
M. Tremblay 

38. 	 Behaviour of Organic Clay and Gyttja 1990 
R. Larsson 

39. 	 Gruvavfall i Dalalvens avrinningsomrade - 1990 
Metallutslapp och atgardsmojligheter 
RAPi'oRT TilL DALALVSDELEGA TIONEN 

T. Lundgren & J. Hartlen 

40. 	 Shear Moduli in Scandinavian Clays 1991 
- Measurement of initial shear modulus with seismic cones 
- Empirical correlations for the initial shear modulus in clay 
R. Larsson & M. Mulabdic' 

41. 	 Overvakningssystem - Slantbeteende - Skredinitiering 1991 
Resultat fran ett fullskaleforsok i Norrkoping 
B. Moller & H. Ahnberg 

42. 	 Piezocone Tests in Clay 1991 
R. Larsson & M. Mulabdic' 
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